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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The main objective of this thesis is to assess the pricing dynamics in the primary market for the high yield 

corporate debt issued in Norway and Sweden. By focusing on yield spread at the time of issue, the study 

analyses how a selected set of company-specific, issue-specific and market-specific variables affect bond 

pricing by employing ordinary least squares regression modelling. An empirical, cross-sectional study based 

on a sample of 888 high yield corporate bonds is employed based on Stamdata information during a ten year 

time period between 2006 and 2016. The thesis only focuses on non-financial companies. On an overall level, 

the final model can explain 47,6% and 82,2% of variations in yield spreads for bonds issued in Norway and 

Sweden respectively. The total sample is further divided into subgroups by rating and maturity to better capture 

the behaviour of different segments. Three important findings from the models are to be presented. 

 

Firstly, empirical results show that credit ratings alone explain a substantial part of explanatory power for 

spreads of bonds issued both in Norway and Sweden. However, the premium seems to be twice as material for 

the Swedish high yield market as for the Norwegian one when looking at company rating at the time of issue 

in isolation. This indicates that the relatively novel Swedish high yield market is more sensitive to debt offers 

of low-rated issuers and as a means to warrant the uncertainty of a purchase, investors require higher yields. 

On the other hand, Norwegian high yield market with its heavily-dependent oil and gas industry composition 

is concluded being also vulnerable to market dynamics and external shocks. This is reflected in notably more 

market-specific variables being significant in comparison to Sweden, where company- and issue-specific 

metrics are the primary determinants. Secondly, empirical results show that equity volatility is another 

common factor present in pricing of bonds both in Norway and Sweden. It has a higher marginal effect in the 

latter signifying that during the risk-off times, it is more expensive to issue debt in Sweden because investors 

are more sensitive to times of deteriorating market sentiment causing poor liquidity. Thus, investors may 

demand higher compensation for potentially higher transaction costs. Last but not least, the empirical analysis 

shows results that contradict theory but support findings of other academics. Consistent throughout all models, 

the output indicates that speculative grade bonds with shorter maturities tend to yield higher. This is somehow 

counterintuitive and possible explanations are provided in the analysis section.  

 

As this thesis assesses the pricing factors of bonds at the time of issue, it serves as a contribution for non-

financial companies that seek financing in the high yield corporate bond market. 

 

Keywords: high yield corporate bonds, speculative grade, credit risk, liquidity risk, yield spread, credit market, 

debt issue, company-specific factors, issue-specific factors, market-specific factors 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

After the financial turmoil in 2008, restricted lending procedures have aggravated the access to bank loans and 

corporations have turned to other sources of financing. Moreover, receiving a satisfactory compensation by 

investing in volatile equity market has become more challenging as risk remained elevated. Persistently long 

period of low interest rates makes corporate bond market attractive as investors search for yield. Shifting 

market dynamics changed the way firms secure access to financing and how investors manage the capital, 

resulting in a paradigm shift towards the bond market. (Gunnarsdottir and Lindh, 2011) 

  

The bond market provides an essential function in the global financial system as it facilitates capital flow 

between lenders and borrowers. The bond market also has an influence on the pricing of other assets and 

investment decision making for corporations. Despite its vital function, the bond market has not gained much 

academic and empirical consideration in contrast to the equity market, even though it is more substantial in 

size. This is mostly due to lack of data and limited liquidity in the secondary market as traditionally most trades 

were performed over the counter (OTC). (International Monetary Fund, 2014) 

 

Within the bond market, there have primarily been academic handbooks examining credit analysis, such as 

Fridson 1989, Fabozzi and Cheung 1990, Altman 1990. Nevertheless, empirical studies regarding pricing of 

bonds have not been examined to the same extent as the equity market. One factor is the limited trading in the 

secondary market. Additionally, preceding research on high yield bond market has mostly focused on 

macroeconomic aspects where the price of bonds is influenced by the general economic dynamics such as 

growth rate of money supply, inflation rate, growth rate of real GDP and volatility of stock returns (Reilly et 

el. 2009, Fridson and Jonsson 1995). However, the study performed by Fridson and Garman (1998) also 

incorporates micro variables that explain the pricing of non-investment grade bonds.1 

  

In general, the bond market is largely dominated by issues made in USA and most studies have been based on 

this geographical market. The European market and especially the Nordic market has been less emphasized, 

the reason being that the high yield corporate bond market is rather novel and relatively small in size as opposed 

to the investment grade market with ample research (Longstaff et al.  2005; Huang and Huang, 2012). From 

an academic and empirical standpoint, this makes it appealing to investigate speculative debt, especially as the 

Norwegian bond market along with London and New York is considered being one of the largest high yield 

bond markets in the world (Oslo Börs, 2014). In addition, the Swedish high yield market has seen a steady 

growth since the financial crisis, while it was non-existent in prior years. Studies such as Gunnarsdottir and 

Lindh (2011) and Bonthron (2014) investigated the market for the Swedish non-financial corporation’s loan-

based financing and the development of the Swedish market for corporate bonds, whereas Rakkestad et al.  

                                                 
1
 “Non-investment” and “speculative” is equivalent to “high yield” . 
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(2012) investigated the liquidity in the secondary market for debt securities in Norway. Thus, Norway and 

Sweden are the two markets in Nordics that are most appealing to investigate and compare. However, as far 

as we know, no integrated study has been conducted. Taking into consideration present-day highly integrated 

markets and low communication barriers between the two countries, it becomes compelling to examine what 

are the specialties of each market and different preferences of stakeholders that have contributed to Norwegian 

market being anchorage for high yield corporate bonds, while the Swedish market has not reached comparable 

levels. 

The aim of this thesis is therefore to investigate the differences and similarities between the Norwegian and 

Swedish high yield corporate bond markets and the different dynamics at play. We build our study on previous 

findings from the academic literature and employ statistical models to assess the relationship between the 

pricing factors and the yield spreads for the two respective markets. This will be the first study of its kind to 

our knowledge.  

Furthermore, the thesis will add value by supplementing the existing US-related and investment grade-related 

literature. In addition, the data set is unique, as it comprises all primary issues and its characteristics in the 

Nordic Area for public and private companies obtained from Stamdata database comprising detailed 

information on all debt securities that have been issued during the last decades in the Nordics. Contributing to 

the existing sparse research on the high yield market in the Nordic Area, it is expected to give a valuable 

guidance to market participants, namely to bond issuers, bond investors, trustees and underwriters. Being 

informed about the pricing dynamics might provide insight into the opportunities when seeking financing in 

Nordics, understand distinctive preferences of the investor base and thus facilitate more informed management 

decisions. 

1.1 Problem statement and purpose 

Motivated by the discussion above, the purpose of this thesis is to use a quantitative approach to determine the 

factors affecting the high yield corporate bond market in Norway and Sweden and to underline the differences 

and similarities between the two. This leads to the primary research question (PRQ): 

 

PRQ: How do various dynamics affect the pricing of the new high yield non-financial bonds in Norway as 

opposed to Sweden in terms of yield spreads? 

 

In order to fully answer the primary research question, three sub-questions (SQ) are included: 

- SQ1: How can the development of the high yield corporate bond market in Norway and Sweden be 

characterised between 2006-2016? 
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- SQ2: How company-specific, market-specific and issue specific factors affect yield spreads for 

Norwegian and Swedish high yield corporate bond issuances? 

- SQ3: How does the pricing compare between Norwegian and Swedish corporate high yield bond 

market?  

 

1.2 Research method 

As the aim of this study is to investigate the pricing differences and similarities between the Norwegian and 

Swedish high yield corporate bond market in terms of the yield spread, a quantitative approach is considered 

to be relevant for the study. The analysis is based on data collection of numerical nature, where the results are 

derived from a larger data set and expressed in numerical terms in a specified degree of confidence.  From a 

philosophy stance, the quantitative method can be identified as positivist epistemology. According to Saunders 

(2016), positivist epistemology is defined as: ‘’only observable phenomena can provide credible data, facts. 

Focus on causality and law like generalisations, reducing phenomena to simplest elements.’’ Hence, the 

research questions will be answered through quantifiable observations and statistical models. 

 

We adopt a natural science stance and perform a structured methodology that allows replication possible, 

which is one characteristic of this research philosophy. In addition, the research approach is of deductive nature 

as we assess the factors of yield spreads obtained from the literature review using quantitative data and 

subsequently establish and explore a potential causal relationship between different parameters. (Robson, 

2002) In order for us to do so, the strategy behind it is an experiment as our goal is to study and explore whether 

a change in one independent variable produces a change in another dependent variable. (Hakim, 2000)  

 

As the purpose is to gain a deeper understanding of the relatively new and unexplored topic of factors affecting 

the Norwegian and Swedish bond issuances, an exploratory research is found to be advantageous. Moving on, 

we choose a mono method quantitative approach as we use one data collection technique. (Saunders, 2016). 

This will be elaborated in the section of data collection. The data structure in this study is based on cross-

sectional data as we are investigating a certain set of determinants of the yield spread at a specific time, namely 

at the time of issue, and not with respect to variance due to time. Hence, we are applying statistical tools in the 

context of a snapshot based on which we will conduct statistical regression modelling. 
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1.3 Thesis disposition 

The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows. Section 2 provides some background information about 

corporate bonds and the market setting for issuing high yield debt in the Nordic capital market, thus addressing 

SQ1. Section 3 presents literature review regarding determinants of yield spreads. Furthermore, section 4 

outlines the empirical methodology applied and the choice of variables employed. Section 5 provides analysis 

of the empirical results. Moving on, section 6 includes a discussion. The final part of the thesis concludes and 

highlights suggestions for future research as well as the limitations and improvements. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

In this chapter, a brief theoretical framework of corporate bonds in terms of characteristics and related 

stakeholders are presented. Furthermore, the development of high yield corporate bond market over the past 

ten years is addressed along with the market setting and general information on issue particularities in the 

Nordic Area, among others. 

 

2.1 Basic bond concepts 

The following traits are described in order to comprehend the elements of corporate bonds:  

 

Characteristics of bonds 

Corporate bonds, categorised as fixed-income instruments, are defined as debt securities issued by a 

corporation in order to raise financing. Bond issuance is an alternative to the conventional bank borrowing. 

They are issued in the primary market and are later traded between parties in the secondary market and just 

like stocks, bonds can be listed on an exchange or more often traded over-the-counter (OTC).  (Brealey et al.  

2014) There are certain traits attributable to bonds that are important to consider in order to determine the bond 

value. Corporate bonds are classified in accordance to their credit rating, either as investment grade or high 

yield. As this thesis focuses on high yield bonds, no further elaboration will be made on investment grade 

bonds.  

 

Face value 

The face value, also referred to as nominal value, par value or principal, is the amount to be redeemed at 

maturity to the bondholder/investor when the final interest payments have been paid (Brealey et al.  2014). 

Thus, the face value of the bond is equal to the loan that the bond issuer borrows and is later paid back to the 

bondholder at a predetermined future date. 

 

Coupon 

Coupon is defined as periodic interest payment paid up until maturity date to the bondholder, where the face 

value is used in order to determine the coupon. The coupon is determined at the time of issue and is usually 

unalterable for fixed-rate bonds, while for floating-rate bonds the coupon is a margin over the reference rate 

such as LIBOR, CIBOR, etc. (Berk and DeMarzo, 2013)  The coupon payment formula can be illustrated as 

following: 
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Valuing Bonds and Yield to Maturity 

Like all financial investments, the value of a bond is determined as the present value of all future cash flow 

streams (coupon payments and face value at maturity), discounted at an interest rate that reflects the risk of 

default of those cash flows. The value of a bond, expected to mature in n periods and paying coupon of C with  

M as the principal repaid at maturity and a discount rate of i is calculated as: 

 

The discount rate i, henceforth called yield to maturity (YTM), is defined as the annual return investors would 

receive if the bond was kept until maturity and the intermediate coupon payments were to be reinvested at that 

yield. (Berk and DeMarzo, 2013) There is an inverse relationship between the YTM and the value of the bond 

and the opposite relationship is derived from the present value relation that regulates the value of the bond.  

(Hawawini and Viallet, 2015) The graphical illustration of the inverse relationship between the YTM and the 

price of a bond can be found in appendix 1. Thus, an investor is more likely to make decisions about purchasing 

bonds based on YTM than the coupon rate, as coupon rate does not equal the actual return given that the 

investor sells the bond before maturity. YTM is equal to coupon rate if the face value is also equal to the bond 

price, in which case it is traded at par. When YTM is below the coupon rate, the bond is said to be traded at 

premium (above par), whereas the bond is traded at discount (below par) when YTM is above the coupon rate.  

(Hawawini and Viallet, 2015) 

 

According to Hawawini and Viallet (2015), yield spread is the compensation that companies pay to investors 

for holding bonds with risk in excess of the risk of the default-free bonds, in other words the difference in yield 

between two securities such as a corporate bond and a safe government treasury. The yield spread is commonly 

used for comparing securities across time and risk classes and is depicted in the yield curve figure 1 below. 

The yield curve plots interest rates for different maturities of bonds of identical credit quality. 
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Figure 1: Yield curve for high yield corporate and government bonds. 

 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution.  

 

Floating Rate Bonds 

Floating-rate bonds, also called floating-rate notes (FRN), pay interest that changes in accordance with a pre-

defined benchmark rate (Johnson, 2010). The interest paid consists of a reference rate such as LIBOR, 

EURIBOR, etc. and an additional margin - the added premium spread, while the face value is paid back at the 

time of maturity. The greatest risk for FRN is related to company’s underlying credit risk, but not the interest 

rate risk. This means that companies with weaker financial health pay greater premium (spread) to compensate 

the investor. (Bodie and Alan, 2014) Therefore, the duration (price sensitivity related to interest rate changes) 

for FRN is almost zero. Thus, increase in interest rates will not result in increase in price of FRN to the same 

extent.   

 

Fixed Coupon Bonds 

Fixed coupon bonds, also called plain vanilla bonds, are characterised by a fixed coupon payments over a 

bond’s lifetime with a return of the face value at maturity. For a fixed-rate security, the increase in interest rate 

risk will result in a price decline and respectively an increase in the yield; thus the duration of fixed-rate bonds 

is positive, which is not the case for FRN. Investors that purchase fixed coupon bonds can at the same time 

purchase an asset swap contract, depicted in the figure 2 below. Coupon obtained from the fixed-rate bond is 

used by the investor to pay the swap bank the fixed interest. In return, the swap bank pays a floating interest 

rate to the investor. By doing this, investor will instead start receiving floating interest and his interest rate 

exposure will be hedged. Thus, the asset swap market is an important consideration for investors purchasing 

fixed interest debt. (Bodie and Alan, 2014)  

Maturity 
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Figure 2: Generic structure of an asset swap. 

 

 

 

   

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution.  

 

Bond Ratings 

Credit rating is a basic way of evaluating the risk level of different bonds, since clusters of incomparable 

instruments become comparable based on various financial and non-financial metrics. For corporate bonds, 

key considerations include financial ratios, the business cycle and anticipated capital expenditures, among 

others. In addition, market factors such as inflation, currency movements, commodity prices, etc. also affect 

the operations of firms. (Hillier et al.  2012) A high rating signifies high debt-servicing capacity and low default 

risk, meaning the company will be able to pay all its financial obligations. The opposite is true for low ratings.  

 

Credit rating agencies like Moody’s, Standard and Poor’s and Fitch are perceived as being the most reliable 

providers of credit ratings. These official ratings spur investor participation and encourage liquidity in the 

market. (Aline, 2013)  

 

If a bond is assigned a rating below Ba1 by Moody’s and below BB+ for S&P and Fitch, it is called high-yield 

or speculative grade. (Hillier, et al.  2012) Bonds with ratings belong to investment grade category. Securities 

of the highly-rated investment grade rarely default, while default is much more likely among the high yield 

securities (Brealey et al.  2014). In the meanwhile, the higher the risk of a default, the lower the market price 

of debt and the higher the promised rate of interest (Brealey et al.  2014), thus the risk compensation directly 

depends on the financial health of the company. In order to better understand the rating systems, a comparison 

of the rating designations and their meaning is illustrated in appendix 2.  

 

Seniority and subordination of securities 

There is also a priority ranking within debt securities where bonds can be labelled as senior, subordinated, 

secured or unsecured. The priority is normally ranked as follows, depicted in table 1 (Fabozzi, 2012): 

 

 

 

 

Bond (Asset) Investor Swap counterparty 

Fixed interest Fixed interest 

Floating interest 
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Table 1: Capital structure characteristics 

 

Source: Fabozzi 2012 and authors’ own contribution.  

 

Bonds are commonly issued as either secured or unsecured and might be senior or subordinated (junior). 

Secured bonds usually have a pledged collateral, such as a property, plant or equipment, meaning that in case 

of a potential distress, the tangible assets can be liquidated in order to generate cash and pay the creditors. 

(Dunham and Singal, 2014) This implies that secured debt is less risky, ceteris paribus. Unsecured debt (also 

referred to as debentures) on the other hand is not pledged by any assets implying a higher risk, ceteris paribus. 

The seniority of bonds indicates the order of payment where senior bonds have a higher claim on a company’s 

assets than subordinated bonds. (Hawawini and Viallet, 2015) 

 

Bond options  

Bond options such as call, put and convertible options are features that can be attached to corporate bonds and 

thus allow the issuer or the holder the right to sell or purchase a bond at a specific price within a certain time 

period or under pre-determined situations (Hillier et al.  2012). Since the thesis only focuses on bullet bonds, 

meaning that the principal can only be repaid at maturity, options are outside the scope and will not be 

discussed.  

 

Issuers 

The issuers of high yield corporate bonds are often 1) fallen angels 2) start-up companies 3) companies raising 

cash for leveraged buyouts (Antczak et al.  2009).2 However, any company with elevated risk or rating below 

investment grade is said to be issuing high yield bonds. Relating to this, the primary objectives for issuing high 

yield bonds are mainly for refinancing current debt or for growth purposes such as acquisitions. As illustrated, 

capital-intensive companies are the main issuers and these businesses require a high debt load relative to its 

earnings and cash flow in order to reach its purposes. Figure 16 in appendix 3 provides a detailed distribution 

of the most frequent purposes of high yield bond issues in 2015.  

                                                 
2
 Fallen angels are a type of issuers of high-yield bonds that had their initial ratings degraded from investment grade to 

speculative grade. (Antczak et al.  2009)  
Start-up companies are described as firms that are in a growth phase seeking capital. Due to the unpredicted future 

performance of these companies, they are more risky than mature firms. (Antczak et al.  2009) 
In a leveraged buyout, high-yield bonds are issued by corporations as a tool to facilitate acquisitions. (Taggart, 1987) 
 

Debt priority ranking Priority in default Expected recovery in a default Capital cost

Senior recured Highest Highest Lowest

Senior unsecured

Senior subordinated 

Subordinated Lowest Lowest Highest
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Investors 

The corporate bond market can be divided into short-term investors and long-term investors depending on their 

investment prospect. Banks, central banks, treasury desks or firms are examples of short term investors 

whereas pension funds, investment funds, mutual funds, insurance companies are typically long-term oriented. 

(Choudhry, 2010)   

       

Underwriting 

The underwriting of a bond issue occurs at the primary market and is generally facilitated by an investment 

bank (also known as the underwriter) that possesses the special expertise to execute the trade. Alternatively, 

corporate bonds can also be sold in a private placement targeted towards a restricted number of institutional 

investors. As for the open market sales, the issuer and the investment bank agree upon a type of engagement: 

it can either be a firm commitment underwriting or a best effort underwriting, depending on the risk of a price 

fluctuation and the size of the issue. Firm commitment usually relates to known, financially sound companies. 

This arrangement defines situations where the investment bank assumes all risk and purchases the entire loan 

from the issuer at a specified price and subsequently sells it in the open market. The underwriter profits from 

the spread, which is the difference between the purchase price from the issuer and the public offering price to 

the market. However, the investment bank bears the risk for any unsold inventory and in order to limit its risk, 

it can enter into a best-effort agreement with the issuer, meaning that it attempts to sell as much of the debt as 

possible but is not responsible for any unsold inventory. (Johnson, 2010) 

 

Trustee 

Another essential market participant in the Nordic market is the trustee, where Nordic Trustee (NT) is used 

most frequently. The trustee represents the investor interests within crisis management and issuer monitoring. 

The former relates to negotiations about restructuring and enforcement of legal actions in the event of default 

and the latter relates to making sure that all the duties are fulfilled in a timely manner and in accordance with 

the loan contract. The trustee function is not mandatory and is appointed by the issuer, who pays an annual fee 

in addition to crisis management and monitoring fees.3 Investors can have direct contact only with the trustee, 

which is beneficial for the issuer. The issuer conveniently has a direct, confidential contact with only one entity 

instead of many bondholders, thus there is no divergence of interests. (Nordic Trustee, 2015). Interrelations 

between the main stakeholders (bond issuers, underwriters, trustees, bondholders) is illustrated in appendix 4.  

 

                                                 
3
 Also includes bond pricing service by Nordic Bond Pricing AS that provides a simplified and efficient independent 

pricing service of bonds. The rationale behind this is that pricing can be rather expensive and cumbersome for the market 

players in the fixed income market.  
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2.2 Historical overview of the high yield market 

After having discussed the basic bond concepts and the market players in the bond market, we now present 

further background regarding the general development of the high yield bond market in USA, Europe and the 

Nordics. 

 

2.2.1 General development 

The high yield corporate bond market emerged in 1970’s in the US, mainly due to fallen angel companies 

(Taggart, 1987). Prior to that, only investment grade public bonds were issued. The US is considered being the 

most substantial market for high yield corporate bond financing because of a strong tradition to issue debt 

securities on the market rather than to rely on bank loans - approximately 70% of the debt financing is derived 

from corporate bonds. (Gunnarsdottir and Lindh, 2011) The use of high yield corporate bonds for leveraged 

buyouts as a financing technique and the strong investor base through the mature money market fund market 

has added to significant growth.4 (González-Páramo, 2007)  

 

In contrast to the US bond market, European corporations have historically relied on bank loans as the main 

funding source. However, the financial crisis during the period of 2008-2009 and subsequent restricted lending 

derived from increased regulations have caused a paradigm shift towards issuing corporate debt, as bank loans 

became less accessible. In addition, the launch of euro has facilitated the growth of the bond market as it 

became available to a larger investor base. (European Central Bank, 2004)  

 

When looking at the value of high yield market in the EU, it has grown fivefold since the financial crisis up 

until 2014. As of 2015, the European high yield market was estimated to be approximately one-third of the US 

high yield market. However, it only corresponds to 15% of the total European corporate debt market, whereas 

the rest of the market is concentrated within investment grade segment. (Danske Capital, 2015) Additionally, 

the record-low interest rate climate in Europe and worldwide further makes this investment opportunity 

appealing. (Danske Capital, 2015) The growth of the high yield market is due to the fact that it provides higher 

returns compared to less risky corporate and government debt, thus it is perceived being a relatively attractive 

investment class. European high yield liquid index further illustrates the development and growing 

concentration of high yield corporate bond market in Europe. See appendix 5 and its constituents in appendix 

6. 

 

                                                 
4
 High yield bonds are attractive in the sense that they provide equity-like returns with lower risk. For instance, in US, 

the BofA/Merrill Lynch US High-Yield Master II Index and the S&P 500 index both returned 6,5% between February 

2006 and January 2016, with a standard deviation of 10,5% for the former and 15,2% for the latter and a sharpe ratio of 

0,50 and 0,35 respectively. 
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The Nordic high yield corporate debt market on the other hand is primarily dominated by Norway (Nordic 

Trustee, 2015). In 2014, more than two thirds of all Nordic issuances were Norwegian and it is especially 

recognised for the high proportion of oil, gas and shipping companies being present. (Nordic Trustee, 2015) 

Swedish corporations that traditionally relied on loan financing by exploiting good relationship with financial 

institutions (Barr, 2011) were forced by financial crisis to shift towards market borrowing (Gunnarsdottir and 

Lindh, 2011). As a result, Swedish high yield bond market has been reshaping during the last several years and 

it has become the second largest high yield market in the Nordics after Norway. (Gunnarsdottir and Lindh, 

2011).  

 

Traditionally banks played a pivotal role in making the markets for corporate bond trading as well as providing 

liquidity. During the last years global and Nordic market has been affected by changing regulatory frameworks, 

such as Basel III.5 New requirements altered the willingness and ability of banks to engage with riskier assets 

like corporate bonds, which caused disintermediation of financial institutions and subsequently bond markets 

saw deteriorating trading and liquidity dynamics. (Swedish Central Bank, 2010) As the impact of regulations 

is not the core part of the thesis, further elaboration can be found in appendix 7. 

 

2.3 Development in the Norwegian and Swedish high yield debt market 

After having presented a basic theoretical framework and a brief historical overview of the high yield market, 

we now move on to a descriptive analysis of the Norwegian and Swedish corporate bond market based on 

statistical data obtained from Stamdata. The following sections aim to answer SQ1, in order to give a sound 

background regarding the development of the market in the respective countries in the preceding years. 

 

2.3.1 Mapping the market 

First of all, it is important to define the notion of market that will be relevant within the context of the thesis. 

There are two dimensions when addressing “the market” in Norway and Sweden: 1) either a reference to all 

corporate bonds issued by companies that are domiciled/incorporated in Norway and Sweden and the 

underwriting taking place either domestically or abroad: 2) Alternatively, a reference to all corporate bonds 

that are issued in Norway or Sweden, both by domestic and foreign companies. Thus, it is important to 

distinguish between these two notions as they can have non-identical outcomes and explain different 

phenomena.  

                                                 
5
 Basel III focuses on two important aspects, a risk-weighted capital requirement and a liquidity requirement. The risk-

weighted capital requirement means that banks must have a buffer of equity to cover any losses whereas the liquidity 

requirement is comprised of both short-term liquidity requirement (the Liquidity Coverage Ratio, LCR) and a long-term 

liquidity requirement (the Net Stable Funding Ratio, NSFR). LCR, which was implemented in 2013 monitors the bank’s 

liquid assets in respect to its capital outflows whereas NSFR that will be implemented in 2018 matches assets with longer 

maturities with funding with longer maturities. (Swedish Central Bank, 2010) 
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Perspective of corporate bonds issued in Norway and Sweden explains the market attractiveness for selling 

debt by domestic and foreign companies. In other words, it defines the level of incentives that are created by 

regulations, trustees and underwriting banks among other things that lead to issues being made not only by 

domestic, but also by foreign companies that choose to issue debt securities in Norway and Sweden over their 

own domestic and other international markets. In contrast, issues made by Norwegian and Swedish companies 

both domestically and abroad explain the constitution of companies in Norwegian and Swedish markets in 

terms of need for capital, company-specific capital policies and their incentives to issue domestically or not. 

 

The dynamics of two instances have been mapped in a constellation of interrelationships between the issuing 

companies by country of domicile and between high yield issues by country of underwriting. The below figure 

3 represents the interrelationships of the constituents graphically (all data refers to 2006 - 2016, February). A 

more detailed map can be found in appendix 8. 
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Figure 3: The constellation of interrelationships between the issuing companies by country of domicile 

and between high yield issues by country of underwriting.  

 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata 

 

The map illustrates the phenomena of Norway being characterised by high amounts of foreign issues (29% of 

all 664 HY issues made in Norway, upper left), while Sweden having very few foreign issues (13%, bottom 

left). In the meanwhile, Norwegian companies issue very few high yield bonds abroad (2.6%, upper right) 

while Swedish firms choose to issue significantly more of high yield bonds abroad (17%, bottom right). The 

anomaly we believe lies within the attractiveness of a particular market and its competitive advantage in some 

areas over other markets: thus, the market we believe is relevant for this thesis is illustrated on the left hand-

side and encompasses all issues being made in Norway and Sweden, both by domestic and foreign companies.  

 

2.3.2 Norway 

The Norwegian high yield corporate debt market has since its inception in 2000 developed from a small market 

comprised of domestic utility enterprises into an international market characterised by large debt sales as well 

as prominent issuers. (Lind, 2014) As a result, Oslo Stock Exchange and Nordic Alternative Bond Market 
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together represent today the third largest market place in the world for listing non-investment grade corporate 

bonds after London and New York. (Oslo Börs, 2014) The majority of the issuers in Norway are from the 

capital- intensive industries, such as oil and shipping. However, real estate, service, and food and fishery have 

recently also gained more importance. Furthermore, issuers in their early lifecycle with assets under 

construction, low cash flow visibility and highly leveraged firms are also present in the Norwegian high yield 

market with the purpose of financing their business operations and raise growth capital. (Lind, 2014) 

  

During the period of 2000 and 2007, debt securities issued amounted to approximately 65% of the total external 

financing, whereas bank loans accounted for 11%. High levels of bond issuances after the financial turbulence 

were mainly concentrated with large corporations, whereas the small and medium-sized companies, SME, 

focused their financing on bank lending. (European Central Bank, 2010) One possible explanation is that bond 

issuances generally require a minimum monetary capacity in order to make economic sense, which only larger 

enterprises can fulfil.  This used to be the case for Norway, but during the recent years the bond market has 

developed into a well-established financing source for various medium-sized and smaller enterprises as well. 

The capital-intensive environment in Norway with oil, energy and shipping industry has attracted many 

international investors and has transformed into one of the most effective and largest high yield segments in 

the world (Oslo Börs, 2014). As Nordic high yield market has demonstrated being efficient and profitable for 

SME’s corporate fund raising, there is a growing number of issues originating from both domestic and foreign 

SMEs that can take advantage of simple and swift origination process (Nordic Trustee, 2015).  

 

2.3.3 Sweden 

Compared to the Norwegian market, the Swedish corporate bond market has remained small and 

underdeveloped until the last couple of years (Gunnarsdottir and Lindh 2012, Barr 2011, Bonthron 2014). Real 

estate, investment grade and government issuances dominate the Swedish bond market (Barr, 2011), as 

opposed to the Norwegian one.6 

 

Liquidity in Sweden has not been as prominent as in Norway and the majority of the financing for Swedish 

non-financial companies still stems from bank loans. The Swedish Central bank (Riksbanken) conducted an 

investigation in 2011 with the purpose of scrutinising the Swedish corporate bond development and established 

that strong traditions with banks, which generate favourable lending prices, is the driving explanatory factor 

for heavy reliance on the banking sector. (Bonthron 2014) According to Statistics Sweden (Statistiska 

Centralbyrån), 80% of non-financial company financing still relies on bank loans.  

 

                                                 
6
 Initially, this market comprised of large state governed corporations such as Vattenfall and Telia. 
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Nevertheless, the financial crisis in 2008 has resulted in stricter regulations within the banking sector. Elevated 

capital cushions and increased risk aversion resulted in limited lending among financial institutions and 

progressively shifted focus towards external sources of financing. Thus, since 2011, bank loans have been 

partially substituted by corporate debt, helped by certain market initiatives (Gunnarsdottir and Lindh, 2011). 

(See appendix 9 for further description of the market initiatives). Additionally, bond issuances have facilitated 

corporations to diversify financing and have reduced their systematic dependence on bank lending (Bonthron, 

2014). Today the Swedish market has enduring relationships with private equity houses such as Nordic Capital, 

EQT and Triton. As a percentage of GDP, the Swedish high yield market has one of the largest portion of these 

financial sponsors. (Fitch Ratings, 2014)  

  

2.3.4 Comparative statistics 

The purpose of the subsequent sections is to answer SQ1 by looking back in time and analysing the past 

developments as well as prevailing dynamics in the high yield corporate bond market. The data obtained from 

Stamdata shows that since 2006 in total there were 10% more corporate bonds issued by Swedish-domiciled 

companies (1050 issues) than by Norwegian-domiciled companies (906 issues) when considering both 

investment grade and high yield bonds. Norway has been dominating investment grade bond market in terms 

of number of issues prior to 2010, after which Sweden gradually took the position of market leader with 

investment grade issues doubling the Norwegian issues by 2014. See figure 4 below. 
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Figure 4: Investment grade issues in Norway and Sweden by year between 2006-2016 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

However, when looking only at high yield corporate debt, Norway dominates the market (467 issues in 

comparison to 233 issues by Swedish-domiciled companies). This corresponds to 52% of all Norwegian issues 

being high yield, as opposed to only 22% in Sweden for the same time frame of 2006-2016.  

 

The loan market changes and tightening of credit standards is a crucial milestone for the dynamics within the 

fixed income growth. 2014 was a peak year for the high yield volumes in Sweden when the total value of new 

issues grew by 1900% from crisis-hit 2009. However, such fast growth was not sufficient to outpace the 

Norwegian booming market where the total value of new high yield issues in 2013 was almost EUR 4 bn. 

(Stamdata, 2016) 

 

An important observation is that the high yield corporate bond sector in Sweden was almost non-existent prior 

to 2010 (Gunnarsdottir and Lindh, 2012) and even by 2015, it has not been able to develop to Norwegian pre-

crisis levels (see figure 5 below). (In Norway in 2007 a total of 6,4 bn EUR were issued: the highest amount 

issued in Sweden was EUR 2,9 bn in 2014). Neither foreign nor Swedish-domiciled companies sold much of 

speculative bonds in Sweden, but since 2010 it has seen a growing number of these issuances. By the end of 

2015, the Swedish market accounted for 30% (2,3 bn EUR out of total EUR 7,4 bn) of the new issues, from 

0% in 2008, which means that despite the fact that Swedish market was far behind Norway, it was able to 

quickly become significantly large. 
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Figure 5: Domestic and foreign high yield issues between 2006-2016 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

The total high yield corporate bond market in Norway is constituted of 33% issues belonging to foreign-

domiciled companies: data shows that companies incorporated abroad issue substantial amounts, in some years 

superseding the domestic issues. To make matters more curious, we find that all foreign companies, except 

Danish and Swedish, issue only high yield bonds in Norway. This provides a noteworthy observation that 

foreign domiciled companies are incentivised to issue many, and commonly exclusively, high yield bonds in 

Norway, but still significantly less in Sweden. 

 

We further observe that Swedish companies sell 17% of high yield debt abroad and relatively few foreign 

companies sell speculative debt in Sweden (only 30 issues since 2006). The opposite is true for Norway: 

Norwegian companies issue only 2,5% of high yield bonds abroad but a lot of foreign companies issue them 

in Norway (190 issues since 2006, corresponding to 31% of total speculative grade issues in Norway). 

 

When considering the sectors that the issuing companies operate within, the two markets are very different in 

regards to composition of industries. Norwegian market is dominated by oil and gas industries (54%), while 

Sweden is characterised by real estate (38%). This implies that the two countries have different resources and 

economic structure as well as possibly different investor clientele. The industry division is illustrated in the 

figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6: Issues divided by industry in Norway and Sweden 

 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

Moving on, the average issue volumes are higher in Norway for all years apart from 2009, when the average 

issue size in Sweden amounted to EUR 72 million as opposed to the average volume of EUR 49 million in 

Norway (47% more than for Norway), as can be seen from the below figure 7. This suggests that not only the 

number of issues, but also the average volumes of these issues are higher, resulting in larger amounts 

outstanding at a given point of time.  

 

Figure 7: Average issue volumes between 2006-2016. 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata.  
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In addition, issues made in Sweden are only denominated in SEK (92%) and EUR, whereas in the Norwegian 

market, the issues are denominated in NOK (67%), USD (30%), EUR, SEK, GBP and DKK (see appendix 

10). This suggests that international appeal is higher for Norwegian market, where the issues are targeted at a 

larger investor base. If the bonds are issued only in SEK or NOK - currencies that are less traded than EUR 

and USD (Bank of International Settlements, 2015) this might create an additional burden for international 

investors, as they need to exchange the currency into SEK to purchase the bonds and eventually either exchange 

the proceeds back to major currency and bear exchange rate risk or purchase a cross-currency swap. 

 

Regarding the characteristics of high yield bonds in terms of return type, the distribution between fixed and 

floating-rate paying securities is almost equal in Sweden, while FRN prevail in Norway. Other types of return 

like adjusted or perpetual are rather uncommon altogether. See appendix 11. 

 

The distribution of issues by maturity shows that short-term bonds are most common for both markets, 

accounting for 54% in Norway and 56% in Sweden, whereas proportions of intermediate maturity bonds are 

identical in both markets - 44% of total issues. The observations with maturities exceeding 12 years are absent 

in Sweden and account for only 2% in Norway (13 issues). This might imply that there is a low investor 

demand for long-term bonds or that there are certain restriction on selling debt of long maturities by issuers 

with speculative ratings. Issues divided by maturity can be found in appendix 12. 

 

A way to illustrate the protectiveness of issues is to examine the security level attached to the debt. Stamdata 

provides four different risk categories which are defined as following: 1) super senior secured, 2) senior 

secured, 3) senior unsecured and 4) subordinated. In Norway, there are barely any issues that are either super 

senior secured or subordinated - senior secured and senior unsecured account for 98%. For Sweden, while no 

issues have the status of super senior secured, 5% are subordinated as well as the proportion of unsecured 

instruments is larger than in Norway. Thus, this skewness towards lower securitisation suggests that the 

securitisation level of high yield corporate bonds in Sweden is higher than in Norway. However, it is important 

to note that the majority of issues in both countries are unsecured. See appendix 13. 

 

Both for Norway and Sweden the portion of non-rated bonds is considerably high (around 50%) and majority 

of ratings were recovered from credit reports of several banks and financial institutions. This suggests that 

unrated bonds are common in the high yield market and shadow ratings are being employed instead for 

assessing the creditworthiness of the issuer. However, these shadow ratings are not public and are primarily 

used by the stakeholders directly related to issuances. The fact that the majority of issues do not have a rating 

assigned is one of the most significant data limitations of the thesis. Considering the distribution of 

observations divided by credit ratings available, the average rating in Norway is 3,9 corresponding to B+, 
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while for Sweden the average is 2,8 - corresponding to BB-, thus Norwegian bonds are on average one hike 

riskier. Below is a figure showing the issues divided by ratings in the respective countries. 
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Figure 8: Issues divided by rating in Norway and Sweden. 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on shadow ratings by Danske Bank, Swedbank, Pareto and Nordea. 

 

As can be inferred from the graph in appendix 14, the portion of bullet bonds is higher for Sweden implying 

that the variation of issues in Norway is more diverse. According to the definition, such bullet/noncallable 

issues do not permit redemption prior to maturity. This implies that for the Swedish market, there seems to be 

greater demand for bullet bonds. Call provisions attached to a corporate bond represent a cost saving for the 

issuer, as it provides the issuer the opportunity to call its bonds.  Due to the concept of opportunity cost of 

investments the issuers can make use of the call provision if market interest rates decline at any point of time 

after the issuance and before the maturity. (Bodie and Kane, 2014) Thus, the firm can reduce the coupon 

payment by calling back the high paying coupon debt and instead issue new corporate bonds with a lower 

yield. However, this is not the case in Sweden as the majority of the bonds are bullet, only suggesting a 

protection for the bondholders but not the issuer. Perpetual, adjuster and serial-coupon paying bonds are 

outside of the thesis scope and in general do not account for many observations.  

 

As the Norwegian high yield market is mainly comprised of oil and gas sector, the default rates are highest 

among these companies due to elevated sensitivity to market volatility. It can be best illustrated in the years 

following the financial crisis. When the default rates skyrocketed reaching almost 35% as displayed by the 

dark blue line in the below graph. In the meanwhile, the default rates for the Norwegian Non Energy (all other 

industries excluding oil and gas) increased to less than half of the Norwegian Energy. Prior to the financial 

crises, the speculative grade market was booming as the default rates were much lower. During 2013, when 

the default rates were almost 0%, the Norwegian high yield market once again regained confidence. According 

to Stamdata ‘’As there have been very few defaults in the Swedish HY market over the past few years, Stamdata 
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do not calculate the default rates for that market. They are included in the Nordic HY.’’7 The default rates for 

the Nordic HY market were rather low from mid 2011 to 2015 with some minor fluctuations, implying that 

the HY bond issuances were relatively prosperous at the time.8 See figure 9 below. 

 

Figure 9: The 12 Month Trailing Default Rates in the Nordic Area. 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

Furthermore, the data shows that Nordic Trustee Norway corresponds to the largest portion of the trustee 

choice in the Norwegian market, accounting for 99% of all issues (see appendix 15). Thus, the trustee function 

seems to play an important role in every bond issuance. In contrast, the same pattern cannot be found in the 

Swedish market as one third of all bond issuances do not have a trustee. Nevertheless, Nordic Trustee Sweden 

is still the dominating external player in the Swedish market. During the last years, other trustees have also 

entered the market and these include SEB Enskilda AS, Ahlford Advokatbyrå AB, Deutsche Trustee Company 

Limited, Intertrust Sweden and Sparebank 1 SR-Bank. (Stamdata, 2016) Despite this, Nordic Trustee is still 

the most experienced original trustee.  

 

Firstly, the trustee function brings the advantage that it protects the investors’ rights vis-à-vis the issuer by 

monitoring that the issuer does not violate the bond indenture and ensures that the issuer meets its commitment 

pursuant to the bond indenture. In the case of a violation, the trustee can act on behalf of the investors, negotiate 

                                                 
7
 Further Stamdata states that the difference between ‘’Nordic HY - Nordic’’ and ‘’Nordic HY - All’’, is that the former 

includes all Nordic issues: in NO, SE, FI or DK whereas the latter in addition includes bonds that are issued by Nordic 

companies or bonds that are denominated in Nordic currencies.  
8
 Stamdata determines the default rates as the volume of defaulted bonds based on a twelve month period or the 

outstanding volume of bonds at the start of the twelve month period.  
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about restructuring and require obligations against solvent issuers. In addition, a trustee model facilitates 

communication and coordination between a single entity and different investors by acting as a single point of 

contact representing the investors. The trustee fee paid by the issuer covers documentation, monitoring, pricing 

of bonds and crisis management for both players in order to facilitate the bond issuance process. The 

independent trustee model clearly provides efficiency and protection in the bond market. (Nordic Trustee, 

2015) 

 

The introduction of a trustee function in the Swedish corporate bond market after the financial crisis is another 

reason for the development of the corporate bond market. This function of trustees has been rather prominent 

in the Norwegian market (Oslo Börs, 2014) and only a certain limited number of bond issuers are not appointed 

a trustee (1,4% of issues made in Norway do not have a trustee and 31% of issued made in Sweden do not 

have a trustee). 

 

2.3.5 Assessing the liquidity  

In order to assess liquidity on the secondary market in the two respective countries, several metrics relating to 

market depth and breadth can be considered: absolute daily volumes traded, the volumes traded as a percentage 

of the total volumes outstanding (as used by Deliandelis and Geske 2001, Fischer 1959), zero trading days (as 

used by Helwege et al.  2013, Dick Nielsen et al.  2012) and bid-ask spread (Dick-Nielsen et al.  2011, 

Rakkestad et al.  2012 and Fischer 1959). These metrics are difficult to assess because high yield corporate 

bond market is thin and shallow, especially in comparison to the equity market.  

 

There is a volume decay in terms of average volumes traded for new issues: during the first five days on the 

secondary market the volumes traded drop by an average of 80% from the first trade day. During the first day, 

only 4% of total volume gets traded, while the subsequent days are even thinner with total volumes decreasing 

to 0,5% by day seven. (Deutsche Bank, 2016) Down the timeline, four months can easily pass without no trade 

activity at all (Oslo Börs, 2014). This might be explained by the fact that new issues get the media attention 

and the debt sale gets announced through the investor relations channels by the issuing company, while the old 

issues “get buried” with time. Additionally, some trades may not even be registered in the order book because 

they are traded OTC, which makes liquidity measures only partially inclusive. Since we only compare the two 

markets in relation to each other, we choose 50 largest (they are supposed to be the most liquid as well) 

exchange-traded securities to maximise the probability that there will be daily trading data available. 
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The methodology we chose for assessing the liquidity in Norway and Sweden addresses the number of days 

when the security was not traded, or zero trading days. As Oslo Börs and Nordic ABM for Norway and OMX 

Stockholm for Sweden provide information on trade history for the listed issues, we thereby choose 50 largest 

issues in Norway and Sweden and analyse the transactions within one month, namely June 2016. By doing 

that we find how frequently the security was traded and how many days there was no activity. The frequency 

of the bonds traded will inform us about which market is more active - and thus more liquid. We supplement 

the findings by already-available statistics on total value of high yield bonds outstanding for Norway and 

Sweden (as used by Fisher 1959 and Fridson and Bersh 1996). 

 

According to the results, there are 65% zero-trading days in Norway as compared to 78% zero-trading days in 

Sweden, signifying a better liquidity in Norway. The average daily trade volumes suggest a similar observation 

with average value of 220.050 in Norway and 173.060 in Sweden, meaning that per any given day there are 

more trades being executed in Norway. This is further supported by the total amounts of high yield bond 

outstanding, which account for EUR 48bn (664 issues) in Norway and EUR 11.82bn (224 issues) in Sweden, 

also suggesting that there is a wider variety of debt securities available on the Norwegian high yield debt 

market. Based on the above results, we conclude that the liquidity is higher in Norway than in Sweden. This 

is further confirmed by Gunnarsdottir and Lindh (2011) who state that: ‘’There is not much trading on the 

exchange and the transparency of the market is poor. Trading of Swedish corporate bonds is mostly over the 

counter trading (OTC)’’. 

 

2.4 Issuing Corporate Bonds in the Nordic capital market 

Table 2 provides a summary of the differences between Norwegian, Swedish, European and US high yield 

corporate bond issuance process. As opposed to international bond issuances, no public rating is needed. The 

investment banks (the credit analyst team) perform shadow ratings at no cost for the issuer. In addition, the 

launch of the offering does not require any formal prospectus. (PWC, 2016). Documentation process is also 

less burdensome and swifter in the Nordics, meaning that corporations in need can raise capital relatively fast. 

Additionally, Nordic high yield market differs from the US in the sense that it is characterised by local appeal. 

For instance, local borrowers are encouraged to issue bonds in local currencies among local investors with the 

help from arrangers and legal consultants that are locally present. Further, domestic laws are applicable for 

Nordic bond issues, which means that negative pledges, risk factors, financial, legal or accounting due 

diligence are not required to the same extent compared to the international bond prerequisites. Moreover, the 

Nordic high yield market is unique in the sense that all Nordic countries have the same traditions in terms of 

contractual liability burden-sharing and higher thresholds of securities fraud litigation. Lastly, international 

underwriters require extra fees to be paid for the comprehensive legal due diligence as well as comfort letters 
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from the auditors. Such heavy and costly processes are not typical for Nordics, where more flexible and 

longstanding relationships are preferred by parties. (Fitch Ratings, 2014) 

 

Table 2: The major differences between Swedish, Norwegian, European and US High Yield Market. 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on ‘’SEB - Bonds as an attractive funding source 2015’’.  

 

To conclude, there is a comparatively swift origination process with light and efficient documentation template 

and origination processes, lower costs, shorter lead time to funding, longstanding relations and no official 

rating required. Hence, these parameters are appealing to worldwide investors (Nordic Trustee, 2015).  A more 

detailed listing of corporate bonds in Norway and Sweden is elaborated on in appendix 16. 

  

Swedish HY market Norwegian HY market European HY market US HY market

Issue amount SEK 200-2000 mn USD 20-500 mn USD 150-1000 mn USD 150-2000 mn

Maturity 3-5 y 2-7 y 3-10 y 5-10 y

Coupon type Fixed or floating Preference for floating Primarily fixed Primarily fixed

Rating

No official rating is 

required. Shadow 

ratings are provided by 

the issuing bank

No official rating is 

required. Shadow ratings 

are provided by the 

issuing bank

At least one public 

rating from S&P, 

Moody's or Fitch

At least one public 

rating from S&P, 

Moody's or Fitch

Ease of 

modification
Consents possible Consents not uncommon Consents possible Consents difficult

Reporting 

requirements

IFRS - subject to 

prospectus

Conformation with 

existing reporting style
IFRS

SEC style, some 

exemptions for foreign 

private issuers

Law Swedish Law Norwegian Law

Typically New York 

Law, but certain in 

certain instances other 

incl English and 

German Law

New York Law

Listing status
Nasdaq OMX or 

Luxembourg
Oslo Børs/ABM Typically Luxembourg

NYSE or American 

Stock Exchange

Documentation Less demanding Less demanding Demanding Demanding
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the following section we review the existing literature on factors affecting bond pricing and identify 

variables that are the most relevant for the purpose of the thesis, as these variables will subsequently be used 

in statistical modelling and thereby are important for addressing SQ2 and SQ3. The factors are discussed 

according to risk type: credit risk, liquidity risk, market risk and other factors. 

 

A focal consideration of the thesis is how financial markets value corporate debt. More precisely, it is of 

interest to establish factors that affect corporate spreads to the largest extent. From an issuer’s point of view, 

having knowledge about the determinants of corporate yield spreads is valuable in the sense that it provides 

hindsight on the potential cost of the future issue. Corporate bonds, just like any other security, are a subject 

to various risks that affect their value. There has been a lot of literature aimed at understanding the prevalence 

of different risk factors and their dynamics in the global debt capital market.  

 

The two most dominant risk categories discussed by the academics is credit risk and liquidity risk. (Ericsson 

and Renault 2006, Fisher 1959) Many academics have focused on credit risk: See Merton (1974), Black and 

Cox (1976) Kim, Ramaswamy, and Sundaresan (1993), Longstaff and Schwartz (1995), Jarrow and Turnbull 

(1995), Lando (1998), Duffie and Singleton (1999), and Collin-Dufresne and Goldstein (2001). Nevertheless, 

significant attention has also been devoted to liquidity risks by such authors like Duffie, Pedersen and Singleton 

(2003), Janosi et al.  (2002), and Liu et al.  (2006). Contemporaneous academics have also highlighted the 

importance of other risks such as market-related risks as well as an array of other alternative risk factors. 

 

Some authors take a holistic perspective and find that the spreads are being influenced by numerous different 

factors. Fridson et al.  (1998) conduct a research about the determinants of spreads9 and find that approximately 

56 % of the variance in risk premium is explained by quantifiable factors such as rating, maturity years, and 

secondary market spreads. Jensen and Pedersen (2015) examine the determinants of yield spreads in the US 

and Denmark and find that the yields are determined by credit rating, equity volatility, accounting data and 

macroeconomic indicators. The following discussion considers studies about factors determining corporate 

yield spread divided by risk categories.   

 

3.1 Literature on credit risk premium 

According to Fabozzi (2013), credit risk is defined as “risk that the issuer of a bond will fail to satisfy the 

terms of the obligation with respect to the timely payment of interest and repayment of the amount borrowed”. 

                                                 
9 They include 8 company specific variables (rating, seniority, maturity years, callability, zero-coupon status, principal 

amount at issue, underwriter type, first time issuer) and 10 environmental variable’s (spread vs treasuries, yield differential 

between BB and B, default rate, IPO volume, forward calendar, high yield bond mutual funds, changes in interest rates 

and recent high yield returns).  
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Bohn and Crosbie (2003) assert that three components constitute credit risk: 1) probability of default, 2) loss 

given default and 3) migration risk. Default probability refer to the likelihood that the borrower will be unable 

to pay the coupons and principal. Loss given default is the loss incurred when a borrower defaults, while 

migration risk refers to the value effect these changes have on the pricing of the bond. Ceteris paribus, investors 

should require a higher compensation if they are exposed to possible losses of principal. This is referred to as 

the credit risk premium. The risk of debtor not being able to repay the obligation partly or in full can be broadly 

assessed by credit rating.  

 

According to Reilly et al.  (2010), credit rating is proven to be a very significant factor for determining the risk 

premia reflected in credit yields. The authors find that default variables, especially the 12 month trailing default 

rates, have the strongest explanatory power for spreads. Also according to Fridson et al.  (1998) the lower the 

rating is, the wider the spread is in general, due to analogous reasoning. 

 

Joehnk and Nielsen (1975) performed a study by comparing the volatility of securities of different credit risk 

and find that high yield corporate bonds have higher credit spread volatility. Cheney (1983) also confirms this 

in his study by concluding that credit spread volatility is much higher for lower rated bonds explained by 

investor uncertainty. Foss (1995) finds statistically that the credit spread volatility increases with lower ratings. 

In accordance with earlier studies, Heinke (2006) investigates the relationship between credit rating and credit 

spread volatility for plain vanilla bonds. They test the Ranking Hypothesis, which states that the credit spread 

volatility is higher for lower-rated bonds and vice versa. Heinke’s (2006) study includes both investment grade 

bonds and speculative bonds and he discovers that the mean credit spread volatility is higher for speculative 

bonds than for investment grade bonds. Heinke’s results confirm the Ranking Hypothesis.  

 

According to Kwan (1996), Blume et al.  (1998) and Jong and Driessen (2005), corporate bonds are a mix 

between risk-free treasuries and company’s equity, as they are correlated both to treasury bonds and even more 

to the company’s stock. Kwan (1996) states that firm-specific information is transmitted into the stock market 

first and then into the bond market, since firm-specific information is first embedded in individual stock prices 

and only then into individual bond prices. Campbell and Taksler (2003) and Tang and Yan (2010) report a 

strong positive relationship between bond spreads and increasing idiosyncratic equity risk - meaning that the 

spreads depend upon company-specific risk factors. The authors find that company’s equity volatility implies 

elevated risk for the bondholders and in general it has the same explanatory power for yield spreads as credit 

ratings.  

 

Moving on, Elton et al.  (2001), Delianedis and Geske (2001) and Friewald et al.  (2012) rely on ratings when 

investigating credit risk as a factor for determining the spreads. Overall, they find that when there is a decline 
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in the credit quality, the contribution of the default risk is higher and the yield spread increases, suggesting 

that credit rating is more relevant for speculative bonds than for highly-graded ones. However, in general terms 

the authors also find that the expected default only explains a small share of the spread. Instead, liquidity risk 

and taxes are more prominent and default risk might not be that significant. Building on this, their finding is 

consistent with that of Collin-Dufresne et al.  (2001) who show that a significant part of the yield spread is 

explained by alternative factors independent from credit risk, such as local supply and demand shocks. They 

also include treasury rate, slope of the yield curve, firm leverage, volatility, jump magnitudes and probabilities 

in firm value and S&P 500 returns as proxy for the overall state of the economy. 

 

A point of view opposing the significance of credit risk the most is presented by Huang and Huang (2012) who 

find that credit risk component in isolation accounts for a limited part of the observed credit spread for non-

investment grade bonds for all maturities by using the structural bond pricing models10.  

  

3.2 Literature on liquidity risk premium 

Moving on, many academics have contributed to research of liquidity risk premia for corporate debt. (Chen et 

al.  2007, Jong and Driessen 2005; Longstaff et al.  2005). Rakkestad et al.  (2012) define a liquid market as a 

market that is able to execute a certain transaction quickly at a low cost and with a limited, short-term price 

impact and a quick post-trade convergence to the market equilibrium price. Liquidity within risky assets is 

especially relevant because during times of deteriorating market sentiment, selling risky assets may become 

nearly impossible. Securities with higher liquidity risk tend to have higher compensation because many 

investors value possibility of selling the security fast and at a low cost when desired and will demand a higher 

interest rate on a less liquid bond. (Brealey et al.  2014) This is referred as to the liquidity premium. Generally 

speaking, corporate bond market is characterised by a lower trading volume than the equity market due to the 

fact that the majority of the trades, especially before standardisation and introduction of e-trading platforms 

for bonds, was executed over-the-counter (OTC) on the secondary market. As a result, this challenges the 

liquidity measurement in the market, as such metrics like trading frequency, trading volume, etc. might not be 

all-inclusive.  

 

Delianedis and Geske (2001) find that liquidity measured by trading volumes explains pricing of corporate 

bonds well - as liquidity improves, spreads decrease. Heinke (2006) states that liquidity in the market is more 

essential for high yield than for risk-free bonds. If the bond cannot be sold timely and at an acceptable price 

                                                 
10

 Merton’s structural model (1974) inspired by Black and Scholes (1973) option pricing model is one of the first 

theoretical models for pricing risky debt and has functioned as a building block for other pricing models. Merton’s model 

(1974) relates the credit risk of a firm to its capital structure (assets and liabilities). In short, structural models state that 

‘’a firm is assumed to default when the value of its liabilities exceeds the value of its assets, in which case bondholders 

assume control of the company in exchange for its residual value’’. (Campbell and Taksler 2003) 
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because of low demand and marketability, the spread tends to widen. Heinke (2006) tests for the liquidity 

hypothesis and also finds that low liquidity in the market gives rise to higher credit spread volatilities.  

 

Chen et al.  (2007) examine corporate bonds both in the high yield and the investment grade sector and discover 

that liquidity is the main factor explaining 50% of the variations in yield spreads - twice as much as is explained 

by credit ratings. Similarly, Friewald et al.  (2012) find that the liquidity component explains 14% of yield 

spreads and the effect is particularly prominent in times of financial downturns. They also note that high yield 

bonds are more sensitive to liquidity changes. Hence, in accordance with Heinke (2006), this suggests that 

riskier debt is more exposed to liquidity risk compared to investment grade bonds.  

 

The relative bid-ask spread can also be used to quantify liquidity, as suggested by Rakkestad et al.  (2012). 

Financial assets that are liquid have lower risk premium, less transaction costs among the market players and 

narrower bid-ask spreads. Generally speaking, market makers charge wider bid-ask spreads in an illiquid 

market to compensate for difficulty of handling the trades. Highly liquid assets are typically quoted by several 

market makers who compete on quoting low prices, shrinking the bid-ask spread. However, corporate bonds 

are typically quoted on only one exchange and the less a particular bond is traded, the wider bid-ask spreads 

are charged.  

 

Fisher (1959) and Fridson and Bersh (1996) use size of an issue as the proxy for measuring liquidity and find 

negative correlation between the total amount outstanding of a bond issue and its risk premium. The authors 

discover that the larger the size of an issue, the lower the risk premium and thus the spread. The rationale 

behind this is that the larger the amount of a particular bond issuance outstanding, the more investors hold the 

bonds and consequently the more marketability there is, resulting in lower spreads. According to Fischer 

(1959), the trading volumes and the bid-ask-spread are proxies for measuring bond marketability. He uses the 

total market value of all publicly traded bonds the company has outstanding as a measure for marketability and 

asserts that the larger the amount is, the lower the credit spread. The rationale behind this is that all things 

being equal, a greater amount of bonds a company has outstanding will result in more frequent trading as 

existing investors discover other bond issues by the same company, thus facilitating marketability and better 

liquidity. 

 

In contrast, Covitz and Downing (2007) investigate the determinants of very short term corporate yield spreads 

and find that liquidity has an explanatory power but that credit ratings are the dominant determinant. Helwege 

et al.  (2013) find that the liquidity proxies capture credit risk, thus there is a correlation. They find that the 
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coefficients for liquidity parameters decrease as the credit risk in the sample is controlled for.11 Rossi (2009) 

analogously provides empirical evidence showing that once the correlation is taken into account, credit risk 

contributes significantly more than liquidity to the explanation of yields, as most investors will demand a 

reward for bearing credit risk rather than liquidity risk.  

 

3.3 Literature on market risk premium 

Dick-Nielsen et al. (2012) find that during times of financial distress and deteriorating investor sentiment high 

yield bonds are prone to sell-off as flight-to-quality is concentrated to highly-rated debt and safe haven 

securities.12 As a result, high yield corporate bonds become significantly less liquid, as also supported by Reilly 

et al.  (2009). Speculative bonds are substantially more volatile than the treasury bonds, which means that 

during times of deteriorating market conditions investors’ flight insecurity and elevated risk while storing their 

capital in the secure assets, resulting in spreads of speculative securities peaking.  

 

Fischer and Jordan (1991) and Dialynas and Edington (1992) confirm that the business cycle and level of 

interest rates affect the credit spreads: in times of economic recession yield spreads are wider. The reason is 

that during times of financial difficulties bond issuers face more challenges to generate cash in terms of 

profitable projects and revenues and investors must be compensated for the increased risk. This is in 

accordance with Tang and Yan (2010) who argue that the spreads shrink with satisfactory GDP growth rates 

and rise with increased GDP growth volatility. In addition, Dianalynas and Edington (1992) assert that the 

term structure of interest rates can be used as an indicator for the economic cycle since inverted yield curves 

signal upcoming economic slowdown. By testing the Ranking Hypothesis Cheney (1983) finds that credit 

spread volatility depends on the economic cycle and his result show that the credit spread volatility is highest 

when the interest rates are low. 

 

Reilly et al.  (2010) have found that along with credit rating, there are two other major determinants of yield 

spreads. Growth rate of the industrial production is significant since it mirrors the development of the economy 

(Keenan et al.  1999 and Artis et al.  1992) and naturally, the aggregate health of the companies. The second 

very significant variable described by Reilly et al.  (2010) in line with Keenan et al.  (1999) is market capital 

risk gauged by the small cap index. This is also consistent with Fridson (1994) and Reilley et al.  (2009) who 

assert that high yield bonds have higher correlation with stocks than with bonds and even higher correlation 

                                                 
11

 Helwege et al.  (2013) uses 8 liquidity measures: Percentage of zero trading days, Bond size, Bond age, Cumulative 

trading volume, On/off-the-run indicator, Range, γ, and Inter-quartile Range (IQR).  
12

 The most important variables for explaining the phenomena input parameters used in Dick Nielsen et al.  (2012) are: 

bond age, amount issued, time to maturity, equity volatility, operating income to sales, long term debt to assets, leverage 

ratio, interest coverage dummies to control for the credit risk. Level and slope of the swap curve is also used as an 

indication for the economical state. For the liquidity measures, Amihud illiquidity measure, bid-ask spreads and zero 

trading days are used. 
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with small cap stocks. Moreover, Huang and Huang (2012) find that there is positive correlation between yield 

spreads and general equity market liquidity, especially for the high-yield bonds with shorter maturities. 

 

3.4 Other factors 

Apart from variables relating to credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk, researchers have also found other 

factors important in determining yield spreads. The following asserts this.  

 

Term to maturity 

There have been opposing views regarding phenomena associated with relationship between debt’s tenor and 

its corresponding yield. According to the Liquidity Premium Theory (LPT), yield spreads are wider for assets 

with longer maturities as investors’ capital is locked in the investment for a longer time where the probability 

of unforeseen events, including default, increases. Higher uncertainty by default implies higher compensation. 

Consistent with theory, Fridson et al.  (1998) discovers that all other things being equal, the longer the time to 

maturity for the high yield bonds, the higher the yield spread. 

 

Fons (1994) presents an opposing finding where he discovers that the spread increases with term to maturity 

for investment grade bonds whereas it decreases with maturity for high yield bonds. This is supported by 

Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) who observe a pattern of yield spreads increasing in the first five to ten years 

of debt’s lifetime and then declining. Kim et al.  (1993) find that for short maturities the spreads are rather 

narrow, whereas the maturity has a higher impact on the spreads for the intermediate time frame and a again a 

lower explanatory power in the long-run, thus a kinked relationship. 

 

In regards to behaviour of spreads depending on varying maturities, Sarig and Warga (1989) find an upward 

sloping term structure of spreads for investment grade bonds (see also Litterman and Iben (1991), Adedeji and 

McCosh (1995)), a downward sloping term structure of spreads for bonds rated B or C and a hump-shaped 

term structure of credit spreads for bonds rated BB. Other structural models showing analogous pattern are 

Merton (1974), Nielsen et al.  (1993), Leland and Toft (1996), Carchcaret and El-Jahel (1998) and Collin-

Dufresne and Goldstein (2001), Sarig and Warga (1989) and Truck et al.  (2004)13, among others. (Diaz and 

Navarro, 2002) 

                                                 
13

 Truck et al.  (2004) perform an empirical investigation on the term structure of credit spreads and credit default swaps 

and show an upward sloping term structure of credit spread for highly rated bonds, while for lower rated bonds, the 

outcome was more ambiguous. For BBB and BB rated bonds, the credit spread increases up until fifth year and then 

declines in the long run (7-10 years). For the low-rated bonds the credit spread there is also a hump-shaped term structure 

of credit spread. Here, the credit spread increases from the first to the third year and then declines. For CCC rated bonds, 

the credit spread shows a downward slope during the whole time horizon.  
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The above findings might be counterintuitive. However, already in 1967 Johnson introduced the Crisis at 

Maturity Hypothesis which states that default risk observed by investors’ changes with time. In particular, high 

yield bonds incorporate a greater default risk in the short-term because of high leverage ratio and inability to 

refinance maturing short-term debt. Hence, the default probability is higher in the short-time horizon. In the 

long-run, however, the default risk might decrease as the company has time to grow its business and overcome 

the original financial difficulties. Firm being exposed to Crisis at Maturity Hypothesis implies that investors’ 

perceived default probability for the debt is higher for shorter maturities, thus requiring a higher yield. Those 

issuers that are able to continue being a going concern for a specific time period without having defaulted face 

lower financial risk in the long run. Furthermore, researchers argue that the inverse relationship between yield 

spreads and term to maturity for high yield bonds might also be due to a sample bias where one does not 

account for the fact that companies with very high default risk are not permitted to sell long term debt.  

 

Fixed rates 

According to Cooper and Mello (1988), spreads in the fixed-rate market are greater than in its floating-rate 

counterpart market. The authors do not provide a definite explanation as to why this might be the case. Duffie 

and Liu (1991), however, contradict the viewpoint of Cooper and Mello (1998) by arguing that only if the yield 

curve is not inverted, the floating-rate spreads will be higher than the fixed-rate ones, as investors will be 

anticipating an increase in interest rates. Because higher anticipated future coupon payments associated with 

the upward-sloping term structure of interest rates are more likely be lost to default, investors will demand a 

higher spread for floating issues than for the fixed ones.  

 

Tax premium 

Elton et al. (2001) find that credit rating/expected loss of default explains convincingly less than for example 

state taxes and systematic risk (both have a significant explanatory power for the spreads). According to the 

authors, companies paying higher taxes must compensate in terms of higher spreads. Plummer (2002) finds an 

analogous relationship between taxes and the yield spread, where increases in state taxes result in higher 

spreads. 

 

Seniority 

Fridson et al.  (1998) further find that the level of seniority has an impact on yield spreads, where debt with 

lower level of seniority generates wider spreads due to higher risk 

 

Transparency 

Schultz (2001) investigates bond trades and argues that lack of transparency associated specifically with 

corporate debt market explains why it is so costly to search for information about bond quotes and trades. The 
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factors contributing to lower transparency are size of the trade, active or inactive institutions and whether a 

large bond dealer is used. His study shows that the trading cost is lower for larger trade sizes, for active 

institutions and when a larger bond dealer is used. In addition, Yu (2005) examines the rankings of corporate 

disclosure practices and shows that indeed lower yield spreads are associated with higher-ranked entities and 

companies’ disclosure of accurate information - in other words, the better the company’s transparency - the 

lower the spread, in line with the theory of discretionary disclosure.  

  

Goldstein et al.  (2007) and Edwards et al.  (2007) argue that introduction of TRACE has resulted in lower 

transaction costs. The database TRACE (Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine) includes bond activity data 

on the secondary market in the US corporate debt market. (Finra, 2015) The authors find that investment grade 

bonds, recently issued bonds and bonds close to maturity have lower transaction costs compared to other bonds. 

Moreover, high yield bonds that are transparent tend to be quite liquid. This is in accordance with Lu et al.  

(2010) who also suggest that information uncertainty and asymmetry contribute to wider yield spreads. 

  

Segmentation 

Last but not least, it is found both by Barnhill et al.  (1999) and Reilly et al.  (2010) that different coefficients 

are applicable to different rating classes - meaning there exists segmentation within bonds and one should be 

cautious when analysing debt on an aggregate level. Depending on the rating segment, the overall model 

created by Reilly et al.  (2010) shows 0,767-0,813 explanatory power, which means that there is no uniform 

measurement of factors influencing the credit spreads among differently rated debt. Similarly, Collin-Dufresne 

et al.  (2001) find that the periodical yield spread fluctuations are dependent on local supply and demand.   

 

To conclude the literature review, the variables affecting the yield spread and divided in accordance to risk 

type: credit risk, liquidity risk, market risk and other factors can be found in a comprehensive table in the 

appendix 17, in order to give the reader a better overview.  
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4. EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, the empirical methodology is presented including areas such as data collection process, model 

specification and the model parameters chosen for the final regression model. Thus, this section provides a 

foundation and building block for the subsequent analysis chapter and aims to answer the focal part of the 

thesis, namely SQ2 and SQ3. 

 

4.1 Empirical data collection 

The empirical part of the thesis is based on quantitative data gathered from the database compiled by the Nordic 

Trustee and Stamdata. Stamdata is a subsidiary of Nordic Trustee and is the leading provider of reference data 

for Nordic debt securities whereas Nordic Trustee (previously Norwegian Trustee) is the leading provider of 

trustee services in the Nordic region and has been a central market participant for 20 years.14 (Nordic Trustee, 

2015). Stamdata provides detailed information regarding debt securities in the Nordic region (Norway, 

Sweden, Finland and Denmark). The full display of all the issue data and its description can be found in 

appendix 18. Data provided by Stamdata can be defined as of a static nature, as it provides the underlying 

information at a specific point in time, on a snapshot-basis. For the dynamic data that is subsequently used in 

the analysis, Bloomberg is used. From it, the following daily data series were extracted: asset swap rates, 

reference rates (NIBOR 3M and 6M, STIBOR 3M and 6M), MSCI price, MSCI volume, equity volatility VIX 

Euro 50 Stock index, Eurozone industrial production YoY, daily Brent crude oil price, S&P spread data, 

corporate tax rate, OMX Nordic oil price, market value of EUR liquid high yield index and last price of Markit 

iBoxx Liquid High Yield index. Corporate tax rates were retrieved from Trading Economics. These data 

providers are considered being reliable as they are employed extensively by corporations, researchers, 

universities and academic professors.  

 

4.1.1 Data delimitation 

Stamdata provides detailed information regarding 27.162 issues of debt securities in the Nordics (Norway, 

Sweden, Denmark and Finland). Each country has been issuing different types of instruments: bonds, capital 

content securities, CDs, convertibles, credit linked notes and linked notes. Since the thesis only focuses on 

corporate bonds, all other types of securities were disregarded. 28% of all debt issues are made by non-financial 

entities, which is outside of our scope due to several reasons. First of all, financial companies like banks and 

pension funds usually have a different capital structure that is characterised by a very high degree of leverage. 

In addition, credit assessment of financial companies, in particular determining the cash flow, differs 

                                                 
14

 Besides the bond trustee role, the fees paid to Nordic Trustee also include services such as preparation of prospectus 

and document listing as well as making sure that the processes are in line with the bond market regulations. In addition, 

escrow services are also offered such as holding transaction and security documents, bank accounts and securities. Hence, 

NT acts as a multi-purpose agent. (Nordic Trustee, 2015) 
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significantly from its non-financial counterparts. The above two aspects would make the comparison of 

securities flawed if both types of issuers are considered. In order to increase the comparability among the 

entities investigated and in order to have a concise focus, the choice of types of issuers was delimited only to 

non-financial corporations, leaving the sample size at 3.288. Figure 10 shows the risk class type among the 

issues divided by risk class type. 

 

Figure 10: Issues divided by risk class type in the Nordic Area.  

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

In 2005 only one Swedish company (Boliden Mineral AB) issued high yield bonds. Therefore, it has been 

decided to exclude 2005 and only work with observations from the last ten years. Thus, data is only considered 

from 2006 until February 2nd, 2016, which is the last date of data collection. For 2006-2016, the sample size 

is 2.524 and concerns corporate bonds issued in Nordics. 

 

Further, this dataset excludes three corporate bond issues from 2008, 2013 and 2014 respectively (all high 

yield issues) that were lacking a vital part of information; namely, the “Maximum amount outstanding”, which 

is the maximum amount outstanding the bond has had during its lifetime and is an important variable 

throughout the thesis. An inquiry was sent to Stamdata regarding the three issues and the reply from Per Marius 

Pettersen, Stamdata manager from the Nordic trustee, was as follows: “These may be ISINs that never did 

materialize into bonds with outstanding amounts. You should treat max outstanding 0, as 0.” Since the 

mentioned corporate bonds cannot be used in the analysis as only materialized issues are within the scope, the 

three issues were not taken into consideration during the whole analysis, thus the working sample size is 2.521, 

out of which 1.007 issues are high yield and 1.514 - investment grade. 
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According to the thesis’ delimitation of a comparative study between two countries, securities issued in 

Denmark and Finland are not directly a part of the analysis. The total sample of corporate bonds issued by 

non-financial entities since 2006 in Norway and Sweden is 1.962, of which 888 are of high yield origin. 

 

The dependent variable subsequently used for statistical modelling is constrained by an underlying assumption 

that bonds are issued at par. The price of a zero-coupon bond increases to reach its face value as the bond 

matures, meaning that it is issued at deep discount (Berk and Demarzo, 2013). Thus, the bond sample used for 

statistical modelling does not account for zero-coupon bonds, as they are issued at a discount and that is 

inconsistent with the named assumption of par-issued bonds. 

 

Another type of bonds we disregard in the regression modelling are bonds that have a different redemption 

type than bullet, since only bullet bonds are in accordance with the thesis assumptions that will be subsequently 

presented in the empirical methodology. Thus, perpetual, adjusted, sinkable, annuity and CPI (inflation-linked 

bonds) have been excluded from the empirical analysis.  

 

4.1.2 Country of issue 

The country of issue is determined by the first two letters of the ISIN code - International Securities 

Identification Number. The rationale behind is that ISIN code is an alphanumeric code that consists of 12 

symbols. A two-letter country code is drawn from a list - ISO 616615 provided by the International Organization 

for Standardization (ISO) (ISO official website, 2016). This code is assigned according to the country where 

the security has been issued. Securities issued in Norway get assigned NO as the first two letters of their ISIN 

code, securities issued in Sweden get assigned SE, etc. The country code for the security is of the receipt issuer 

(settlement bank), not that of the underlying security. A special code, 'XS'16 (pan-european) is used for 

international securities cleared through pan-European clearing systems like Euroclear and CEDEL - Centrale 

de Livraison de Valeurs Mobilières. (ISIN official website, 2015). The two-letter country code is then followed 

by a nine-digit number called the National Securities Identifying Number (NSIN). This numeric identifier 

essentially has no meaning and is being determined by an algorithmic sequence using a sum modulo 10 

algorithm to ensure against counterfeit numbers. For example a bond issued in Norway could have an ISIN 

code NO0010361728 and a bond issued in Sweden could have an ISIN code SE0006259669.  

 

                                                 
15

 Cited from the website: ‘’ISO 6166 provides a uniform structure for the identification of fungible and non-fungible 

securities and financial instruments using a unique identification number and associated minimum descriptive data.’’ 

(ISO official website, 2016) 
16

 Cited from the website: ‘’An XS-ISIN is the international ISIN code as opposed to the first two letters of most country 

ISINs that begin with the country’s name’’ (MFN Services, 2016) 
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We believe that using the ISIN code to determine the country of issue of the security is a valid and reliable 

methodology because of the following reasons. First of all, according to the naming rules and standards of the 

International Securities Identification Numbers Organization together with ISO 6166 makes it possible to 

conclude that every security has an official methodology of naming making it universal and reliable. Second 

of all, all securities with a designated country code have an appropriate trustee from that country. For example, 

out of all non-financial corporate bonds issued in Norway, 94% issues have the Norwegian branch of the 

Nordic Trustee assigned (the other 3% of issues have no trustee and 4% have other trustees assigned). Thus, 

the majority of issues are backed by an appropriate trustee of that country. Due to reasons mentioned above, 

ISIN code is considered being a valid and reliable way to identify the country of issue. 

 

4.2 Empirical criticism 

In this thesis, we employ ordinary least square regression models (OLS) based on best linear estimation that 

would represent the relationship between the dependent (explained) variable and the independent (explanatory) 

variables. The OLS model assumptions are described in appendix 19. Regression analysis can be defined as a 

statistical method for determining the relationship between the dependent and independent variables in order 

to examine how changes in independent variables affect the outcome of the dependent variable. However, this 

method also has its limitations that are important to emphasize. (Doane and Seward, 2013). First of all, ordinary 

least square has its limitation with observations that are significantly different from the main sample. Even a 

few samples with very high deviations might have a significant impact on the total result. Second of all, since 

OLS fits “the best” line through the data, it only deals with linear assumption and ignores the possibilities of 

non-linear relationships. Moreover, the model is incapable of dealing with too many explanatory variables, as 

the number of independent variables grows, the predictive power of the model deteriorates. Lastly, OLS is 

subject to multicollinearity and heteroscedasticity - potential problems that should be accounted for by 

additionally running various types of tests. We detect heteroscedasticity and multicollinearity in the analysis 

of empirical data section. Inability to account for these considerations might result in a distorted result and 

general unreliability of the model. Sample size can also be a limitation - anything less than 30 observations is 

undesirable.  For a highly significant and concise result, the sample size that is commonly employed in 

academic papers and scientific journals should exceed a few hundreds. (Doane and Seward, 2013). 

 

4.3 Model specification 

As mentioned earlier, ordinary least square (OLS) modelling is employed. Further, this thesis follows the 

methodology of Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein and Martin (2001) and Campbell and Taksler (2003), Fridson and 

Garman (1998) who investigates the determinants of yield spreads. We also follow the methodology of Reilley 
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et al.  (2010) who analyses the credit risk by dividing the variables into different risk categories and Duffee 

(1998) for the sensitivity analyses.17 

 

In order to come up with an empirical result that can be interpreted from the perspective of the research 

question, two identical methods are employed for Norway and Sweden. In both instances we use the same 

number of identical explanatory variables that we believe will determine the coupon spread, based on 

academics’ discussions. We then examine the coefficients for the Swedish and Norwegian models respectively 

to assess the prevailing differences not only in the explanatory variables that are statistically significant for the 

two countries, but also in the coefficients of those variables. Important to note is that all dummy variables are 

built in a way to facilitate easy interpretation and have positive correlations according to expectations - that is, 

all dummy variables are assigned a value of 1 if they are expected to result in a positive sign for the coupon 

spread.  

 

4.4 Variable explanation 

Detailed descriptions of the selected variables will now be provided, starting off with the dependent variable 

and subsequently moving on to the explanatory variables.  

 

4.4.1 Dependent variable: Yield spread 

The thesis addresses dynamics influencing bond pricing in the two markets in regards to yield spreads. In most 

cases, the exact yield to maturity will not be known before the issue matures. For example, in case of floating-

rate issues, the total YTM is not predictable due to reference rate fluctuations: that is, constant changes in 

STIBOR and NIBOR. The focus of the research is the spread at the time of issue, thereby a snapshot just before 

the bond is released for trading on the secondary market. However, determining YTM for the primary issues 

is complicated since corporate debt is usually sold OTC (International Monetary Fund, 2014). It would be 

possible to look at the yield to maturity just when the issue starts trading at the secondary market, but weeks 

may pass before first secondary trades take place on the exchange, thus the price of the bond and its 

corresponding yield can change drastically due to interest rate changes and shifts in demand for the securities. 

Thus, we employ a close proxy for yield spreads. 

 

Definition of yield spread 

The conventional definition of yield spread is ‘’the difference between the yield to maturity on a coupon paying 

corporate bond and the yield to maturity on a coupon paying government bond of the same maturity or the 

difference between the yield to maturity.’’ (Elton et al.  2001) 

                                                 
17

 See also Barnhill et al.  (1999), Kim et al.  1993, Longstaff and Schwartz 1995, Sarig and Warga 1989, Merton 1974, 

Nielsen et al.  1993, Leland and Toft 1996, Cathcart and El-Jahel 1998. 
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Determining the cost of issue  

Normally, the cost of debt to the company is the yield to maturity that primary investors demand for the 

underlying bond (Besley & Brigham, 2007; Block & Hirt, 2004, and, Brigham and Daves 2004). However, 

this does not include floatation cost which include the cost of underwriting, legal, printing, etc. Yield to 

maturity can be determined if the market price of the bond is known and the conventional bond pricing formula 

is the sum of all discounted future coupon payments and the principal amount repaid at maturity (Forbes et al.  

2008). 

 

Here, P0 represents price of bond at t=0, CI represents coupon payments, PAR represents the amount to be 

repaid at maturity and yield to maturity (rd) represents the before-tax cost of debt to the corporation. Academic 

papers demonstrate that if a bond is originally issued at par, the before-tax yield to maturity is equivalent to 

the coupon (Secrest, 2012) because the initial investment is offset entirely by repayment of the bond at 

maturity, leaving only the fixed coupon payments as profit. Thus, the issue here is to determine in which cases 

bonds are issued at par. 

 

When a bond is first issued, it is usually a standard bond – seldom a premium or a discount bond. Companies 

may also choose to issue zero-coupon bonds that pay no coupons during bond’s lifetime and attract investors 

by selling below par from the beginning. In our analysis the zero-coupon bonds are disregarded due to scope 

of the thesis. The purchase price of a new, non- zero-coupon bond is usually fixed and is its par value. To give 

a deeper insight, the coupon rate is determined by the syndicated investment banks and the issuing company, 

while the final yield depends on the demand from the investors during the book building process. Thus, it can 

change insignificantly from the coupon rate during one day when the book is being built. 

 

According to practitioners, bonds are rarely issued at the primary market at a value different from its par value. 

According to Peter Schmidt from Nordea Debt Capital Market, “IG bonds normally issued just below as they 

price on a spread and then you find the nearest “coupon”. HY is a cash price product and hence you often see 

them price at par” and according to Jonas Olsson (Vice president at High Yield Bond Origination) from 

Swedbank “especially on the Swedish high yield bond market, bonds are almost always issued at 100% in the 

first primary transaction”. Moreover, according to Oliver Krogh Hallin, a debt capital market analyst in 
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Nordea investment banking syndication team, the coupon rate and the yield will almost be the same at the day 

of issue of the bond and may differ only slightly in some cases by 5-20 bp. This is also backed up by Jens 

Dick-Nielsen, associate professor from the Department of Finance at Copenhagen Business School stating that 

using the coupons of bonds for determining the pricing difference between Norway and Sweden is only a valid 

comparison if the bonds are issued at par value: ‘’If they are sold at the same price then you could compare 

the coupons’’.  

 

According to this rationale, we therefore assume that all non-zero coupon bonds in the refined sample are sold 

to the primary investors at par. We do recognise, however, that there might be some cases where this 

assumption does not fully hold and thus it is a certain limitation - however, we believe that the majority of the 

cases correspond to rationale of par issue and a few cases will not cause significant distortion. Thus, in our 

terminology the yield spread and the coupon spread are identical and henceforth, we will use the coupon spread 

as the proxy for the yield spread.  

 

The pre-tax net present value (NPV) of issuing securities is always negative since borrowing money costs 

money. In total, for the par bond the assumed NPV is the total face value of the funds raised less flotation cost, 

less the present value of all future coupon payments and less the present value of the principal repaid at 

maturity, see figure 11 below.  

 

Figure 11: The total pre-tax cost of issue for the par bond. 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 
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Flotation costs are costs incurred by the corporation when debt is issued. The expenses include underwriting 

spread, legal and regulatory fees. (Larson et al.  2005). In essence, flotation costs relate to the fees required to 

pay in order to successively market the deal. In broad terms, it depends on the amount of work needed to be 

put in the process and the risk of the underlying security. For high yield bonds, the flotation costs amount to 

1-2% of the issue volume, whereas investment grade bonds pay approximately half of a percent. Unlike 

investment grade bonds that are issued on a more frequent basis and do not require excessive marketability 

effort, this is not the case for the risky bonds, as they require a more thorough due diligence and a better 

understanding of the credit itself in relation to the issue size, comparative peers etc. 

 

These flotation costs are important and affect how much actual capital is raised after all fees are paid. However, 

complete fees are not disclosed for the issues, which means that finding the precise amounts paid in fees is 

unrealistic. Secondly, we assume that the cost of the issue has a direct correlation with debt’s rating and issue 

volume - there is no apparent reasons to assume that two debt securities with the same credit risk (rating) and 

the same amount issued would pay incomparable fees. Moreover, we assume that the fees are very similar 

among issues made in Norway and Sweden, as majority of the issues employ Nordic Trustee, which has an 

analogous pricing structure in both countries.  

 

As confirmed, the trustee fee is equivalent in Norway and Sweden, as commented by Cecilie Haug, an analyst 

from the Nordic Trustee referring to the following fee information provided on the website: “With regards to 

the wide price range, the range includes both investment grade senior unsecured bonds and up to high yield 

secured bonds and convertible bonds. To give an indicative price we look at among other things the risk class, 

which securities are included, the loan amount etc. This applies both for Norway and Sweden”.  

 

Table 3: Trustee fees 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

To sum up, we are looking at the spread at time of issue, just before it starts trading on the secondary market. 

We use coupon spread as a proxy to yield spread under the assumption that the bond is issued at par. The yield 

spread used for statistical modelling corresponds to Stamdata-provided field “Current coupon spread”. 

Corporate Bond Type NOK

Standard 40 000 - 500 000

Subordinated 40 000 - 500 000

Convertible 60 000 - 500 000
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However, a distinction is made between FRNs and fixed-rate paying bonds and is explained in the subsequent 

section.  

 

Yield spread for FRN 

Determining the yield spread for the floating-rate bond is rather straightforward - it is simply the add-up margin 

above the reference rate and is readily provided by Stamdata. Therefore, for floating rate bonds the yield spread 

is defined as (Fabozzi, 2013): 

 

 

 

Yield spread for fixed bonds 

In order to find the spread on the bonds paying fixed coupons, some adjustments are made. According to 

theory, the coupon spread consists of an asset swap rate and an added up premium. It is the added up premium 

that is of interest and it can be obtained by deducting the asset swap rate from the fixed coupon spread. In order 

to do so, the 3 month swap contract prices were retrieved from Bloomberg and used for all fixed-rate paying 

bonds. The precise contract depends on the currency in which the issue is denominated. That is, for the issues 

denominated in SEK, 3 months STIBOR contract was used, for NOK 3 months NIBOR contracts were used, 

etc as per formula below: (Fabozzi, 2013)  

  

 

For 18 of the fixed bonds issued in Norway, 3 month swap contract information was not available. In order to 

transform the available 6 month swap price into 3 month price, interpolation method was used. First, the 

average difference during the last 30 days between the 6 and the 3 month swap contracts was identified and 

applied for the days where the information was missing. The daily 3m prices would typically deviate by 2% 

from the 6m prices. Thus, for the 18 fixed-rate observations, the yield spread was derived by translating the 

6m swap contracts to 3 month contracts by interpolation, using the price differences of the preceding 30 days.  

 

4.4.2 Explanatory variables 

We now move on to the explanatory variables for the yield spread as the dependent variable.  

 

In order to identify the sources of variance in the yield spreads in Norway and Sweden, a number of 

independent variables are tested and divided into three categories: 1) company-specific variables, 2) issue-

specific variables and 3) market-specific variables based on the literature review in chapter 3. Company-

specific variables are defined as variables specifically relating to the underlying issuing company, whereas 
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issue-specific variables are related to specific characteristics attributable to the underlying debt issue. Market-

specific variables are defined as those parameters in the market that reflect the broader macro environment that 

impacts the capital markets as a whole. All explanatory variables used for building the statistical models are 

shown in table 4 below.  

 

Table 4: Security information and description of the explanatory variables used in the statistical models. 

 

 

Source: Author’s own contribution. 

4.4.2.1 Company-specific variables 

We now present the methodology regarding company-specific variables.  

Variable Description

Dependent variable

Yield spread Yield spread at the time of issue  (coupon spread) 

Independent variables

Rating at issue An integer assigned for each rating for the available issues: 1 for BB+; 2 for BB; 

3 for BB-; 4 for B+; 5 for B; 6 for B-; 7 for CCC+ and lower

Tax rate Corporate tax rate in the country of the issuing company

Oil sector=1 Dummy variable, if the company operates within energy and shipping - 1; if not - 0

Maturity specifies lifetime of a bond in years

Size (in M) Issue size in EUR (maximum amount outstanding, in million)

No pledge=1 Dummy variable; 0 if pledged, 1 - if no pledge

No trustee=1 Dummy variable; 0 if there is issued with trustee; 1 if no trustee

Not listed=1 Dummy variable; 0 if the security is listed, 1 - if it is not

Fixed=1 Dummy variable, 0 if floating interest payments, 1 if fixed

Seniority Integers assigned: Senior secured 1, senior unsecured 2, subordinated 3

Default rates Trailing 12 month default rates in the Nordics, monthly

MSCI price MSCI Nordic small cap price

MSCI volume (in K) MSCI Nordic small cap trading volumes, in thousands

Equity volatility Equity volatility - VIX Euro stock 50 

Industrial production Eurozone Industrial production index YoY

Oil price Daily Brent crude oil price

Reference rate Reference rate on issue date

S&P spread Bid-ask spread of S&P daily price

Market-specific variables:

Issue-specific variables:

Company-specific variables:
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Rating at issue: For the credit risk assessment, credit ratings are used. Unfortunately, credit ratings for high 

yield corporate bonds in Nordics are largely unavailable to the public. For example, when checked Bloomberg, 

ratings on less than 1% of the whole sample are provided. The limitations of the applicability of public ratings 

makes it necessary to use shadow ratings instead. A shadow rating is a credit rating performed by an accredited 

institution in order to provide assessment regarding probability of default and aid issuer to determine how 

appealing the bond might be for an investors in the open market. Shadow ratings usually rely on the 

methodology that is consistent with that of Moody’s, S&P and Fitch. In other words, shadow ratings aim to 

determine the most essential factors and their assigned weights in terms of probability of default and the 

process is analogous with that of the public ratings provided by the major rating agencies. (Erlenmaier, 2011) 

Cardoso et al.  (2013) tested consistency of shadow ratings considering companies of diverse sizes and from 

diverse industries and confirm the high accuracy of shadow ratings. 

 

Accounting variables were initially considered being used as a proxy for the credit assessment, but the financial 

data was equally scarce for many companies. Since ratings are more reliable and holistic for evaluating 

company credit risk, shadow ratings were assessed to be the best approach. These ratings were requested from 

various financial institutions. First, Stamdata provided a league table of top underwriters that have been 

engaging in bond issuances in Norway and Sweden. Shadow ratings were subsequently requested and received 

from the following underwriters:  

 

1. Swedbank Investment Banking - Debt Capital Market for years 2014, 2015 and 2016,  

2. Nordea Investment Banking - Debt Capital Market for 2014 and 2015 

3. Danske Bank Markets from 2013, 2014 and 2015  

4. Pareto Securities Credit Research for years 2007-2016. 

 

The four entities rely on S&P methodology when determining shadow ratings; thus we believe that the received 

credit assessments serve as a valid and reliable proxies for official ratings. 

 

All credit ratings from the received documents were then manually matched against the issues. Each issue was 

assigned the most recent shadow credit rating prior to the issue date. For instance, if a bond was issued in 

January 2014, a rating from December 2013 would be matched. In total, 38 credit research reports were 

received. However, since many companies were still not rated and some were only rated for a specific year, 

further assumptions had to be made to increase sample size. Thus, we also relied on the assumption that the 

credit rating does not change significantly from one year to another and is kept relatively stable during several 

subsequent years. This assumption would enable to extend rating of a specific year to other years. According 

to the Head of Credit Research at Pareto Securities, Senior Credit Analyst from Swedbank and Analyst from 
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Nordea, shadow ratings rarely change within a year from the issue date and are usually re-rated when there are 

changes in the business cycle, financial policies or acquisitions.  

 

In order to validate our assumption, we demonstrate an example of 10 randomly chosen companies issuing 

high yield bonds and their ratings during four subsequent years, taken from Danske Bank Weekly credit 

updates: 

 

Table 5: Ratings for 10 selected high yield companies. 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on shadow ratings provided from Danske Bank. 

 

The table suggests that either no changes or marginal changes (one increment) have been made in regards to 

the shadow ratings for these randomly selected companies. Therefore, the assumption is considered to be valid 

enabling to extend validity of a rating for two years. For example, rating provided for 2015 is extended to 2014 

and 2013. Nevertheless, this was applied cautiously. For instance, considering the volatility in the oil price in 

2014 and 2015, oil-related issues were only matched against a shadow rating of the same year due to 

unpredictable energy price fluctuations, which could potentially distort the results. The same caution was 

exercised for years of financial downturn in 2008. On the other hand, industries having consistent ratings 

through the year include transportation, fisheries, industry, telecommunication and real estate, among others. 

For these industries, the methodology for applying the shadow ratings is therefore extended to two years.  

 

Consequently, this leaves in total 231 of 515 ratings recovered for the issues made in Norway and 110 of 209 

issues made in Sweden. Despite the fact that the Swedish model is to include only 110 observations, we expect 

a reliable result, as rated issues account for 53% of the total population that is within the scope. 

 

Company 2013 2014 2015 2016

Color Group As BB- BB- BB- BB-

Dlg Finance As BB- BB- BB- BB-

Fred Olsen Energy Asa BB+ BB+ BB B+

J Lauritzen A/S B  B B B

Meda Ab BB BB- BB- BB-

Odfjell Se B+ B+ B+ B+

Prosafe Se BB BB BB B+

Ramirent Oyj BB+ BB+ BB+ BB+

Sas Ab B- B- B- B-

Stolt-Nielsen Ltd BB+ BB+ BB+ BB+
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Once all ratings were collected, each issue was assigned an integer - the best-rated observations (BB+) are 

assigned 1 and the scale ascends to 7 for CCC+ or lower-rated bonds. The below table demonstrates the 

analogy.  

 

Table 6: Ratings and rating integer for the data sample 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

According to Fridson and Garman (1998), Heinke (2006) and Fabozzi (2009), credit rating reflects ‘’credit 

risk that the issuer of a bond will fail to satisfy the terms of the obligation with respect to the timely payment 

of interest and repayment of the amount borrowed’’. Generally speaking, the lower the rating, the higher is the 

risk of default and thus the wider the spread. Hence, a positive correlation is expected and we assign (+) sign. 

 

Tax rate: Moving on the the second company-specific variable, corporate tax rate is extracted from Trading 

Economics and Bloomberg and historical corporate tax rates are matched against every security’s issue year. 

The country and its appropriate tax rate is determined by Stamdata-provided field “country” that specifies the 

issuer’s country of domicile and correspondingly the legislations it is abiding to. According to Plummer (2002), 

reductions in both the personal and corporate tax rates decrease the spreads. Confirming this view is Delianedis 

and Geske (2001) and Elton et al.  (2001), therefore we expect the corporate tax rate to have a positive 

relationship with yield spreads. Our rationale is that tax can be seen as a drainage on earnings. In the short-

run, the tax rate does not have a predominant importance because the companies primarily rely on cash for 

day-to-day operations, not profits. According to the concept of nearness to cash, in the short-run profits do not 

signify how liquid the company is, as it may rely on debt and other kinds of external financing. In the long-

term, however, profit serves as a good indicator to the future liquidity and solvency of the company. (Petersen 

and Plenborg, 2012) The higher the tax rate, the lower is the residual after-tax profit and a decrease in profit 

and long-term solvency will result in lower probability that the company will be able to honour its interest 

payments - thus, investors will prefer purchasing debt from company that has a lower tax burden, ceteris 

Rating Rating integer

BB+ 1

BB 2

BB- 3

B+ 4

B 5

B- 6

CCC+ and below 7
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paribus. On the other hand, interest payments are tax-deductible, which is beneficial to the issuer. However, 

we consider benefits from tax-deductible interest payments to be overwhelmed by tax expenses that the 

earnings are burdened by. This implies that the higher the tax rate - the higher the spread and vice versa. Thus, 

we assign this variable a (+) sign. 

 

Oil sector: The next company-specific variable relates to whether the issuing company operates within the oil 

sector or not. According to our methodology, we determine a dummy variable with assigned value of 1 if the 

issuing company’s primary business is within oil/energy industry. This information is provided by Stamdata 

and subsequently grouped manually into oil-related companies and non-oil related companies for the sample. 

Considering the constitution of the Norwegian market and the role of energy for its economy as well as the 

historical prices of default of energy companies, which are on average consistently higher than the other 

industries (Helwege and Kleiman, 1996), oil-related issues are vital to account for since they might be priced 

differently. Also, there is a strong negative relationship between OMX Nordic Oil and Gas Industry index and 

Oil Price volatility with increased volatility impacting the index adversely (see Figure 12 below). Therefore, 

we expect to see that spreads increasing if the company is related to the oil sector, signifying a positive 

relationship for Norway and Sweden. Therefore, we assign a (+) sign for the variable Oil sector.  
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Figure 12: The relationship between the OMX Nordic Oil and Gas Industry index and Oil Price 

volatility. 

 

  

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Bloomberg. 

4.4.2.2 Issue-specific variables: 

We now move on to the issue-specific variables.  

 

Maturity is the first issue-specific variable. Maturity specifies tenor of a security in years and is determined by 

deducting year of issue from year of maturity, provided by Stamdata. According to Liquidity Premium Theory 

(LPT), issues with longer maturities are less liquid since the investor is required to stay invested for a long 

time. Because of longer commitment and lower liquidity, investor will demand a higher compensation. 

(Fabozzi, 2013) Thus, one could expect that long-term bonds yield higher than short-term bonds. However, 

empirical findings by Sarig and Warga (1989), Fridson et al.  (1998), Kim et al.  (1993) and Fridson et al.  

(1998) do not pose a definitive answer as to how credit spreads react to different tenors of securities with some 

arguing that the yield curve is kinked: upward-sloping for short-term debt and downward-sloping for long-

term debt and it is especially true for the speculative debt. Due to the different considerations from various 

academics regarding the relation between credit spread and maturity as well as theoretical implications, we 

expect that the correlation could be either positive or negative. Therefore, we assign this variable both a (+) 

and (-) sign. Additionally, tenor might serve as a control variable since Covitz and Downing (2007) suggest 

that credit rating is more important than liquidity component for short-term corporate bonds, unlike for bonds 

of longer maturities.  
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Size is the next issue-specific variable. It signifies the volume of the issued debt. Stamdata provides the field 

“maximum amount outstanding”, which is simply the highest amount that has been outstanding during the 

issue’s lifetime. Since all debt is denominated in the currency it has been issued, EUR has been chosen as the 

uniform currency for reconciliation purposes. The exchange rate for each currency is determined at the date of 

issue and used for translation to EUR, thus taking into consideration exchange rate fluctuations. Size is used 

as a proxy for liquidity, as inspired by Chen et al.  2007 and Bao et al.  (2011) and the rationale behind is that 

a larger issue has more investors holding and trading the bonds. Additionally, some investment funds do not 

have mandates to purchase small debt issues. If fewer investors hold the bonds, it will have a direct impact 

hampering the liquidity. Thus, we expect to observe a negative correlation between Size and yield spreads. We 

assign a (-) sign for this variable. 

 

No pledge=1 according to our methodology is a dummy variable where an issue is assigned a value of 1 if the 

security is not pledged. Alternatively, a value of 0 is assigned if the debt is 1) pledged, 2) has a negative pledge 

or 3) if it has a lender’s guarantee. Some bonds have a negative pledge covenant attached. Negative pledge is 

a covenant in an indenture stating that the issuer will not pledge further any of its assets if doing so gives the 

lenders less security. (Brealey and Myers, 2014)  More specifically, it can be defined as a provision in an 

indenture that prohibits the issuer from obtaining any secured loan or pledging its assets to a third party without 

the approval of the existing bondholder. Negative pledges should thus ceteris paribus reduce the yield spread. 

(Smith & Warner, 1979; Begley & Feltham, 1999; Reisel, 2010). Consequently, we expect to see that if there 

is a negative pledge covenant or if a security is pledged, the spread will decrease as compared to their not 

pledged counterparty due to the fact that bondholders purchasing securities that are not pledged do not have 

the risk reduction privilege. This serves as an additional risk for the issue buyers. Thus, we expect No pledge=1 

to have a positive correlation with yield spread. Hence, we assign a (+) for this variable. 

 

No trustee=1 is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if there is no trustee involved in the issuing process. This 

information is provided by Stamdata. We expect the spread to increase if there is no trustee, as it is implied 

that investors are less protected. Despite some arguing that trustees actually do not protect the investors (Lev, 

2000), we expect to see a positive correlation between wider spreads and no trustee function employed based 

on the rationale that the role of a trustee is primarily to protect the bondholder. (Nordic Trustee, 2015) Since 

an additional level of protection by a trustee is expected to be perceived positively by investors, we assign a 

(+) sign for this variable. 

 

Not listed=1 is the next issue-specific variable. According to our methodology, it is a dummy variable with a 

value of 1 that is assigned if the security is “not listed”, “shall not be listed” and “may apply for listing later” 

and 0 if it is “listed”, “apply for listing” or “delisted” for matured securities. According to Edwards et al.  

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/negativecovenant.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/indenture.asp
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(2004), Schultz (2001), Goldstein et al.  (2007), the cost of an issue is associated with transparency. Therefore, 

it is reasonable to assume that listed securities, unlike the OTC-traded ones, have higher transparency because 

they facilitate easy information and transaction processing. The paramount benefit of listing a security is that 

the market bridges long-term issuers’ need for funding with investors’ need to invest and liquidate their capital 

on a day-to-day basis. Investors take consideration of how easy it is to sell the security where their capital is 

locked - thus they are more likely to purchase a security on the primary market if the possibility of easy trading 

on the secondary market exists. When a company has its debt securities listed and traded on the secondary 

market, it also provides a benchmark for the future issues. On the other hand, listing bonds is a subject to 

higher cost associated with reporting and compliance as well as attracting media and investor interest for the 

issue. We believe that benefits of listing an issue significantly outweigh the drawbacks and we expect that if 

the security is not listed, on average it will have a higher yield spread. Thus, we assign a positive sign (+) for 

this variable. 

 

Seniority: Moving on to seniority, an integer is assigned for three types of priority rankings: senior secured 

(assigned integer 1), senior unsecured (assigned integer 2) and subordinated (assigned integer 3), provided by 

Stamdata. As seniority of bonds indicates the level of protection in case of default with subordination 

signifying least protection and senior secured - the most, it has a direct influence on the yield spreads due to 

unequal levels of protection. According to Fridson et al.  (1998) findings, seniority and subordination have a 

pricing impact on yield spreads. Consistent with their findings, we expect lower level of securitisation to 

contribute to wider spreads and thus assign a positive sign (+) for this variable. 

 

Fixed=1 is the last issue-specific variable. According to theory, it is irrelevant whether an issue pays fixed or 

floating interest due to the principle of no arbitrage, as the spread is determined in relation to the appropriate 

benchmark measure. Fixed-rate bonds’ price moves in an inverse relation to interest rates, meaning that an 

increase in interest rates will cause the bond prices to decline. This is however not the case with floating-rate 

bonds, whose velocity is close to zero. Nevertheless, proceeds from fixed-rate bonds can be swapped for a 

floating rate, thus protecting the bondholder from adverse interest rate moves. (Bodie and Alan, 2014) The 

pricing of securities is such that there is no arbitrage - an investor cannot purchase fixed bonds and make risk-

free profit by swapping them. However, we note that Cooper and Mello (1988) have found, but failed to explain 

the fact that the fixed interest instruments are associated with wider spreads than their floating rate 

counterparts. Thus, we intend to use the variable Fixed as a control variable but also do not exclude the 

possibility that it will show some significant result. In line with Cooper and Mello (1988) findings we assign 

Fixed a positive sign (+).  
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4.4.2.3 Market-specific variables 

We now present the market-specific variables.  

 

Trailing 12 month default rates: This is the first market-specific variable. As discussed by Reilly et al.  (2010), 

default variables serve as one of the most significant factors for determining the yield spreads. This is in line 

with the significance of idiosyncratic risk as explained by Campbell and Taskler (2003) and Tang and Yan 

(2010). Trailing 12 months default rates have been obtained from Stamdata and the last available measure prior 

to the bond issue has been applied. Default rate is defined as simply the trailing default volumes divided by 

the trailing total amounts outstanding. Increasing defaults signal increase in systematic risk in the market, 

causing the spreads to increase as well. Thus, we assign a (+) sign for the variable due to expected positive 

correlation. We use the aggregate Nordic high yield default rates measured on a monthly basis. 

 

MSCI price: Moving on, MSCI Nordic small cap price is obtained from Bloomberg and is matched against 

security issue date. The inspiration comes from Reilly et al.  (2010) and Fridson (1994) and the rationale behind 

that is based on the fact that corporate bonds are a blend of equity and treasuries. Company-specific information 

is reflected first in the equity market and only then spills over to the bond market (Kwan, 1996). According to 

the stated academics, small cap indexes are especially useful in explaining the dynamics of bond yields. MSCI 

Nordic Small Cap index has been chosen as the proxy for equity growth, as it is geographically most relevant 

index for the study. Here, we expect to see a negative relationship due to the fact that an increase in MSCI 

price indicates positive macroeconomic developments; thus, the yield spreads are to narrow. Hence, we assign 

a (-) sign to MSCI price.  

 

MSCI volume is the next market-specific variable. Daily data was extracted from Bloomberg for the MSCI 

Nordic small cap index and matched against security issue date, transformed into thousands. Based on the 

respective rationale behind the MSCI price and the yield spreads mentioned above, MSCI volume serves as a 

proxy for liquidity in the equity market. We expect to see the yield spreads to decrease with higher liquidity, 

a negative relationship, thus a (-) sign is assigned. 

 

Equity volatility: Furthermore, equity volatility is used and the most appropriate proxy for this metric is the 

Bloomberg-provided index with the ticker VSTOXX. This implied volatility index expresses the fluctuation 

range expected by the market over the next 30 days for the EURO STOXX 50 Index as an underlying basis of 

calculation. This measure of equity volatility is used in accordance with studies of Jens Dick-Nielsen et al.  

(2012), Blume et al.  (1998), Campbell and Taskler (2003), Jensen and Pedersen (2015) and the daily values 

are matched against the debt issue date. Depending on the risk environment and in accordance with the Risk-

on, Risk-off theory (RoRo), during periods of low volatility investors move to riskier assets such as corporate 
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bonds and emerging markets assets and sell safe securities, such as US and Japan treasuries and gold. Thus, 

low volatility periods suggest lower spreads. Below is a graph depicting the inverse relationship between the 

implied volatility for Euro Stoxx 50 index and the Markit iBoxx Euro Liquid High Yield index. Intuitively and 

confirmed by previous mentioned academics, volatility is expected to have a positive relationship with spreads, 

(+) sign. 

 

Figure 13:  The implied volatility for Euro Stoxx 50 index and the Markit iBoxx Euro Liquid High Yield 

index. 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Bloomberg.  

 

Industrial production: The next variable is industrial production. In order to determine the explanatory power 

of the overall state of the economy on the yield spread, we use the year on year (YoY) monthly measure of 

industrial production, as discussed by Reilly et al.  (2009). Data was extracted from Bloomberg. Eurozone 

industrial production was selected for the analysis, since it is considered being the most relevant publicly-

available proxy that represents both Norwegian and Swedish economic development. The closest previous 

available measure from Bloomberg is matched against security issue date. Since industrial production is 

associated with the economic growth, we expect to see lower spreads as the industrial production grows, in 

order words a negative correlation. Therefore, we expect this variable to have a (-) sign. 

 

Oil price: We also test for oil price. Daily price of Brent crude oil was extracted from Bloomberg and matched 

against the individual security issue date. Since Norway is net producer and Sweden is net consumer, oil prices 

might have a different effect on the two countries. It is reasonable to assume that increase in oil price might 
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affect the spreads in Sweden negatively due to higher cost of production. Since the Swedish market is 

constituted primarily of non-oil related companies, higher oil price will result in more expensive raw materials 

and thus total production cost increase. In the meanwhile, Norway and its oil-intensive industries might see 

lower spreads due to benefits derived from higher selling price. However, the effect of oil price on spreads in 

Norway depends on whether the oil-related companies and the derived benefits account for a sufficient 

proportion of the total issuer base. Based on this rationale, we expect a negative or positive correlation for 

Norway and a positive correlation for Sweden in relation to the spread. Thus, this variable is expected to have 

a (-)/(+) sign for Norway and a (+) sign for Sweden. 

 

S&P spread: The next market-specific variable is the S&P spread. The bid-ask spread for S&P 500 daily prices 

is used as a proxy for the equity liquidity in the market. The rationale behind this is that the bid-ask spread can 

be used as proxy for the liquidity, as proposed by Rakkestad et al.  (2012). Fleming (2003) uses treasury bid-

ask spread of long term US treasury bonds as a proxy for liquidity, but we follow Huang and Huang’s (2012) 

reasoning that there is correlation between the yield spreads and general equity market liquidity, especially for 

the high-yield bonds. Increasing bid-ask spreads signals a deteriorating liquidity, as market-makers exploit 

disequilibrium of supply and demand for the instruments and thus impose higher margins. Spread data has 

been extracted from Bloomberg against the bond issue date and we expect to see wider coupon spreads 

associated with wider bid-ask spreads, thus a positive correlation and a (+) sign.  

 

Reference rate is the final market-specific variable. Some bonds in the sample pay coupons based on risk-

free/reference rate (NIBOR, STIBOR, EURIBOR, and LIBOR) plus an added-up premium. In order to 

compare all floating-rate bonds with different reference rates, we use STIBOR 3-month rate for the issues 

made in Sweden and NIBOR 3-month rate for the issues made in Norway, as these are the prevailing rates in 

the sample. According to the data, NIBOR 3-month rate accounts for 83% of all floating-rate bonds in Norway 

and STIBOR 3-month rate accounts for 90% of all floating-rate bonds in Sweden. Following the methodology 

of Hu and Cantor (2005) we adjust for the difference between the security's prevailing benchmark interest rate 

(can be either US-LIBOR or CIBOR 6M, etc.) and the chosen uniform three-month NIBOR/STIBOR 3M rate 

by adding the original interest rate and subtracting the uniform interest rate on the day of issue. The authors 

state that relaxation of this assumption would not change any of the conclusions. On a general level, interbank 

rates are used as a measure of interest levels in the economy. According to Cheney (1983) yield spreads 

increase when the interest rates are low. Prolonged periods of historically low interest rates in Norway and 

Sweden suggest that the economy is not expanding at a satisfactory pace. (International Monetary Fund, 2016) 

Assuming that once the growth picks up, the governments will start increasing the rates, which will signal 

positive macroeconomic conditions. Thus the yield spreads are expected to narrow with increasing interest 

rates and we anticipate a negative sign (-). 
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In order to give a better view of the company-specific, issue-specific and market-specific factors, the proposed 

variables and  their expected sign on the spreads can be found in the below table: 

 

Table 7: Expected sign on the spread for the explanatory variables 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

4.5 The model parameters in the regression model 

In order to test for the significance, direction and magnitude of the independent variables for the yield spreads, 

several kinds of regression modelling were performed. 

 

4.6 Criticism and assumptions 

During the thesis process, certain issues have been encountered. One of the most important concerns for the 

thesis is the availability of data. The models put forward are limited to the number of observations available 

and especially constrained by credit ratings that could be recovered. Since high yield corporate bonds and their 

Nordic issuers seldom have official ratings assigned, shadow ratings were the primary source of information 

Variable Description Expected sign on the spread

Company-specific:

Rating at issue Shadow rating. 1 for best; 7 for worst (+)

Tax rate Corporate tax rate (+)

Oil sector=1 Dummy variable: 1 if related to oil sector (+)

Issue-specific:

Maturity Lifetime of a bond in years (+)/(-)

Size Maximum amount outstanding in EUR million (-)

No pledge=1 Dummy variable: 1 if no pledge covenant (+)

No trustee=1 Dummy variable: 1 if no trustee (+)

Not listed=1 Dummy variable: 1 if not listed (+)

Seniority 1 for most secure, 3 for least secure (+)

Fixed=1 Dummy variable: 1 if fixed-rate paying bond (+)

Market-specific:

Default rates Trailing 12 month default rates (+)

MSCI price MSCI Nordic small cap index price (-)

MSCI volume MSCI Nordic small cap index daily trade volumes ('000) (-)

Equity volatility Implied volatility of EURO STOXX 50 index (+)

Industrial prod YoY monthly measure of industrial production (-)

Oil price Daily Brent oil price (+)/(-)

S&P spread S&P bid-ask spread (+)

Reference rate NIBOR 3M for Norway; STIBOR 3M for Sweden (-)
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but not accessible for all bond issues. Using shadow ratings might have some implications as they have less 

credibility than official credit ratings provided by such agencies like S&P, Moody’s and Fitch. Moreover, 

several banks’ shadow ratings were used, which implies that there might be discrepancies between the 

methodologies applied among different institutions. However, methodology for shadow ratings closely 

resembles that employed by the major rating agencies and thus must return a homogeneous result. 

 

Since not all ratings for bonds issued between 2006-2016 were accessible, the data deficiency may have an 

implication on the validity of the final result in terms of statistical limitations and might introduce some risk 

of measurement error. The ratings provided by Swedbank, Nordea, Pareto and Danske Bank are not 

representative for the whole market, but correspond to 50% of the whole population of observations relevant 

for the scope of the thesis. Moreover, we encountered limitations in regards to the size of the Swedish high 

yield corporate bond market which further makes it more difficult to retrieve a complete and bias-free sample 

frame. 

 

Another limitation is the fact that the calculation of coupon spread does not include flotation costs and taxes. 

Since the thesis assumes that coupon is equivalent to the yield spread at the time of issue on the primary market, 

disregarding tax and flotation costs might result in minimal violations of the named assumption. However, 

determining the total tax and flotation costs is highly difficult since every issue has a unique arrangement based 

on the size and riskiness of the issue as well as whether the issue is ordinary or a tap issue18, among other 

considerations.  

 

There might also be some insignificant noise for those bonds that were actually not issued at par, which is a 

precondition for equating coupon spread to yield spread at the time of issue (International Monetary Fund, 

2014). From a practical point of view, the assumption that the yield spread equals the coupon spread can be 

used for those bonds that are only issued at par. In theory, bonds are almost always issued at par, namely 100 

in the first primary transaction. Nevertheless, in the real world, tap issues are also sometimes issued in the 

Nordic High Yield Market. In that case, bonds are very close to, but not at or par. Thus, this could have an 

implication on the assumption that coupon spread equals yield spread at the time of issue. However, we believe 

that the implication is minimal.  

 

                                                 
18

 Issuers can also conduct a so-called “tap issue”, which is an additional primary market transaction, but within the same 

bond issue. If the issuer did not sell all debt obligations of an issue during the initial offering, he can sell the residual again 

in a tap issue. In these cases, the price almost always differs from 100%, since the tenor is shorter, i.e. time has elapsed 

since the first primary transaction and the market sentiment might have changed. (International Monetary Fund, 2014) 
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We are fully aware that there might be additional variables that are essential in determining the pricing 

differences for both markets. However, the variables in this thesis have been selected based on an extensive 

literature review and thus include those that we consider are of most interest and relevance.  
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5. EMPIRICAL DATA ANALYSIS 

This chapter presents the empirical findings for the determinants of spreads and aims to answer what 

company-specific, market-specific and issue specific factors affect yield spreads for high yield corporate bond 

issues made in Norway and Sweden respectively. The results are derived from ordinary least squares (OLS) 

following the methodology of Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein and Martin (2001), Campbell and Taksler (2003) 

and Fridson and Garman (1998) who investigates the determinants of yield spreads. Furthermore, the total 

sample is divided into subgroups by rating and maturity to better capture the behaviour of different segments.  

 

The total population of observations that correspond to the scope of our research for issues made from 2006 to 

31st of January 2016 is 515 observations in Norway and 209 in Sweden. However, for some of these issues 

obtaining the credit rating was impossible and thus the information for these sets of issues is only partial. The 

sample size of bonds with credit ratings assigned amounts to 321 in Norway and 111 in Sweden, which 

corresponds to 62.3% and 53% of the total population in the respective countries.  

 

A univariate and multivariate regression models are constructed for both countries. From the total universe of 

18 input parameters (company-specific, issue-specific and market-specific factors), individual variables that 

were not problematic in terms of multicollinearity became candidates for our multivariate models. Statistical 

models are constructed using 321 observations for Norway and 111 observations for Sweden, while other 

statistical models (univariate and multivariate with only issue-specific and market-specific information) 

employ all available observations (515 for Norway and 209 for Sweden) to increase reliability of the models.  

 

The process to arrive to a sound and robust conclusion involved constructing statistical models divided by 

specific characteristics in order to isolate the effects of single variables or separate classes of observations that 

might behave differently according to particular inputs. The univariate models that regress separate variables 

on the yield spread are provided to show the general dynamics in the pricing process and the marginal effect 

of every factor in isolation, as we strive to eliminate the noise associated with building up the model with 

additional variables and making it more complex. 

 

The 18 variables that have been selected from the literature review are considered being candidate variables 

that best explain the spreads and they were chosen based on 1) the amount of attention received from various 

academics that were discussing the interrelationships and presented significant results, based on 2) the viability 

of obtaining the information19 and based on 3) those variables that would less likely pose multicollinearity 

problems. 

                                                 
19

 Obtaining the data within corporate bond market is often impossible due to unavailability of data and the fact that many 

bonds are traded OTC. (International Monetary Fund, 2014) 
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The multivariate analysis is divided into several variations. Model 1 is the primary model and it includes all 

variables that do not pose a multicollinearity problem. It is the focal model of the thesis and the comparison 

between Norway and Sweden is based on it. The input parameters for both countries are identical to facilitate 

comparison and the model exposes complex interrelationships between the variables and the yield spread. In 

the meanwhile, Model 2 concerns only company-specific factors, Model 3 concerns only issue-specific factors 

and Model 4 concerns only market-specific factors. The rationale behind the subdivision of issues by categories 

is to be able to determine how much each class contributes to explaining the yield spreads in isolation.  

 

Moreover, the multivariate model is divided into two subgroups according to rating (speculative and highly 

speculative) and maturity (<5 years and ≥5 years) in order to perform sensitivity analysis following the 

methodology of Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein and Martin (2001), Campbell and Taskler (2003) and Duffee 

(1998). As some of the sample size is rather small compared to the Model 1, assessment should be done 

cautiously. 

 

According to our methodology, “speculative” bond refers to a double-B rated bond (BB+, BB and BB-) while 

“highly speculative” refers to all other bonds that are rated B+ and lower. The inspiration for dividing by rating 

class comes from Barnhill et al.  (1999) and Reilly et al.  (2010) who find that different coefficients are 

applicable for different rating classes - meaning there exists segmentation within bonds of different ratings, 

while Collin-Dufresne et al.  (2001) find that the periodical credit spread fluctuations are dependent on local 

supply and demand. Thus, we may expect some different dynamics among the two rating classes. We do 

recognise that it would have been optimal to subdivide the observations into precise rating groups but that 

would have potentially caused data problems associated with small sample sizes. 

 

According to our methodology, we define bonds with maturities less than five years as “short term bonds” 

whereas bonds with maturities equal to and exceeding five years as “long term bonds”. The rationale for this 

subdivision is to examine whether the issue groups react to the same inputs in a consistent way or whether they 

have some distinctive characteristics. The inspiration for dividing the issues according to maturity comes from 

Kim et al.  1993, Longstaff and Schwartz 1995, Sarig and Warga 1989, Merton 1974, Nielsen et al.  1993, 

Leland and Toft 1996, Cathcart and El-Jahel 1998 and Collin-Dufresne and Goldstein 2001, who find that high 

yield corporate bonds do not follow the Liquidity Premium Theory (LPT).  

 

It would have been optimal to have divided the bonds into more detailed segments according to maturity and 

exact rating. However, limited data sample precluded this approach. In order to divide the issues in two sets of 
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similar sizes, the appropriate segments of <5 years and ≥5 years have been set (according to this distribution, 

short-term bonds in Norway correspond to 55,7% of the Norwegian population and short-term bonds in 

Sweden correspond to 55,5% of the Swedish population).  

 

We first look at the ability of variables to explain the dependent variable on an aggregate level and in isolation 

as well as compare the actual sign of statistically significant variables with the expected signs and interpret the 

results and deviations, if any. We first present the univariate results and the respective analysis for the 

Norwegian market and follow the same method for the Swedish market. After that, we compare the Norwegian 

and Swedish high yield bond market. Having said that, we will now present empirical findings from the 

univariate and multivariate models for Norway and Sweden and the primary focus will be on the multivariate 

Model 1. 

 

Important to note, all variables are marked with *** (three stars) if they are significant at the 99% level, ** 

(two stars) if they are significant at the 95% level and * (one star) if they are significant at the 90% level. Due 

to limitations and weaknesses of our dataset, we will only consider the results for variables with significance 

level of 95% and higher in order to avoid interpreting results that might potentially not be robust. Thus, when 

we state “statistically significant”, it is assumed that the variable has p-value below 0.05 (three and two stars 

only). 

 

Below is a graphical illustration of the overall structure of the various tests, in order to give the reader a better 

understanding of the general approach and sequential thread.  
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Figure 14: Graphical illustration of the general model approach. 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

Exclusion of observations 

As OLS regression modelling with Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is employed, a parametric approach is 

assumed where the underlying population is normally distributed based on a fixed set of parameters. Because 

of that, identifying extreme outliers is crucial. Including observations that deviate considerably from the data 

set could significantly skew or inflate the result. According to Zimmerman (1994), accuracy increases 

significantly and the risk of error inference decreases once the extreme outlier is removed. The detection of 

large outliers was found through applying the Z-score formula with a threshold of four for potential outliers.  

 

 

 

Z-score finds how many standard deviations from the mean the observation is, where i and s signifies the mean 

and the standard deviation for the sample. By using the formula, large outliers that could potentially inflate the 

outcome were assessed (representation of observations on a scatter plot is provided in appendix 20). Thus, 

seven extreme outliers were identified and removed - five for Norwegian sample and two for the Swedish 

sample.  
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5.1 NORWAY 

The interpretation and analysis of results for the Norwegian high yield corporate bond market have been 

summarised and categorised into a univariate, multivariate and sensitivity analysis provided below. Each 

analysis section in concluded with a final remark.  

 

5.1.1 Univariate model 

Below the univariate model for Norway is presented 
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Table 8: Univariate regression model for the Norwegian high yield market 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

According to the univariate output, 13 out of 18 variables are statistically significant: Rating at issue, Oil 

sector, Maturity, No pledge, Not listed, Seniority, Fixed, Default rates, MSCI price, Equity volatility and 

Reference rate are significant at the 99% confidence level, while MSCI volume and Industrial production are 

significant at the 95% confidence level.  
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Rating at issue is the most statistically significant variable (99% level) and has the highest explanatory power, 

as rating in isolation explains 36,1% of variations in yield spread. The sign of the variable is in line with 

expectations and according to the model output, a decrease of a rating by one increment (for example, from 

BB to BB- or from B+ to B) results in 85 bp increase in yield spread. This is due to the fact that the lower the 

rating, the higher the risk for the bearer of the security - thus, the higher the compensation shown in the yield 

spread.  This is in accordance with Joehnk and Nielsen (1975), Cheney (1983), Foss (1995), Fridson et al.  

(1998) and Heinke (2006). Furthermore, Rating at issue has the lowest significance of F of 4,39E-33.  

  

Whether the company operates within oil sector has shown to be statistically significant at a 99% confidence 

level and the spreads are on average higher by 1,22 pp than those of their counterparts’. This is in line with 

expectations due to implied riskiness of oil-related companies and their strong dependence on commodity 

prices. In isolation, this variable explains 3,3% of variations in yield spreads.  

 

Moving further, Maturity explains 6,2% of variations in spreads at a 99% significance level. However, the sign 

of the variable is not in line with theory and expectations - according to the output, as the maturity of the bond 

increases, the spreads decrease and this is against the Liquidity Premium Theory (LPT). On the other hand, 

maturity of high-yield corporate bonds has been a disputed topic with some authors presenting conflicting 

findings. Decreasing spreads with increasing maturity are explained by the fact that for the high yield corporate 

bonds, the first several years are the riskiest - after that, the company “reverts to the mean” and the risk becomes 

average. Also, consistent with Dick-Nielsen et al.  (2011), corporate bonds with longer maturities are more 

liquid due to the fact that they can be sold at a later point in time, which enhances the marketability of such 

bonds. Maturity is a curious variable and we will examine the relationship between short- and long-term bonds 

with yield spreads in depth further in the thesis.  

 

No pledge is statistically significant but in isolation it only explains 1% of variation in yield spreads. Moreover, 

the sign of the variable is negative, which is not in line with expectations. According to the output, if the 

security is not protected with the pledge covenant and does not have a bank guarantee, its spread decreases, 

which is counterintuitive. Pledge covenant assumes increased level of protection for the investors and thus 

decreased risk of holding the security - hence, a lower spread according to the expectations. A possible 

explanation for the deviation could stem from the fact that highly risky securities can only attract buyers if 

they include some additional layers of protection. If the additional protection however is not offered, the 

investors will demand compensation in a form of yield that is unsustainably expensive for the issuer. Thus, it 

might be the case that the issuer has to include a pledge covenant to dampen investors’ anxiety and make the 

debt more attractive at a reasonable yield. In other words, those companies that have a higher degree of 

riskiness tend to issue senior secured bonds in order to compensate the investors for their higher risk exposure, 
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whereas companies that have higher creditworthiness are less inclined to pledge their securities. An alternative 

explanation might lie within the data limitation and the problem of omitted variable bias (OVB). Based on the 

strong explanatory power of the variable Rating, we might suspect that not including it in the univariate models 

might result in distorted results. In order to check for that, we regress yield spreads both on No pledge and 

Rating and find that No pledge is not statistically significant. Thus, an inconsistent sign might arise due to data 

limitation and/or omitted variable bias. 

 

Issues that are Not listed also prove to be statistically significant at a 99% confidence level and on average 

yield 2 pp more than the listed counterparts, which is in line with anticipations. This is due to the fact that since 

not listed securities are traded OTC, they have substantially higher transaction costs associated with bridging 

the buyer and the seller (Schultz, 2001). During the post-financial changes and revision of Basel II, banks’ 

ability to act as an intermediary in corporate bond trading has been reduced because below BB- corporate 

bonds are classified as poor quality capital and typically bear the risk weight of 150%. In comparison, cash 

and safe government debt have the risk weights of 0% (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2013), 

which signifies the extent to which banks are disincentivised to accept risky corporate bonds on their balance 

sheets. As a result, corporate bonds have in general become a subject to lower liquidity due to the increased 

regulations. Before that, banks had greater possibility to support market liquidity (Brunnermeier and Pedersen, 

2009) and thus reduced search frictions that prevent investors from finding trading counterparts (Lagos et al, 

2011). Thus, if an investor does not have the possibility to trade the bond on the market and its best possibility 

of reselling the bond is OTC, employing a bank broker, he will demand a substantially higher compensation 

reflected in a higher spread. We evaluate an increase in spread of average 2 pp for not listed issues as of high 

material impact. The implication of not listing the issue further relates to Schultz (2001), Yu (2005), Goldstein 

et al.  (2007) and Edwards et al.  (2007) who discuss transparency costs related to bonds. In isolation Not listed 

variable can explain 8,7% variations in yield spreads, which is the second-highest result among the issue-

specific factors. 

 

Seniority, despite being statistically significant at a 99% level, has a sign that is not in accordance with 

anticipations. According to the output, issues with lower seniority will on average have lower yield spreads. 

According to theory and Fridson et al.  (1998), higher degree of seniority will protect the investor to a higher 

extend and thus provide a lower degree of compensation for lower risk. There are two possible explanations 

for the deviation of the result. First of all, this might be due to the fact that some highly speculative bonds can 

only evoke investors’ interest if they have a higher level of security. This would mean that issuers are forced 

to include additional levels of risk reduction for the buyers before the compensation for issuing debt becomes 

too high. An alternative explanation is that there is a possibility of omitted variable bias. Re-running the 
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variable together with Rating returns output where Seniority is statistically insignificant. Thus, the 

contradictory sign might be a result of data limitation and/or omitted variable bias. 

 

Whether the issue pays floating or fixed rate has also shown to be statistically significant at a 99% confidence 

level and the sign is in line with expectations and in agreement with findings of Cooper and Mello (1988) - on 

average, fixed issues tend to have higher spreads than their counterparts. We argue that unlike the floating 

bonds, fixed ones incorporate additional interest rate risk. Explaining 12,6% of variations in the explained 

variable spread, fixed issues will on average increase the spread by 2,36 pp. This is higher than expected - 

according to the principle of no arbitrage, which states that no risk-free profit can be made, the difference in 

yield attributable to floating/fixed characteristic of the bond should be marginal. 

 

Moving on, Default rates is one of the most statistically significant variable (99% level) and explains 4% of 

yield spreads - the highest value among the market-specific factors. Default rates reflect credit risk at an 

aggregate level and the output is in line with expectations - increasing number of defaulting companies is 

associated with wider spreads. Trailing 12 month default rates was one of the most significant explanatory 

variable in the study of Reilly et al.  (2010) and Keenan et al.  (1999) who present a strong positive relationship 

between trailing 12 month default rates and the spreads.  

 

MSCI price, reflecting the last daily prices of the Nordic small cap index, shows the economic development 

and the general equity health. The regression output is consistent with expectations and indicates that the 

positive development of index prices signifies lower spreads at a 99% level. According to Fridson (1994) and 

Reilley et al.  Wright (2009), high yield bond spreads are highly correlated with small cap indices. However, 

as examined in isolation, MSCI price explains only 2% of variations in the dependent variable yield spread.  

 

For the equity market liquidity, the proxy of MSCI volume was used, again following the rationale of Fridson 

(1994), Fischer (1959) and Reilley et al.  (2009). Our results show that as the Nordic small cap index becomes 

more traded, the spreads decrease, which is also in accordance with expectations. This variable however does 

not possess a high explanatory power and only explains half a percent variations in the dependent variable at 

a 95% confidence level and the effect of the spreads is weak as an increase in 1000 trades decreases the spread 

by a very insignificant amount. 

 

Moving forward, we witness that Equity volatility at a 99% confidence level can explain 3,2% of variations in 

the dependent variable. According to Campbell and Taksler (2003), equity volatility explains as much of 

variations in yield spreads as the credit risk does. This variable is not as substantial in our instance, but the 

reasoning is the analogous. The output indicates that wider spreads can be seen during high levels of volatility, 
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which is in accordance with previous research and our expectations. As investors become uncertain, they will 

be more reluctant to purchase risky assets, unless compensated with higher yields. 

 

The sign of Industrial Production is in accordance with expectations and conclusions of Reilly et al.  (2010) 

and Chan-Lau and Ivaschenko (2002) - the variable signifies the development of the economy and higher 

values will be associated with lower spreads. In isolation, Industrial production explains only 1% of variations 

in yield spread at a 95% significance level. 

 

Furthermore, Reference rate that reflects the interest rates, indicates that the higher the rates - the lower the 

spreads and this is in line with expectations. On its own, the Reference rate explains 1% of variations in the 

dependent variable and the significance level is strong, at 99% level. Similar findings are presented by Fischer 

and Jordan (1991), Dialynas and Edington (1992), Fridson et al.  (1998) and Tang and Yan (2010). 

In general, all company-specific and issue-specific variables were statistically significant at a 99% confidence 

level, while market-specific variables on average had lower significance.  

 

Final remark 

To sum up, majority of the variables proved to be significant in the univariate models and most of them return 

the results that are in accordance with expectations. For the few variables that contradicted the theory and 

academic literature, we tried to explain the deviations from an alternative point of view. Most important 

observation is that Rating is a very essential variable and explains the yield spreads to the greatest extent, thus 

excluding it from an exploratory statistical model might bias the results for other univariate models. That being 

said, univariate results may return distorted results as they potentially include a problem of omitted variable 

bias. In order to check for that, multivariate regression models are to be constructed. We start off with assessing 

the factors in a multivariate model in Norway. 

 

5.1.2 Further model development 

In order to conduct the multivariate models for Norway, certain data quality checks must be performed, such 

as multicollinearity and heteroscedasticity tests. Variance inflation factor is used for the former (see appendix 

21 for detecting multicollinearity), while Breusch-Pagan and White’s test are used for the latter in order to 

come up with a reliable multivariate model. We now present these data quality checks for Norway, by 

performing the variance inflation factor test, correlation matrix and multicollinearity test20.  

 

                                                 
20

 Multicollinearity is the instance when two or more of the predictor variables in a multivariate model are moderately or 

highly correlated. 
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Variance inflation factor (VIF) 

As can be seen from the table below, potential problems might occur among the variables MSCI price, Treasury 

Spread and Equity volatility. This is not surprising since all these variables are related to the similar kind of 

market-wide risk and MSCI price and Equity volatility are highly correlated. On the other hand, Treasury 

spreads are correlated to oil price which is intuitive due to Norway’s dependency on oil. 

 

Since MSCI price has a higher correlation with the dependent variable, Equity volatility is removed. After 

removing Equity volatility, the VIF of Reference rate decreases to the safe level of 2,41. However, the VIF of 

Treasury spreads increased - thus it has also been considered unsuitable due to potential multicollinearity 

problems.  

 

Table 9: Variance inflation factor and tolerance level for the Norwegian high yield market 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

Pairwise Correlations between Independent Variables 

The correlation matrix for Norwegian observations can be found in the appendix 22, with values above or 

equal to |0,5| highlighted in bold which indicates that attention should be paid to those variables. 

 

Detecting heteroscedasticity with Breusch-Pagan test and White test 

In this thesis, three tests for detecting heteroscedasticity Var(ut)=σ2 have been conducted for the Norwegian 

and Swedish samples: 1) Visual inspection of residual plots, 2) Breusch-Pagan test and 3) the White’s General 
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test. The null hypothesis states that the error terms have a constant variance, namely homoskedasticity. From 

the output of our tests, we detected that the null hypothesis is rejected in both cases, suggesting that there are 

indications of heteroscedasticity present in the sample. Initially, we suspected that there might exist some 

random disturbance in the relationship between the explanatory factors and yield spreads. However, as the 

other assumptions have been met for the OLS modelling, we decided to operate under heteroscedasticity 

conditions. In the case for Lie and Nielsen (2015) who conducted an empirical study of credit spreads in the 

European High Yield Market, they found heteroscedasticity to be present. Yet, they did not address this 

concern and decided to operate under the assumption of heteroscedasticity as it does not result in biased 

parameter estimates.  

 

According to Gujarati (2012), despite heteroscedasticity being present, the OLS estimator is unbiased as long 

as the following four assumptions are fulfilled: 1) the model is linear in parameters, 2) the sample of 

observations is random 3) there is no perfect and strong (multi) collinearity which means that there is no strong 

linear relationship among the explanatory variables and 4) there is zero conditional mean. If the 

heteroscedasticity assumption was met (Gauss Markov Theorem), one can state that the ideal conditions for 

OLS have been fulfilled. Thus, in other words the estimators is the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) 

of the real population parameters. It is Best in the sense that the OLS estimator has a minimum variance of all 

unbiased estimators, while Unbiased means that an underlying relationship between the independent and 

dependent variables exists. In our case, the model is Unbiased but is not Best as Gauss Markov Theorem is not 

met due to heteroscedasticity. However, we want to stress that in practice, a large part of data does not meet 

the ideal conditions as it is not developed through an ideal experiment. The linear regression model under ideal 

circumstances functions as a benchmark for our model. Nevertheless, we want to emphasize that we are 

operating under heteroscedasticity assumptions. We are aware that during these assumptions, there is a 

potential risk that noise is present in terms of biased standard errors and that there is an unequal distribution 

weight to the observations that might potentially raise the distribution variances. In general, studies that employ 

cross-sectional data tend to incorporate heteroscedasticity. (Gujarati, D. 2012). 

 

The visual inspection of residual plots is not sufficient to certainly determine the degree of heteroscedasticity. 

As we suspect that heteroscedasticity might be present, the results from Breusch-Pagan test and White’s 

General test further confirm this. For both tests, we start by running the model and derive the residuals. We 

then look at the residuals squared. Regarding the Breusch-Pagan Test, we regress the residuals squared as a 

dependent variable on all the independent variables in the model. To further assess the presence of 

heteroscedasticity, we perform White’s General Test. For White’s General test we regress the residuals squared 

on the predicted Y, where squared residuals are the dependent variable and the predicted Y squared values are 

the independent variable. If the resulting model is significant at a 99% confidence level or more (p-value less 
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than 0.01), it means that we can reject the null hypothesis of homoskedastic error terms. Thereby, concluding 

that the alternative hypothesis holds and that is that the error terms are heteroscedasticity, it means that the 

error terms are incorrectly specified. (Gujarati, D. 2012). 

 

Breusch-Pagan and White’s General test confirm heteroscedasticity for the Norwegian data sample, as the p-

value of Significance F (standard F test) amount to 1,3E-05 and 6,6E-07 for the White’s General Test, thus 

indicating heteroscedasticity is present. The visual illustration of residuals is provided in appendix 23. The 

final regression model including all independent variables is shown below: 

 

5.1.3 Multivariate modelling 

After these further model developments, we now provide the results from the multivariate modelling.  
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Table 10: The multivariate regression model for the Norwegian high yield market 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 
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When analysing the above results, Model 1 is our main reference model including all variables and Model 2, 

Model 3 and Model 3 are supporting models.  

 

Comparing with the univariate results, the multivariate model presents a slightly different perspective, as 

expected. For Model 1 Rating, Fixed, Default rates and Equity volatility are still statistically significant, while 

Oil sector, Maturity, No pledge, Not listed, Seniority, MSCI volume and Industrial production are no longer 

significant. On the other hand, Oil price and S&P spread changes from being statistically insignificant in the 

univariate model to statistically significant at a 99% confidence level. Model 1 explains 47,6% of variations 

in the yield spread; company-specific factors alone explain 36% (Model 2); issue-specific factors alone explain 

17,44% (Model 3) and market-specific factors alone explain only 6% (Model 4) of variations in the yield 

spreads - the lowest among the factor classes.  

 

When examining the company-specific variables, we find that the only statistically significant variable - Rating 

at issue - contributes the most to explaining the yield spreads with lower ratings increasing the spread, which 

is consistent with the predicted sign of the variable. This is in accordance with Reilly et al.  (2010), Campbell 

and Taksler (2003), Tang and Yan (2010), Fridson et al.  (1998), Elton et al.  (2001), Delianedis and Geske 

(2001), Friewald et al.  (2012) who find in their studies that either there is a high correlation between the credit 

rating and the spreads or that the lower the rating - the more it contributes to increasing the spreads. When 

looking at the univariate results, Rating at issue alone explains 36,5% of variation in the dependent variable. 

80 bp are added to the yield spread with every increment of deteriorating rating, which is just slightly lower 

that the 86 bp from the univariate model, suggesting that the measure is robust. We might further assert that 

exclusion of this variable in the subsequent and preceding models might result in an omitted variable bias.21 

 

Among the issue-specific variables in Model 1, only Fixed=1 is statistically significant and together with other 

issue-specific variables explains 17,44% of variations in the dependent variable. A higher yield spread is 

associated with fixed-rate bonds, as argued by Cooper and Mello (1988) and contradicted by Duffie and Liu 

(1991). In our findings beta for Fixed=1 is twice lower for the multivariate regression than for the univariate 

one: 1,28 pp as opposed to 2,36 pp for the univariate model. The potential reason is that leaving out Rating in 

the univariate models leads to omitted variable bias, thus the results can be inflated. Re-running both Fixed 

and Rating in the same regression shows that the coefficient decreases to 1,26 (almost identical to the beta in 

the full multivariate model) and the total explanatory level of the model is 39,5%. This indicates, that the 

marginal effect of Fixed is robust in presence of Rating at issue.  

                                                 
21

  Two conditions must hold for omitted variable bias (OVB) to occur. In the case that a variable is a determinant of the 

dependent variable (in our case, the spread) and if the variable is also correlated with other independent variables is 

omitted, OVB might be present. This could create issues in the ordinary least square. The degree of OVB depends on to 

which extent the correlations are, if it is large, the bias will also be large and vice versa. (Doane and Seward, 2013) 
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Default rates were found to be one of the most significant explanatory variables in the study of Reilly et al.  

(2010) and Keenan et al.  (1999) who discovered a strong positive correlation between trailing 12 month default 

rates and spreads. Default rates in Model 1 have the beta that is twice smaller when comparing to univariate 

model, which suggests the inflated result in the univariate OLS regression. A similar inflation of the coefficient 

value can be seen in the case of Equity volatility - beta decreases from 8,8 bp in the univariate model to 4,7 bp 

in Model 1. The sign of the variable is still positive, which means that in times of increased volatility the 

spreads increase to account for uncertainty and investor reluctance to purchase risky assets. An analogous 

reasoning is presented by Jens Dick-Nielsen et al.  (2012), Blume et al.  (1998) and Jensen and Pedersen (2015). 

Campbell and Taskler (2003), who in turn show that equity volatility in particular explains as much of the 

yield spreads as credit rating. 

 

Moving on to Oil price, we did not have a definitive expectation regarding the sign of the variable. Since the 

output suggest that increase of oil price results in increase of spreads, we assume that the drawbacks associated 

with oil being an expensive production input outweigh the realised benefits to the oil-related companies. Thus, 

high oil price savings are not sufficient to offset the spending associated with oil price for the general sample.  

 

S&P spread is an order-based measure for the width of the market and the liquidity in general, as proposed by 

Rakkestad et al.  (2012). Fleming (2003) uses treasury bid-ask spread of long term US treasury bonds as a 

proxy for liquidity, but following Huang and Huang (2012) reasoning that there is a positive correlation 

between the yield spreads and general equity market liquidity, especially for the high-yield bonds, we used 

S&P spreads and obtained consistent results: as S&P spread increases, yield spreads increase as a result of 

deteriorating liquidity in the market. This can be explained in economic terms by relying on aggregate supply-

aggregate demand model. As supply of a particular asset falls short of its demand, the price of the asset 

increases to a new equilibrium level. Additionally, the transaction costs associated with liquidity shortage 

become higher due to the fact that it becomes more difficult to find the trading counterparty, it takes longer 

time to make the transaction,  the market-makers charge a higher premium, etc. and it all gets accordingly 

reflected in the spread.  

  

Comparing Model 1 and Model 4, Default rates and Equity volatility are significant in both instances. While 

Default rates and Equity volatility have inflated marginal effects in Model 4 possibly due to exclusion of 

Rating, we observe that S&P spread has a comparable beta of 7,8 bp in Model 1, 7,6 pp in Model 4 and 6,6 pp 

in the univariate model, which suggests the robustness of the measure. 
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Final remark 

To sum up, looking at the output, company-specific variables have the highest ability to explain the variations 

in yield spreads. In particular, Rating at issue is a distinctively significant variable with a very strong 

explanatory power. This is further supported by the output of Model 2. However, issue-specific characteristics 

in Model 3 can also explain a significant part of variation in yield spreads - 17,44%. In turn, market-specific 

variables in Model 4 display some ability to explain the dependent variable, but a large part of the spreads 

stays unexplained when solely market-specific variables are used.  

 

Comparing multivariate Model 1 and the other univariate models, we observe that by including all variables 

in the regression model, significance of many isolated variables decreases. The marginal effect of variables on 

the yield spreads is also somewhat inflated in the univariate models and we suspect this might be due to the 

fact that Rating, being paramount in determining the spreads, is excluded. Despite the fact that Rating is 

essential, a concluding remark to make is that the Norwegian high yield market seems to be pricing in many 

market specific variables (Default rates, Equity volatility, Oil price and S&P Spread), although all together 

they account for only 6% of the variations in yield spreads. Comparing Model 1 to the other multivariate 

models (Model 2, Model 3, Model 4) we conclude that Rating, Fixed, Default rates, Equity volatility and S&P 

spread are the most robust, as their significance and sign is consistent across different model variations. This 

means, that investors consider credit risk both on individual and aggregate level, general market sentiment and 

market liquidity as being the most important determinants. To check for differences among rating and maturity 

classes, we will now present the sensitivity analysis, starting with the subdivision of rating groups. 
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Table 11: Subdivision of rating groups for the Norwegian high yield market 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

When dividing the issues by ratings, it seems that highly speculative bonds are more difficult to explain, as the 

adjusted R^2 for highly speculative bonds is 20% as opposed to 53% for the speculative ones, which is twice 

lower. 
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Rating at issue is statistically significant for both segments at 99 significance level - however, the coefficient 

for speculative issues is higher than for highly speculative ones - 1,1 pp as opposed to 0,66 pp respectively. 

This is to some extent counterintuitive, as we would expect the spreads widening with increasing pace as 

ratings deteriorate. We provide two plausible explanations for the phenomena. Firstly, it might be that some 

threshold exists in regards to how much premium the issuers are able to pay without incurring a serious risk of 

not being able to service its debt in the future. After that threshold, the distinction between B+, B, B- and CCC-

rated companies gets blurred and they will pay interest rates that are not as different among the “poor” ratings 

as it is the case with “better-rated” ratings.  

 

The second explanation stems from the discoveries made in the previous models where we find that higher 

levels of securitization and pledge might be associated with lower-ranked securities. We suggest that issuers 

are “forced” to include those additional levels of securitization to reduce the risk on their troubled debt and 

evoke investor’s interest without having to pay unsustainable yields. Thus, for highly speculative bonds, the 

marginal increases in yields are not as high as for the speculative bonds. 

 

Another variable that is comparable both in terms of significance and the marginal effect on the yield spreads 

is Oil price. According to the output, an increase of oil price by 1 USD widens the spreads by 1,7 bp and 1,8 

bp respectively; thus, we also perceive it as a robust indicator. 

 

Default rates are very significant for the highly speculative issues. This can be explained by the fact that 

companies defaulting first are those that have the lowest credit ratings. Increasing number of companies 

defaulting during the last 12 months clearly shows the increased levels of systematic risk that the market 

players are being affected by and companies with poor credit health are the ones most vulnerable. Investor 

sentiment deteriorates as more market participants lose their investments and thus a higher compensation is 

demanded by buyers of highly speculative bonds as they become increasingly worried.  An increase of Default 

rates by 1% results in 8,2 bp increase in yield spreads for the highly speculative issues. 

 

Regarding the S&P spread, it shows significance in the instance of highly speculative issues, which means that 

market liquidity is a major component in determining the yield spreads. Highly speculative bonds are also the 

most volatile fixed income class and thus the fluctuations in price due to liquidity can be dramatic, as investors 

appreciate the ability to sell assets fast and cheap. This can be explained by the fact that although investors 

purchase the highly speculative bonds that have very attractive yields, they also take into consideration the 

ease with which it is possible to sell the security if things “go sour”. Unlike double-B rated bonds that might 

serve as investment, highly speculative bonds might be purchased for speculative purposes. Thus, market 

liquidity is accounted for in the pricing of these bonds. 
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Final remark 

To sum up, it is more difficult to explain dynamics for issues with lower ratings, while the model applied for 

issues rated BB+, BB and BB- (speculative) has an even slightly higher explanatory level than that of Model 

1. It seems that there must be some additional factors governing pricing of highly speculative issues. Rating 

has a lower marginal effect on the spreads for the highly speculative bonds and we explain it by assuming that 

highly speculative issues offer additional layers of protection and that there is a limit in regards to how high 

the yield can be before it becomes unsustainably expensive for the issuer. Variables Fixed and Oil price are 

robust measures and do not differ between the two rating classes. Additionally, highly speculative bonds are 

very sensitive to the default rates as they can be very vulnerable to systematic risk. We now move on to the 

sensitivity analysis based on maturity groups. 
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Table 12: Subdivision of maturity groups for the Norwegian high yield market 

  
Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

Again, the output suggest that Rating is a very important factor for the issues of both longer and shorter 

maturities and the level of marginal effect of  rating on yield spread is robust across maturity classes: 0,76 for 

maturities shorter than 5 years and 0,77 for maturities of 5 years and longer. 
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Repeatedly, Fixed=1 is significant in both instances, but it has a marginally higher effect in the case of issues 

with maturities below 5 years that yield on average 1,7 pp higher than the long-term counterparts yielding on 

average 0,8 pp. Similarly, it seems that Oil price is priced higher within shorter term securities: 2,8 bp, as 

opposed to longer-term counterparts that see an average increase in spreads of only 1,5 bp for every dollar in 

oil price increase. The reason why these two aspects get priced higher for short-term bonds might relate to our 

previous findings: for high yield corporate bonds, the yield spread relationship with maturity is not in line with 

the Liquidity Premium Theory (LPT) and findings of Fridson et al.  (1998), Litterman and Iben (1991) and 

Adedeji and McCosh (1995) who claim that, all other things being equal, the longer the time to maturity for 

the high yield bonds, the higher the yield spread. Contradicting these finding, the yield spread for high yield 

bonds shows a downward-sloping pattern indicating that there is an inverse relationship between the yield 

spread and term to maturity according to Silvers (1973), Stock (1994) and Fridson and Garman (1998). This 

is further supported by Fons (1994) who find that the spread increases with term to maturity for investment 

grade bonds, while it decreases with maturity for high yield bonds. This is consistent with Longstaff and 

Schwartz (1995) who observed a pattern of the yield spread to increase in the first 5 to 10 years of maturity 

and then decline. Johnson (1967) introduced the theory about Crisis at Maturity Hypothesis, according to 

which the default risk observed by investors changes with time. In particular, high yield bonds incorporate a 

greater default risk in the short term because of their high leverage ratio and the inability to refinance short 

term maturing debt. Hence, the default probability is higher in the short term. In the long run, the default risk 

might decrease as the company has sufficient time to grow its business and make the financial situation healthy 

and sound.  

 

Final remark 

Despite the fact that the relationship between the yield spreads and maturity has been a subject of dispute 

among the academics, our results indicate that short-term bonds are being priced higher that the longer-term 

bonds, which is in line with conclusions of Silvers (1973), Stock (1994) and Fridson and Garman (1998), Fons 

(1994), Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) and Johnson (1967). 

 

5.2 SWEDEN 

After having provided results for Norway, we now move on to Sweden. The interpretation and analysis of 

results of the Swedish high yield corporate bond market have been summarised and categorised into a 

univariate, multivariate and sensitivity analysis provided further. We conclude each analysis section with a 

final remark.  

 

5.2.1 Univariate model 

Below the univariate model for Sweden is presented. 
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Table 13: The univariate regression model for the Swedish high yield market 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 
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Judging from the output from the Swedish model, there are 8 significant variables: Rating at issue, Tax rate, 

Oil sector, Maturity, Size, Fixed, MSCI volume and Reference rate at issue date. 

 

It is evident that Rating and Oil sector from the company-specific variables are in line with expectations. Just 

like anticipated, we detect that deteriorating rating results in wider spread and this is explained by the fact that 

more risk is incorporated in securities with lower credit ratings. See consistent findings by Fridson et al.  1998, 

Elton et al.  2001, Delianedis and Geske 2001, Friewald et al.  2012. The spread increases by 1,14 pp for each 

rating downgrade, while the total explanatory power of Rating is 73% and it is the most significant and most 

material variable. In addition, Rating has the lowest F significance of 9,37E-33, which further indicates 

significance of the result. We might also note that since Rating is so paramount in determining the yield 

spreads, not including it in other univariate models would potentially cause omitted variable bias and might 

distort the results. 

  

Distortion of the result is probable with the variable Tax rate. According to the output, the higher the tax rate, 

the lower the spread, which is not in accordance with expectations. Regression returns a negative coefficient 

of -0,1232, while the explanatory power of the variable is 2%. However, suspecting that there might be some 

omitted variable bias, we re-run the regression again including Rating and get a significant (95%) positive 

correlation with a coefficient of 0,143. This time, a positive coefficient hints that indeed an omitted variable 

bias is present in some of the univariate models when Rating is not included. When we control for rating, Tax 

rate returns the output that is consistent with expectations - an increase in corporate tax rate increases the yield 

spread. 

 

Regarding the Oil sector variable, we observe that the explanatory power is 1,94%, which is slightly lower 

than for the Tax rate. One can state that the riskiness is higher as the historical default rates have been higher 

for the energy industry (Vazza and Kraemer, 2014). According to the output the spread increases with 3,4 pp 

when the issuing company operates within the oil sector.  

 

Moving on to the issue-specific variables, Maturity is significant at a 99% confidence level. However, the 

result opposes the theory. Generally speaking, the longer the maturity, the higher the premium associated with 

longer uncertainty should be. However many authors (see Kim et al.  1993, Longstaff and Schwartz 1995, 

Sarig and Warga 1989, Merton 1974, Nielsen et al.  1993, Leland and Toft 1996, Cathcart and El-Jahel 1998 

and Collin-Dufresne and Goldstein 2001 among others) have investigated this phenomena and their result 

diverge. This motivates us to divide the bond sample into maturity segments later in the analysis in order to 

investigate the phenomena as presented from opposing views. 
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In the meanwhile, Size displays a negative relationship with spreads, which is in accordance with expectations. 

As the issue size increases by one million euro, the yield spread decreases by 1,2 bp due to perceived higher 

liquidity of the issue. The model indicates that in isolation Size explains approximately 2% of the variations in 

the spread at a confidence level of 95%. A bond that is issued in a larger amount signifies higher liquidity and 

higher marketability, as probably more investors own the bonds and the frequency of trading increases - thus 

the search costs for finding the trading counterparty are lower, indicating a lower spread. This is consistent 

with Fischer (1959), Fridson and Bersh (1996) who state that there is a negative relationship between the risk 

premium and the total amount outstanding. Additionally, it may be the case that the large issues are associated 

with well-known companies, as smaller and unfamiliar issuers might find it difficult to sell off large amounts 

of debt. Issues of well-known companies have better exposure and thus are easier to trade. 

 

According to the univariate model, Fixed=1 is statistically significant at a 99% level and explains 22,75% of 

variations in yield spreads. According to literature and findings of Cooper and Mello (1988), fixed bonds on 

average pay a higher spread than its floating counterparts. This might be due to the fact that fixed issues include 

an additional interest rate risk, thus the spread demanded by the investors is higher. This result on the other 

hand contradicts findings of Duffie and Liu (1991) who argue that floating-rate markets have higher spreads 

than the fixed-rate markets. The coefficient amounts to approximately 2,89 pp suggesting that the spread 

increases materially. 

 

MSCI volume indicates the liquidity depth in the market. Despite the fact that the variable is in accordance 

with anticipations and is significant at a 95% confidence level, the explanatory power of the variable is 

relatively low (1,58%) and the beta is marginally negative (-9,88E-06 pp), suggesting that better liquidity 

results in more trading of bonds and thus the search costs are to some extent lower indicating lower spreads. 

The negative correlation found in our results is in line with Heinke’s (2006) Liquidity Hypothesis as well as 

Delianedis and Geske (2001) and Chen et al.  (2007) who state that liquidity explains the pricing of bonds in 

an analogous way.  

 

Regarding Reference rate at issue date, the output is as anticipated at a 99% confidence level (beta -0,9471 pp) 

and we witness that the variable explains 6,23 % of the variations in the spread. The fact that Reference rate 

can determine the spread, with high yield spreads associated with low interest rates is also confirmed by Fischer 

and Jordan (1991), Dialynas and Edington (1992), Fridson et al.  (1998) and Tang and Yan (2010) and can be 

explained by the fact that low interest rates are employed when the government wants to stimulate stagnating 

economy and low inflation. 
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Final remark 

When testing the variables in univariate statistical models, it is noticeable that all company specific variables 

prove to be statistically significant and particularly Rating, which turns out to be a very “strong” predictor for 

the yield spreads. Thus, it is vital to assert that since Rating is so significant and in isolation explains yield 

spreads to a large extent, disregarding it from any regression modelling might bias the results. Because of this, 

interpretation of univariate results is done with discretion. We thereby minimise the distortions by conducting 

multivariate modelling. 

 

5.2.2 Further model development 

In order to conduct multivariate regression models for Sweden, certain data quality checks must be performed, 

such as testing for multicollinearity and heteroscedasticity. For that, variance inflation factor test, visual 

inspection of residual plots, Breusch-Pagan and White’s tests will be conducted in order to minimise noise and 

come up with a reliable multivariate model. We now present these data quality checks for Sweden, by 

performing the variance inflation factor test, correlation matrix and multicollinearity test.  

 

Variance inflation factor (VIF) 

Tax rate is not considered having a multicollinearity problem since it is a company-specific variable according 

to the methodology and is static in nature, while other variables are dynamic and may vary/correlate in 

accordance with other variables. Likewise, seniority and whether the issue is listed are issue-specific variables 

that are established on a case-to-case basis, depending on the preferences and capabilities of the issuer. On the 

other hand, MSCI price and Equity volatility are seen to be introducing a multicollinearity problem as they 

mirror similar economic dynamics as well as are represented by VIF>2,5. More information about VIF can be 

found in appendix 21. After eliminating Reference rate and MSCI price, Equity volatility VIF value also 

decreases to approximately 2,66. The VIF table for the Swedish model is displayed below:  
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Table 14: Variance inflation factor and tolerance level for the Swedish high yield market 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

Pairwise Correlations between Independent Variables 

The correlation matrix for Sweden can be found in the appendix 24. Values above or equal to |0,5| are 

highlighted in bold, calling for attention. 

 

Detecting heteroscedasticity with Breusch-Pagan test and White test 

The visual inspection of residual plots is not sufficient to certainly determine the degree of heteroscedasticity. 

As we suspect that heteroscedasticity might be present, the results from the Breusch-Pagan test and the White’s 

General test further confirm this. For the Swedish model, the p-values of Significance F (standard F test) 

amount to 3,66E-26 and 0,00384 for the White’s General Test, thus indicating heteroscedasticity being present. 

The visual representation of residuals is provided in appendix 25, also showing presence of heteroscedasticity 

in the Swedish sample. The final regression model including all independent variables is shown below: 
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5.2.3 Multivariate modelling 

After these further model developments, we now provide the results from the multivariate modelling.  

 

Table 15: The multivariate regression model for the Swedish high yield market 

  

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 
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Moving on to the multivariate results, four different variations are presented following the structure used for 

the Norwegian models. As previously, Model 1 is the main reference model, while Model 2, Model 3 and 

Model 4 are used as supporting models.  

 

According to Model 1, all company specific variables (Rating at issue, Tax rate and Oil sector) are statistically 

significant at a 99% level. Moreover, the significance of the variables Tax rate and Oil sector increase 

compared to the output from the univariate models (from 95% significance to 99% significance level), while 

Rating is still significant at 99% confidence level. Just like the univariate regression model, the output also 

illustrates that company specific variables are the most significant class of variables with Rating being 

paramount for all variations of the models. In isolation, company-specific factors explain 72% of variations in 

yield spreads and all variable signs are in line with expectations. Starting with Rating at issue, our findings are 

consistent with Fridson et al.  (1998) that the lower the rating is, the wider the spread is in general, due to the 

fact that a company with poor financial health may be challenged to pay off its financial obligations in a timely 

manner and thus there must be a compensation for this increased risk. It is also aligned with Joehnk and Nielsen 

(1975), Cheney (1983) and Foss (1995), while our result shows that any downgrade of rating will increase the 

spread by 0,98 pp.  

 

Moving on to the Tax rate, the sign is also in accordance with anticipations and the yield spread increases with 

16,6 bp for every pp increase in the tax rate. Once again, this confirms Plummer (2002) and Elton (2001) 

findings that an increase in tax rate is associated with increase in yield spreads. As tax exhausts the earnings 

of the company, this lowers residual after-tax profit, which might potentially lead to company being less 

solvent in the long-term, ceteris paribus. As a result, the spread increases to reflect the concern of high 

corporate tax rates that might erode the company’s profits and ability to service its future debt payments. 

Moving on, the variable Oil sector was in accordance with expectations, motivated by the fact that oil-related 

companies have historically higher risk of default (Vazza and Kraemer, 2014). This suggests that the spread 

increases for companies operating in oil sector as confirmed by our result.  

 

Moving forward, No trustee=1 is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. However, the output 

indicates a counterintuitive result of lower yield spreads being associated with companies that do not engage 

with a trustee. A possible explanation might be that companies with lower ratings are prone to seek additional 

levels of security in order to attract the investors without having to pay unsustainably high yields. Alternatively, 

the result might be due to data limitation.  

 

Relying on the multiple regression output, we observe that Equity volatility is significant at a 95% confidence 

level. The expected sign for the variable is in accordance with anticipations. In line with studies of Jens Dick-
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Nielsen et al.  (2012), Blume et al.  (1998), Campbell and Taskler (2003) and Jensen and Pedersen (2015), the 

degree of changes in equity prices signals more risk. Hence, higher equity volatility and increased uncertainty 

results in higher spreads (an increase with 5,5 bp) as investors try to shield their capital by demanding a higher 

yield spread as a buffer. Blume et al.  (1998) and Campbell and Taksler (2003) find in their study that equity 

volatility and credit rating have the same explanatory power, but according to our results the explanatory power 

of the variable is much lower than that of Rating. 

 

Final remark 

In summary, our findings indicate that among all variables, Rating at issue is the most important determinant 

of the yield spreads. Rating variable is robust throughout all model variations and displays similar betas with 

the anticipated signs. Market-specific and issue-specific variables do not tend to display a significant 

relationship with the dependent variable, suggesting that the market conditions are factored in the pricing of 

securities to a lesser extent. We now move on to the sensitivity analysis based on rating groups. 
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Table 16: Subdivision of rating groups for the Swedish high yield market 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 
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As bond issues have different characteristics and are sensitive to different dynamics, further subdivisions are 

analysed in order to perform the sensitivity analysis. We follow the methodology of Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein 

and Martin (2001) and Campbell and Taskler (2003) and divide the observations into broad rating segments: 

Speculative and Highly speculative. 

  

When dividing the factors into rating groups, we observe that Rating at issue is consistently significant for 

both subgroups, suggesting that credit risk indeed is a pivotal determinant for issuing bonds in Sweden. The 

beta values are almost identical, (0,93 pp among speculative and 0,94 pp among highly speculative 

observations) and are only slightly lower than the levels illustrated in Model 1 (0,98 pp) and Model 2 (1,14 

pp)  in the multivariate result. Both outputs for Rating are as anticipated and bear positive signs, associating 

low ratings with the higher spreads. These results further support the findings of Model 1 and the Ranking 

Hypothesis asserted by Heinke (2006), Joehnk and Nielsen (1975), Cheney (1983), Foss (1995) and Fridson et 

al.  (1998).   

 

Judging from the sensitivity analysis, we discover that seniority is statistically significant for the highly 

speculative rating group but the output sign is counterintuitive and against our expectations (-1,57 pp). 

According to the general perception, bonds that are less secured yield higher as investors demand to be 

compensated for the risk exposure. A plausible explanation to this inconsistent relationship can be the fact that 

companies with very low ratings are the ones that typically provide an additional level of security. To do so, 

they have to sell the bonds with additional covenants/security/pledge in order to attract investors before the 

financing gets too expensive. See analogous explanation for Norway.  

 

Moving on, No trustee and Not listed are the two issue-specific variables that are statistically significant at a 

95% level for the speculative group, but not for the highly speculative one. Once again, we detect that No 

trustee and Not listed are consistent with the results in preceding models - all of these variables result in a 

decreasing spread. However, the negative sign for Not listed could be explained by high listing fees associated 

with exchange-traded corporate bonds. According to NASDAQ Stockholm Official Bond Listing Price List, 

there is a listing fee per ISIN, an annual fee depending on the issuer size and a delisting fee per ISIN. (Nasdaq, 

2015) This suggests that there are some fees involved in the listing process in the Swedish high yield corporate 

bond market that the investors consider being too expensive, especially for smaller issues. Thus the cost of 

investors’ considerations gets reflected in the spread. The explanation for the lower spread for No trustee 

variable could be analysed from a similar cost perspective, suggesting that investors consider involvement with 

trustees unnecessary and costly. 
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Final remark 

To sum up, among the highly speculative issues, only two variables are statistically significant, Rating at issue 

and Seniority. However, together they explain 61% of variations in yield spreads when comparing to only 46% 

explained in case of less speculative issues with four statistically significant variables. Looking at all statistical 

models, it can be concluded that Rating plays the most vital role, consistent with previous findings. An 

important observation to be made is that for highly speculative bonds, Seniority is the only significant variable 

among issue- and market-specific factors. It is also the only variable that becomes material in case of default, 

which seems to be coordinated with especially high risk of default associated with speculative debt. On the 

other hand, less speculative segment closely replicates Model 1, as it accounts for majority of observations. 

Analogously, there are only 37 observations for the highly speculative group, suggesting that the output should 

be interpreted with discretion. We will now provide the result for the subdivision of maturity groups. 
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Table 17: Subdivision of maturity groups for the Swedish high yield market 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 
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According to the output, Rating at issue is statistically significant at 99% level for both maturity groups with 

the beta of 1,03 pp for bonds with maturities of less than 5 years and 0,88 pp for bonds with maturities 

exceeding and equal to five years. Holding ratings constant, short-term bonds yield higher premiums than the 

long-term ones, which confirms Johnson’s (1967) Crisis at Maturity Hypothesis and analogous findings by 

Sarig and Warga (1989), Fons (1994) and Longstaff and Schwartz (1995). 

 

Since there are no bonds related to the oil sector in the sample with maturity ≥5 years, it has been assigned 

non-applicable (NA). The Swedish high yield market contains a very limited number of heavy oil industries 

compared to the Norwegian market. However, in the short-term, the beta for bonds related to oil sector is 1,75 

pp, with the assumed positive correlation. The positive sign suggests that companies related to the oil sector 

tend to have a materially higher spread (almost double of rating) due to higher risks of default.  

 

Moreover, Fixed is significant at 95% level for holding short-term bonds. According to the output, the spread 

increases with 0,80 pp for fixed rate bonds as they do not account for interest rate risk, also illustrated in Model 

3. Tax rate is only significant for long-term bonds and the assumed positive relationship is as expected. A 

potential explanation might lie within accounting: in the short-run the company can operate and honour its 

interest payments while having low or even negative profits due to a concept of nearness to cash. According 

to nearness to cash, profit is not equal to cash that the company uses for daily operations, dividends and interest 

payments, as the company might rely on additional financing sources like debt, common equity, etc. In the 

long-run, however, the company needs to generate profit in order to be creditworthy and to able to sustain 

healthy cash flows for going concern. (Petersen and Plenborg, 2012) Depending on the levels of the corporate 

tax rate, the future earnings are reduced by the tax payable and thus the residual profit becomes a proxy for the 

future cash flows. The higher the tax rate - the lower the future profit after tax, ceteris paribus. In turn, low 

after-tax profit will reduce issuer’s debt servicing capacity. Here, we observe that the spread increases with 16 

bp for every percentage point increase in the tax rate. The beta deviation for the tax rate variable in this model 

compared to Model 1 (17 bp) is minor, indicating that this value is relatively robust.      

 

We discover that no market-specific variables are statically significant for neither short-term, nor long-term 

bonds in the Swedish market. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the bond market is not sensitive towards 

market dynamics and the yield is not being determined by market variables. Instead, it is primarily driven by 

the variables Credit rating, Corporate tax rate, Oil sector and Fixed.  
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Final remark 

Our findings indicate that the goodness of fit corresponds to 85,84% and 81,13% for short-term bonds and 

long-term bonds respectively. A common factor for both maturity groups is that company specific-variables 

are again the most essential determinants of yield spreads. Important observation concerns the fact that only 

Tax rate is significant for the long-term bonds (excluding Rating). This confirms the assumption that Tax rate 

in the short-run is of low significance because taxed earnings will not have a direct impact on company’s cash. 

Conversely, in the long-run tax represents drainage on company liquidity and the output suggests that the 

investors require a corresponding compensation.  

 

Overall, most of the variables suggested by theory are in accordance with expectations and could explain 

variations in spreads both for Norway and Sweden. To get a better overview of the link between the actual 

output and anticipations, the below table illustrates the comparison, where Model 1 is the reference model. 

Hence, this facilitates the comparison between the markets in Norway and Sweden. Note that only variables at 

95% and 99% confidence level have been included. The variable No trustee is the only variable that is not in 

accordance with the theory. Explanations have been provided in previous sections. 
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Table 18: Comparison of results from model 1 with the expected signs on the spread. 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

5.2.4 Credit spread volatility comparison between Norway and Sweden 

In order to give a better picture of the credit spreads assigned to the ratings, we perform an analysis of the 

mean, median and volatility for the credit spread for Norway and Sweden. The table displays observations 

divided into rating classes (low grade speculative: BB+, BB, BB-), (highly speculative: B+, B, B-), (junk: 

CCC+) as well as the total sample. As illustrated, there is a consistent increasing pattern for the mean and the 

median spread for the three rating classes where the highest volatility, higher mean and median in spread are 

observed for bonds assigned CCC+ ratings. This confirms the Ranking Hypothesis where the credit spread 

volatility of bonds increases as ratings deteriorate. Other authors’ present analogous findings, see Reilley et al. 

(2010), Joehnk and Nielsen (1975), Foss (1995) and Heinke (2006). 

Variable Norway Model 1 Sweden Model 1 Expected sign

Company-specific:

Rating at issue (+) (+) (+)

Tax rate (+) (+)

Oil sector=1 (+) (+)

Issue-specific:

Maturity (+)/(-)

Size (-)

No pledge=1 (+)

No trustee=1 (-) (+)

Not listed=1 (+)

Seniority (+)

Fixed=1 (+) (+)

Market-specific:

Default rates (+) (+)

MSCI volume (-)

Equity volatility (+) (+) (+)

Industrial prod (-)

Oil price (+) (+)/(-)

S&P spread (+) (+)
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Table 19: Yield spread volatility for Norway 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

Table 20: Yield spread volatility for Sweden 

    

 
Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

5.3 Comparison of Norway and Sweden 

A detailed interpretation of the results from the univariate, multivariate and sensitivity analysis have now been 

conducted. We will now present a comparison and summary of the findings for the Norwegian and Swedish 

high yield bond market.  

 

To begin with, we do not compare the markets based on the univariate models in isolation due to a possible 

omitted variable bias. From our findings we discover that variable Rating at issue is extremely significant and 

explains a large part of the yield spreads for both countries. Excluding this variable could thereby potentially 

give rise to distorted results. Thus, this motivates the selection of Model 1 as the comparison model for the 

respective countries. 

 

Comparing the multivariate regression models for Norway and Sweden we note that when including the same 

set of identical variables the explanatory power for the Swedish model is double of that for Norway, as the 

adjusted R squared is 82% and 48% respectively, which implies that the markets react differently to the same 

input parameters. However, we also identify the similarities between the two. 

 

A vital finding is that Rating at issue is highly significant for both markets across all models, suggesting that 

credit risk is paramount in bond pricing and this conclusion is consistent with Reilly et al. (2010),  Campbell 

and Taksler (2003), Tang and Yan (2010) and Fridson et al.  (1998). However, the marginal effect of Rating 

in Sweden is higher - a decrease of rating by one increment increases the yield spread by almost one percentage 

Rating Mean Spread Median Spread Std.dev of Spread

BBB+; BB; BB- 4 4 1.6

B+; B; B- 6.8 6.8 2.5

CCC+ 8.1 7.7 2.8

All sample 5.9 5.3 2.7

Rating Mean Spread Median Spread Std.dev of Spread

BBB+; BB; BB- 3.1 3.1 1.2

B+; B; B- 6.8 6.8 1.6

CCC+ 8.8 7.7 2.5

All sample 4.4 3.6 2.3
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point, while in the case of Norway it is 0,80 pp increase. This indicates that Norwegian issues are not as 

sensitive to credit ratings as Swedish issues. Assuming that credit rating is the driving force for the Swedish 

model, the implication for issuers suggests that investors purchasing bonds in Sweden are extremely rating-

sensitive and it is also reasonable to assume that Rating at issue contributes most to the cost of issue for the 

companies selling their debt. Across the different Norwegian and Swedish statistical models, the significance 

and marginal effect of Rating at issue does not change significantly, which suggest that it is a very robust 

measure and is the largest contributor to explaining the yield spreads not only among the company-specific 

variables, but across the total chosen variable universe. 

 

Moving on, our empirical result is consistent with the findings of Sarig and Warga (1989), Bohn (1999) and 

Trück et al.  (2004) who conclude that maturity causes the spreads to widen the first years and decrease in the 

following years - thus it is reasonable to assume that the relationship between the tenor and the yield spread in 

not upward-sloped as explained by the liquidity premium theory, but instead humped, implying that bonds 

with longer maturities yield lower in some cases. We conclude the same phenomena both when observing the 

Norwegian and Swedish outputs. Building on the Crisis at Maturity Hypothesis by Johnson (1967) and Trück 

et al.  (2004) we reason that high yield bonds incorporate a greater credit risk in the short-term because of the 

high leverage ratio and the limited ability to refinance maturing short term debt. In the long-run, however, the 

default risk might decrease as the company has time to grow its business and overcome the original financial 

challenges. Hence, the default probability is higher in the short-term according to our results. 

 

In addition, comparison of the two respective countries shows that Equity volatility is a common factor of high 

statistical significance. Equity volatility betas for Norway and Sweden are comparable: 47 bp and 55 bp 

respectively, indicating that this is a robust level of measuring the marginal effect of equity volatility on the 

yield spreads. From that we also infer that equity volatility has a higher marginal effect in Sweden than in 

Norway. We believe this could be due to the fact that the Swedish market, being less liquid than the Norwegian 

one, provides fewer possibilities for the investors to sell their securities if risk perceptions increase. This is in 

general in line with the Risk on Risk off theory (RoRo), which states that in times of increased risk perceptions, 

investors respond by gravitating to safer securities that bear less risk; thus, in times of high volatility, high 

yield bond market might see high levels of capital outflows as investors hoard safe haven assets. (Bodie and 

Kane, 2014) Since the Swedish market is less liquid when comparing to Norway, the exit becomes more 

expensive and the investors demand higher compensation for potentially higher transaction costs.  

 

Adding on this, the Norwegian multivariate model suggests significance of many market-related variables 

(Default Rates, Equity volatility, Oil price and S&P spread), while the Swedish multivariate model mostly 

relies on company-specific variables (Tax rate and Oil sector in addition to Rating). This finding is consistent 
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across almost all tested models, including the sensitivity analysis. This suggests that the pricing of Norwegian 

bonds takes into consideration some external market dynamics and is in general open to more pricing inputs, 

while the Swedish market primarily relies on factors at the company level. This might be explained by the fact 

that Norwegian bond market includes a large variety of issues that investors can compare the new issues to 

and price various risk parameters accordingly. Familiarity with existing situation in Norway makes investors 

more confident to look beyond the company-level credit risk and also demand appropriate yields for liquidity, 

general economic growth and other market factors. In comparison, Swedish bond market has few opportunities 

to observe the historical development and returns of outstanding bonds - thus, investors rely on the most 

straightforward metrics such as credit rating and specific issue characteristics. 

 

Although credit risk was found to be a paramount parameter for determining the spreads in both countries, our 

empirical results show that the greatest effect of credit risk has been on the Swedish high yield market. A 

significant part of the spread is also explained by equity volatility for both countries. As equity volatility signals 

the uncertainty of the fluctuations in a security’s value and the investor sentiment in the market, we observe 

that increased volatility gives rise to higher credit spreads for both markets. Clearly, this is in line with the Risk 

on Risk off theory (RoRo) stating that when the risk is recognized as being low, investors respond by investing 

in higher yielding securities that are more risky, including the high yield debt market. In general, market 

variables do not appear to be as priced into the Swedish market compared to the Norwegian market. This poses 

a question whether the Norwegian bond market is considered to be more developed and sophisticated than the 

Swedish one, as it prices in more market dynamic variables, whereas the Swedish market relies primarily on 

company-specific variables, according to our models. Adding to this, it is noteworthy to discuss the different 

industry composition of the two markets, where real estate and service sectors dominate the Swedish capital 

markets, while a substantial part of the Norwegian industry and economy is geared around the offshore, oil 

and gas industries. Based on the findings, one can argue that despite the Norwegian high yield market being 

more mature, it is at the same time also more vulnerable and cyclical to disruptions in the economic 

environment, in particular to changes in the commodity prices due to its heavy dependence on the oil sector.  

 

Moving further, as opposed to the US market, investors in Norway and Sweden primarily rely on shadow 

ratings performed by accredited financial institutions. This suggests that strong relationships between the 

parties in the loan market spill over to the debt capital market.  The composition of the Swedish market is 

primarily dominated by real estate and service sector whereas the Norwegian economy is characterised by its 

rich oil and gas sector which has fuelled the development of the high yield market. It is therefore reasonable 

to assume that the size difference in the high yield market is due to the discrepancy in the industry composition 

for both countries.  
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5.4 Robustness test 

In this section, a robustness check is performed in order to assess our findings and test the reliability and 

validity of our models. More specifically, we aim to investigate how specific core variable coefficients react 

when the regression specification is changed. In other words, what is the marginal effect of the coefficients 

when altering the assumptions under the appropriate conditions?  

 

According to Lu and White (2014), there are indications of valid causal inference if the coefficients are 

credible, robust and insensitive when adding, substituting or removing variables. However, we cannot state 

that no omitted variable bias is present in our robustness test. The robustness test will be focused on altering 

multivariate Model 1 for both countries. Nevertheless, there are several ways to perform a robustness test as 

stated earlier (adding, substituting or removing some core variables). Following the methodology of Collin-

Dufresne (2001) we change the assumptions slightly by repeating the same analysis and substituting for two 

similar explanatory variables in the model set. Thus, running the same regression but altering the assumptions 

is our approach to a robust model validation. As will be discussed, the eventual robustness test displayed almost 

unchanged marginal effects on the core variables in the model. In order to facilitate the comparisons and 

validate the model, we substitute the Norwegian and Swedish model with identical variables that act as proxies 

for existing variables. We now present the robustness test for the respective countries and argue that the 

robustness test mirrors Model 1 to a satisfactory extent. 
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Table 21: Robustness checks for Norway and Sweden 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 
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First of all, two variables were altered in the robustness test presented above: Equity volatility was substituted 

with MSCI volatility and the variable Maturity was substituted with Maturity ≥ 5 years, which is a dummy 

variable with a value of 1 for the maturities of equal or above five years. The adjusted R-square of the original 

models for Norway and Sweden amounted to 47,6 % and 82,2% respectively whereas the robustness check 

shows a result of 46,6% for Norway and 81,8% for Sweden, thus almost identical explanatory levels. 

According to the robustness test above, almost the same variables that were significant in Model 1 for the 

respective countries are also significant in the robustness test. Unlike the main model, Equity volatility is only 

significant at a 10% confidence level. The output shows that the signs for the significant variables have not 

changed and the marginal effect of the core regression coefficients differ slightly but stays in close range. We 

interpret this as an evidence of satisfactory structural validity. This signals that estimation of the determinants 

seems rather robust to changes in certain variables. The robustness test could also have been conducted 

differently through adding or removing variables. However, we chose this approach as adding more variables 

could give rise to spurious relationships and eliminating variables could potentially not capture the factors we 

aimed to assess.  
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6. DISCUSSION 

In this section a discussion is presented including a contribution from the study as well as implications for 

practitioners. 

 

6.1 Contribution 

We believe that the research and its findings contribute to understanding of the opportunities and challenges 

in the markets. Having a profound knowledge of the market dynamics may facilitate advantageous managerial 

decision-making both in terms of funding and investing.  

 

From a practical perspective, the thesis provides an explanation of the pricing differences that are relevant for 

key stakeholders: issuers, underwriters and investors. From issuers’ point of view, being aware of Norwegian 

and Swedish particularities and the dynamics that these two markets are governed by provides considerations 

for the cost of raising capital it the two focal markets. The company can apply its unique characteristics to the 

market with appropriate preferences and thus capture move favourable financing arrangements.  

 

From underwriters’ point of view, it is vital to have insight about the distinctive market characteristics as the 

underwriter is responsible for assessing and assuming the issuer’s risk in exchange for certain fees; thus, it 

bears the risk of being unable to successively market the deal if it engages in a full commitment of the bond. 

A more informed decision might prevent the underwriter ending up bearing risky assets with low demand on 

its balance sheet. Being aware of the factors that drive the bond dynamics in terms of pricing and its appeal to 

the local market can provide a signal of the marketability among other things and thus facilitate the appropriate 

decisions whether to engage in a best effort or full commitment underwriting based on the implied risk. 

 

From investors’ point of view, being informed about the driving factors as well as the pricing differences and 

similarities between the two countries can enhance the investment returns as some opportunities allegedly 

exists between Norway and Sweden. Investors will allocate their capital based on the returns they gain reflected 

in the spreads. It further facilitates investment decisions for investors as it signals the anticipated yield 

potential.  

 

From an academic point of view, this study contributes to existing literature on corporate debt market, in 

particular addressing the pricing factors for issues of new bonds at a specific time, namely at the time of issue. 

Previous studies have generally focused on the investment grade market and the high yield market in the US. 

As the Nordic market has gained more attention recently and become a source of financing for foreign investors 

as well, research about this topic is thus relevant also in the academic field. In addition, certain inconsistencies 
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with theory were found and it would thus be interesting to investigate in detail the dynamics of the 

unconventional results. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, the main conclusions obtained from this study are provided.  

 

The PRQ of the thesis aims to assess how various dynamics affect the pricing of the new high yield non-

financial bonds in Norway as opposed to Sweden in terms of yield spreads. 

 

In regards to SQ1 addressing the development of the high yield corporate bond market in Norway and Sweden, 

we find that almost no high yield issues were made in Sweden prior to 2009, neither by Swedish-domiciled 

companies, nor by the foreign issuers. Since 2009, the trend has been changing as both countries have seen a 

growing number of speculative bonds being issued in Norway and Sweden for most of the years. By the end 

of 2015 the Swedish market accounted for 41% (1,4 bn EUR out of total 3,4 bn EUR) of the yearly issued 

volumes, from 0% in 2008, which means that despite the Swedish market being far behind Norway, it was able 

to quickly become notably pronounced. The data further shows that foreign domiciled companies are 

incentivised to issue significantly more high yield bonds in Norway in comparison to Sweden, but Norwegian 

domiciled corporations do not issue many speculative bonds abroad. On the other hand, Swedish domiciled 

firms issue many high yield bonds abroad, but a small portion of Sweden’s high yield market is of foreign 

origin. This suggests that different dynamics are at play in the two countries. 

 

Analysis of factors affecting yield spreads for Norwegian and Swedish high yield corporate bond issues (SQ2) 

and the comparison of pricing (SQ3) shows that on a general level, the presented models show substantial 

ability to explain variations in the yield spread in both markets and few noteworthy concluding observations 

have been made. 

  

First of all, Rating at the time of issue proved to be a paramount and robust measure for determining the yield 

spreads, as its significance level and marginal ability to explain the dependent variable remain consistent 

through all model variations. Company-level credit risk is thus dominant for pricing bonds both in Norway 

and Sweden. However, it seems that Swedish investors are less tolerant towards poor credit risk and might be 

more aggressive in demanding higher yields when purchasing debt. Thus, companies with lower credit ratings 

might consider issuing the securities in Norway, as it may be less expensive, ceteris paribus.  

 

Moving forward, it seems that Swedish investors are also more sensitive towards general market uncertainty. 

Equity volatility prevails in pricing of bonds both in Norway and Sweden and the investors of former demand 

higher compensation, ceteris paribus. Observing the coefficients of the variables in the two respective markets, 

Swedish issues tend to offer higher yields, implying that looking from the issuers’ perspective, selling debt in 
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Sweden is more expensive when comparing to Norway. Important to note is that a large part of yield spreads 

in Norway still remains unexplained by our results.  

 

The analysis also confirms an unconventional relationship between the lifetime of the security and its 

compensation, as we discover that high yield bonds of shorter maturity yield higher. This is suggested by the 

coefficients of significant variables of the respective maturity segments. However, the multivariate regression 

model does not display significance of maturity variable in itself for neither of the two markets, suggesting 

that there is no tenor premium when looking at the pricing holistically.   

 

Moreover, more quantifiable market variables (Default rates, Equity volatility, Oil price and S&P spread) are 

present in the pricing of the Norwegian high yield bonds, according to the results.  Comparing to the 

characteristics seen in the Swedish model where the pricing is relatively straightforward with credit rating as 

a focal point, Norwegian high yield bond market is seen to be more developed and sophisticated as it is able 

to price in more market dynamics. Based on the findings, it is possible to argue that despite the Norwegian 

high yield market being more sophisticated and mature, it is at the same time also more cyclical and vulnerable 

to disruptions in the economic environment and in particular to changes in the oil price. Norwegian industry 

and economy is geared around offshore, oil and gas industries, while Swedish capital market is dominated by 

relatively safe real estate and service sectors. Thus, the markets on an aggregate level react accordingly to 

different market-moving dynamics, which may explain the different explanatory level reached with a universal 

regression model.  

 

A final concluding remark regarding the sensitivity analysis shows that there is a distinct evidence of 

segmentation among the rating classes and maturity groups between and in the countries. This suggests that 

corporations should consider using different models when assessing the spreads for high yield issued bonds 

with diverse ratings and maturity groups.   
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8. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this section, some criticism, suggestions for improvements and future research encountered during the thesis 

process is presented. 

 

The primary objective of the thesis has been to assess potentially important factors explaining the yield spread 

based on previous research and academic literature as well as to employ statistical modelling to quantify the 

findings. The methodology is inspired by Fridson and Garman (1998) who use 19 test variables for assessing 

the determinants of spreads on new high yield bonds. See also Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein and Martin (2001) 

and Campbell and Taksler (2003). We further propose possible improvements for the study by reflecting on 

the process and subsequently providing recommendations for potential extensions of the study. Regarding the 

former, we are aware that this study would have benefited if the number of variables explored were reduced. 

In this study, 18 variables were included in the full model (Model 1) with the purpose of obtaining a broader 

overview of the causes for the variations in spread and including more dimensions of the spread.  However, as 

a result, we risk to overload the model with too many parameters relative to the number of observations, hence 

over-fitting, which could affect the explanatory power and the estimated coefficient for the parameters. Thus, 

it might have influenced the validity of the findings. Results might have been different if we limited the number 

of test parameters. On an overall level, we believe that the chosen methodology is appropriate, but an 

alternative type of research method would also be of interest for further research. We also do recognise that 

the data posed some limitations and we tried to minimise them to the best of our efforts and creativity. 

 

The observations have been limited to the number of official ratings and shadow ratings accessible. One 

alternative approach to modelling could be using accounting variables that serve as proxies to credit rating. 

The variables could cover performance metrics and ratios such as solvency, leverage, profitability, interest 

coverage, liquidity and asset quality among others - metrics often employed by the rating agencies. 

 

A higher sample size would provide more validity and would allow to analyse specific rating classes and 

maturity classes in more detail, as aggregating the issues by only two segments entangles issues of different 

characteristics and thus does not present the full picture. A more detailed methodology would improve the 

model and provide a more profound insight into the dynamics on bond pricing.  

 

An alternative research approach could have been to create one model for Norway and Sweden instead of 

separating the countries, and thus assign a dummy variable for one of the respective countries. What hindered 

us from pursuing this approach is that having two separate models facilitates the comparison of the driving 

determinants for Norwegian and Swedish bond issuances more explicitly.  
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Throughout the research process, several issues have been encountered that could be subject for future research 

opportunities. First of all, we discovered that market variables are important for the pricing of bonds in Norway. 

As discussed in the literature, liquidity is paramount for the high yield bond market, but our data limitation 

and chosen variables do not present a transparent and concise relationship between the yield spreads and 

liquidity. Thus, it would be worthy to isolate the effect of market liquidity by developing some robust and 

accurate proxies for liquidity while controlling for credit risk.  

 

Compared to the US, the Nordic market does not employ the TRACE system that increases the liquidity and 

the transparency in the bond market. Therefore, it is also of great interest to investigate this area further and 

assess the challenges and implications for introducing such a system, as we do not have the resources at the 

moment to pursue this further.  

 

Since this thesis only focuses on pricing factors at the time of issue - meaning pricing on the primary market, 

it would be worthy to extend the focus further and examine the driving factors for pricing of high yield bonds 

on the secondary market, which would benefit the potential investors. Hence, we propose expanding the 

research into a time-series approach instead of cross-sectional and apply it only to Norway and Sweden. 

Looking at the two markets separately and not in comparison and establishing individual, country-specific 

dynamics too could also be a subject for a further research.  

 

Traditionally, the funding from Swedish corporations has originated from bank loans. As mentioned earlier, 

the effect of the new regulations (Basel III), an exogenous factor, has contributed to the growth in the market 

and is most likely going to fuel the market further once the regulations are fully implemented. As our result 

showed, the pricing of high yield corporate bonds in Norway incorporate more market dynamics suggesting 

that the market is not as characterised by local rootedness as the Swedish market. It seems like investors and 

issuers have built in more confidence in relying on market dynamics in Norway. However, we cannot guarantee 

that the same market confidence will remain in the future due to the drop in the oil price which has impacted 

the whole Norwegian economy. Based on this, it could be noteworthy and interesting to consider the possible 

market development in the future years and to evaluate the effect of regulations on high yield spreads through 

a quantitative study. Thus, we propose this as a potential topic for future research. 

During our investigation of bond issuances in Norway and Sweden, we also discovered that it seems like there 

is a distinctive relationship between the two countries: Norwegian companies do not issue many high yield 

bonds abroad but many foreign companies issue bonds in Norway, while Swedish companies issue many high 

yield bonds abroad but a small portion of Swedish high yield market is of foreign origin. This divergence is a 

potential future research topic as it poses a noteworthy question as to why foreign companies are incentivised 
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to issue so many high yield corporate bonds in Norway in comparison to Sweden and potentially other 

European countries. 
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10. APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX 1: 

Figure 15: The inverse relationship between the YTM and the price of the bond 

 

 

Source: Fabozzi 2012 
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APPENDIX 2:  

Table 22: Definition of rating scales 

 

Source: Yago and Trimbath 2003 & authors’ own contribution. 

 

 

APPENDIX 3: ISSUE PURPOSE 

Figure 16: High Yield issues by purpose (2015) 

 

 

Source: S&P Capital IQ LCD 
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APPENDIX 4:  

Figure 17: Market players in the bond market 

 

Below is an illustration of the main market actors (bond issuer, investment bank, trustee, bond holders) that 

are involved in a bond issue process and the listing process. As seen, there is a separation between the bond 

issuer and the bondholders as no direct contact for settlement is allowed during the issuing process.  

  

Source: Authors’ own contribution. 

 

 

APPENDIX 5: 

Figure 18: The European high yield liquid corporate bond index 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own illustration based on Bloomberg. 
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APPENDIX 6: 

Figure 19: The constituents of iShares Euro High Yield Corporate Bond ETF. 

 

Source: iShares by BlackRock 

 

APPENDIX 7: THE IMPACT OF BASEL III ON THE BOND MARKET 

The purpose of introducing Basel III was to ensure economic stability in the banking sector and help the 

financial institutions to be able to withstand severe shocks arising from financial stress. (Basel Committee on 

Banking Supervision 2010) 

 

Basel III introduced global required liquidity ratios, increased the level of the minimum equity requirements 

and increased the capital ratio requirements, at the same time increasing the risk weight for various asset 

classes. According to the new risk weights, risk weights for corporate bonds is based on a look-up table where 

risk weights range from 60% to 300% on the basis of two risk drivers: revenue and leverage. Since high yield 

corporate bonds are characterised by high leverage ratios, they usually get assigned the risk weights that are 

leaning towards the upper part of the scale and in cases when liabilities exceed equities, 300% is applied. 

(Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 2010) Thus, the revision of risk weights has resulted in a shift to 

hold more liquid assets such as covered bonds, sovereign bonds and higher quality bonds. In addition, the 

prohibition of proprietary trading by investment banks as a result of the Dodd-Frank regulation and the Volcker 

rule put even more strain on banks. 

 

The above changes in regulations have had certain adverse implications for the liquidity in the fixed income 

market. Disintermediation of banks has resulted in deteriorating liquidity among corporate bond market as 

banks are no longer willing to make the market by putting toxic corporate debt on their balance sheets. The 

decline of fixed-income inventory has resulted in reduced the possibility to bid and ask securities on a daily 

frequency and a thinner market. In particular, the high yield and emerging market segment have been exposed 
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to a great reduction in liquidity with widened bid and ask spreads (Rawcliffe, 2015) as brokers would only be 

willing to engage with low quality capital given an appropriate compensation.  

 

Due to increased regulations, banks have shifted their focus towards issuing best effort binds rather than full 

commitment as the latter on means taking on more risky assets on the balance sheet. 

 

To sum up, the introduction of Basel III and additional legislations has resulted in some adverse effects for the 

liquidity in the corporate bond market; thus, it will be appropriate to look into detail at the cost of liquidity 

later in the thesis. 
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APPENDIX 8: ISSUE MAP 

 

 

 

Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata. 
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APPENDIX 9: MARKET INITIATIVES IN ORDER TO DEVELOP THE SWEDISH CORPORATE 

BOND MARKET  

Gunnarsdottir and Lindh (2011) stress that certain market initiatives have been performed in order to develop 

the Swedish corporate bond market. Firstly, as a large part of the secondary market trading occurs over the 

counter (OTC), the degree of transparency is thus restricted. However, the transparency level has increased 

during recent years, as there are now market participants that provide data regarding indicative prices and 

turnover statistics, for instance Nasdaq’ s indicative prices and the Swedish Central bank’s turnover statistics 

for volume. Secondly, the trustee function has emerged in the Swedish market, the first one being CorpNordic 

in 2009 and the second one Swedish Trustee in 2012. As the trustee’s main role is to assure that the issuers 

achieves its obligations towards the investors, this protective role intensifies the position of the investors. 

Thirdly, initiatives regarding more accessibility for small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) have been 

introduced. The minimum issuing amount for corporate bonds has decreased and the number of funds provided 

for private investors have amplified. Regarding the SME, two new marketplaces, First North Bond Market and 

Räntetorget were launched in 2012 and 2013 respectively. As for the high yield sector, the Swedish Securities 

Dealers Association have introduced a standardised bond issuance agreement for corporate bonds, in particular 

for the high yield sector with the aim of facilitating the bond issuance for SME without having to draw up a 

new issue agreement. (Bonthorn 2014, 7). In addition, the accessibility to bank loans in Sweden is greater due 

to the traditional relationship, which explains the lower amount of issuances in the Swedish market. 

Gunnarsdottir and Lindh 2011, argue that another explanation why the issuance of corporate bonds were more 

prominent in the European market than the Swedish market was due to increased funding assistance in terms 

of credits by Svensk Exportkredit (SEK), Exportkreditnämnden (EKN) and Proventus Capital Partners to 

Swedish corporations, which decreased the necessity to issue bonds. Hence, a number of market initiatives 

have been presented with the purpose of growing the Swedish corporate bond market. 

 

Over the past years, the growth of the European high yield market has increased significantly in terms of 

market value and returns. Figure X is the selected EUR High Yield Corporate Bond Index with the inception 

date of 12/31/2009 to YTD. As illustrated, the market value weighted index has increased significantly with 

the highest value on 04/13/15. The average market value of the index amounts to 184646,571 trillion EUR. 

Figure Y provides the comparative returns of the Markit iBoxx EUR Liquid High Yield Index from the 

inception of 2006 to YTD. As can be seen, the general trend is upward sloping. However, as noted there is a 

dip in  the returns during the financial crisis (71,3398 EUR) but since then the last price has increased with 

145,396% as of YTD, the last price amounts to 175,0647 EUR.  
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APPENDIX 10 

Figure 20: Issues divided by currency in Norway and Sweden. 

 

 

Source: Author’s own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

APPENDIX 11 

Figure 21: Issues divided by return type in Norway and Sweden. 

 

 

Source: Author’s own contribution based on Stamdata. 
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APPENDIX 12 

Figure 22: Issues divided by maturity in Norway and Sweden. 

 

 

Source: Author’s own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

 

APPENDIX 13 

Figure 23: Issues divided by seniority in Norway and Sweden. 

 

 

Source: Author’s own contribution based on Stamdata. 
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APPENDIX 14 

Figure 24: Issues divided by redemption type in Norway and Sweden. 

 

 

Source: Author’s own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 15 

Figure 25: Issues divided by trustee structure in Norway and Sweden. 

 

 

Source: Author’s own contribution based on Stamdata. 
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APPENDIX 16: LISTING CORPORATE BONDS IN NORWAY AND SWEDEN 

Corporate bonds listed in Norway  

The bonds will typically be listed on an exchange in order to attract investors (institutional funds). For listing 

on the Oslo Börs (regulated market) for Nordic and foreign bond issuers, several items are not needed: 1) not 

a prerequisite to be a public limited company, 2) no gender requisite for the board of directors, 3) no necessity 

to perform a due diligence, 4) no requirement for a public rating, 5) no requisite that the quarterly or half-year 

financial statements have to be audited. However, the firm must perform a listing prospectus that will be 

evaluated by the Norwegian Financial Supervisory Authority for the bond. The listing prospectus for bonds is 

rather straightforward and takes only a couple of weeks to perform as opposed to a share prospectus that takes 

months. As for listing on Nordic ABM (alternative bond market), the same conditions for listing on the Oslo 

Börs is applicable. Nevertheless, there are two differences: the first one being that there is no prerequisite for 

a listing prospectus. Instead, the corporation must perform a listing document that will be assessed by Nordic 

ABM. Secondly there is no requirement that the audited financial statements will be in accordance with IFRS. 

In contrast to the foreign markets, the listing process is relatively efficient, only weeks and the listing costs are 

low. Moreover, the provided information of the trades in the secondary market is more comprehensive in 

Norway as opposed to other exchanges. (PWC 2016). 

 

Corporate bonds listed in Sweden 

In total, approximately 5000 bonds are listed at Nasdaq Stockholm (regulated market). There are different lists 

for the bonds based on special characteristics such as the nature of the bond, structure of the bond, type of 

issuer and investor. The corporate bond list includes bonds denominated with a high nominal value and is 

targeted towards a certain amount of investors. However, the trading is restricted for corporate bonds. A 

prospectus that fulfils the Financials Instruments Trading Act Ch. 5 and approved by the Swedish Financial 

Supervisory Authority must be conducted in order to list a bond. In addition, there is a fixed listing fee and 

annual fees per depending on the issuer size per ISIN bond. (Source: Nasdaq.com) 

 

Corporate bonds can also be admitted to trading on the unregulated Nasdaq First North Bond market. This 

alternative marketplace does not need any FSA approved prospectus or have to fulfil the IFRS accounting 

standards as in the case with listing of bonds on Nasdaq Stockholm. Thus, this alternative marketplace has 

fewer requirements for issuer and also offer more flexibility compared to listing on Nasdaq Stockholm. The 

key admission requirement is that there must be a company description approved by the exchange that is similar 

to a prospectus but contains less detailed information and instead focus on the issuer and the terms and 

conditions of the bond. The bonds are allowed to be listed in most currencies. (Nasdaq First North Bond 

Market, 2015) 
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The high yield bond issue process generally takes 4-9 weeks to complete, where the preparation phase in the 

non-public stage takes approximately 2-6 weeks and the live phase in the public stage containing for example 

the book building and the roadshow takes 2-3 weeks to complete. (Hansen, Witmeur, Pareto Securities AB 

2014). Compared to other markets, the issue of bonds in Nordics and especially Norway occurs at a rather fast 

pace. (Hamre Øyvind, 2012) 
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APPENDIX 17: SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW

 

 

Risk Authors Year Variables investigated

Fabozzi 2013

Bohn and Crosbie 2003 Probability of default, loss given default and migration risk.

Reilly et al. 2010 Credit rating and 12 month trailing default rates

Fridson et al. 1998 Credit rating

Heinke 2006 Credit rating

Joehnk and Nielsen 1975 Credit rating

Cheney 1983 Credit rating

Foss 1995 Credit rating

Kwan 1996 Firm-specific information

Blume et al. 1998 Equity volatility and credit ratings

Jong and Driessen 2005

Campbell and Taskler 2003 Idiosyncratic equity risk, company specific factors

Tang and Yan 2010 Idiosyncratic equity risk, company specific factors

Elton et al. 2001 Credit quality

Delianedis and Geske 2001 Credit quality

Friewald et al. 2012 Credit quality

Collin-Dufresne 2001 Treasury rate level, slope of the yield curve, firm leverage, volatility, jump 

magnitudes and probabilities in firm value, S&P 500 returns as proxy for the 

overall state of the economy.

Huang Huang 2012 Credit rating, Leverage ratio, Equity premium, default probabilities, asset 

volatility etc

Rakkestad et al. 2012 Bid-ask spread

Delianedis and Geske 2001 Trading volumes, leverage ratio, firm specific variables (volatility of corporate 

value), taxes, market factors (returns and volatilities of equity returns)

Heinke 2006 Issue size

Chen et al. 2007 Liquidity measures: The bid-ask spread, % zero returns, LOT measure. Credit 

rating: Operating income/Sales, Debt/assets, Debt/capitalisation

Friewald et al. 2012 Number of trades, trade volume, trading interval 3) Liquidity variables: Amihud's 

ILR, zero coupon trading, price dispersion measure  

Fisher 1959 Issue size, volume of trading and bid-ask spread

Fridson and Bersh 1996 Issue size

Helwege et al. 2013 Percentage of zero trading days, Bond size, Bond age, Cumulative trading 

volume, On/off-the-run indicator, Range, γ , and Inter-quartile Range (IQR)

Rossi 2009 LOT, percentage of zero trading

Jens Dick-Nielsen et al. 2012 Liquidity measures: Amihud's illiquidity measure, bid-ask spread, zero trading 

days. Added bond age, amount issued, time to maturity, equity volatility, 

operating income to sale, long term debt to assets, leverage ratio, interest 

coverage dummies, the level and slope of the swap curve.

Reilly et al. 2009 Business cycle

Fischer and Jordan 1991 Business cycle, interest rate

Dialynas and Edington 1992 Business cycle, interest rate

Tang and Yan 2010 Real GDP growth rate, GDP growth volatility, investor sentiment proxied by 

Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index, jump risk proxied by S&P 500 

index, implied volatility slope.

Cheney 1983 Business cycle

Reilly et al. 2010 Russel 2000 stock returns

Fridson 1994 Russel 2000 stock returns

Reilley et al. 2009 Russel 2000 stock returns

Huang and Huang 2012 Equity premium, credit rating, leverage ratio, default probabilities, recovery rate

Credit 

risk

Liqudiity 

risk

Market 

risk
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Source: Author’s own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risk Authors Year Variables investigated

Fridson et al 1998 Term to maturity

Fons 1994 Term to maturity

Longstaff and Schwartz 1995 Term to maturity

Kim, Ramaswamy and 

Sundresan 

1993 Term to maturity

Sarig and Warga 1989 Term to maturity

Litterman and Iben 1991 Term to maturity

Adedeji, A., and A.M. 

McCosh

1995 Interest payments, term to maturity, default risk, security, country influence

Merton 1974 Term to maturity

Nielsen et al. 1993 Term to maturity

Leland and toft 1996 Term to maturity

Carchcaret and El-Jahel 1998 Term to maturity

Collin-Dufresne and 

Goldstein

2001 Term to maturity

Diaz and Navarro 2002 Term to maturity

Johnson 1967 Term to maturity

Cooper and Mello 1988 Tax rates

Duffie and Liu 1988 Tax rates

Elton et al 2001 Credit rating, state taxes

Fridson et al . 1998 Seniority

Schulz 2001 Size of the trade, active or inactive institutions and whether a large bond dealer 

is used

Yu 2005 Accounting transperancy, credit rating, maturity, duration, leverage, equity 

volatility, bond aga and amount outstanding
Goldstein et al. 2007 Average daily trading volume, average number of trades per day.

Edwards et al. 2007 Trade size, price, time

Lu et al. 2010 Information asymmetry proxies (probability of information trading model, order 

imbalance, probability of symmetric order flow show) and  information 

uncertainity proxies (accruals quality, firm age, number of analysts following, 

dispersion in analyst's earnings forecasts)

Barnhill et al 2000 Interest rate variables, liquidity variables, default rate variabels

Reilly et al. 2010 12 month trailing default rates, growth rate of the industrial production, small cap 

index (Russel 2000 stock returns), credit rating 

Collin-Dufresne et al. 2001 S&P 500 returns, treasury rate level, slope of the yield curve, firm leverage, 

volatility, jump magnitudes and probabilities in firm value 

Other 

factors
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APPENDIX 18: ISSUE DATA AND ITS DESCRIPTION 

 

Issue data Description

ISIN unique alphanumeric code assigned to every issue

Stamdata
ISIN code with the hyperlink to security's webpage on 

www.stamdata.com

Reference Date the date of data extraction - 2016-02-02

Reference Date Coupon coupon on 2016-02-02, only displayed for securities still outstanding

Reference Date Spread spread on 2016-02-02, only displayed for securities still outstanding

Reference Date Reference Rate

NIBOR; STIBOR; EURIBOR; CIBOR; LIBOR; US-LIBOR; 

GBP-LIBOR; CITA of 1m; 3m; 6m; 1y (only for floating-rate 

securities)

Reference Date Return Type Fixed; floating; zero coupon; linked notes; CPI; adjusted

Rating not provided

Reference Date Outstanding 

Amount Total

0 for matured securities and exact amount for outstanding 

securities (in the currency of security denomination)

Currency
currency of security denomination: NOK; SEK; EUR; USD; GBP; 

DKK; JPY

Reference Date Outstanding 

Amount Total EUR

exact amount for outstanding securities (in EUR), using Stamdata’s 

exchange rate as of 2016-02-02

Maximum Outstanding Amount
maximum amount outstanding during security's lifetime (in the 

currency of security denomination)

Ticker unique number for listed securities

Stock Exchange

Exchange list: KFX; OSE; ABM; BDL; OMX; LSE; ISE; MUNA; 

XAMS; ICEX; HEX; XFND; FNSE; EMTF; FNFI; XPAR; 

FRAA (only for listed securities)

Listing Status
Is listed; Delisted; Apply for listing later; Shall not be listed; May 

apply for listing later

Issuer full name of the issuing company

Issuer # a unique number assigned to every company

HY/IG investment grade or high yield bond issue

Risk Class Type finance; government; municipality; non-financial company

Risk

senior secured, super senior secured, senior unsecured, covered 

bonds, subordinated, subordinated finance,  structured, structured 

products, capital content, government, government enterprise, 

government guaranteed, municipality, municipality guaranteed

Industry Group

bank; insurance; public sector; finance; government; utilities; 

transportation; convenience goods; real estate; media; telecom/IT; 

industry; oil and gas E&P; consumer services; pharmaceuticals: 

agriculture; pulp, paper and forestry; shipping; oil and gas services; 

seafood; healthcare; auto
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Source: Author’s own contribution based on Stamdata. 

Issue data Description

Industry Sub Group a further breakdown of every industry

Short Name
an issue name in format of "company name; issue year/maturity 

year; type of return"

Issue Date the exact date when the security was issued

Maturity Date the date of security's maturity

Current Return Type adjusted; fixed; floating; zero coupon; linked notes; CPI

Redemption Type perpetual; bullet; sinkable; annuity; serial; irregular

Current Coupon coupon on 2016-02-02, also displayed for matured securities

Current Coupon Spread spread on 2016-02-02, displayed for the floating rate bonds only

Current Reference Rate the same as Reference Date Reference Rate

Capital Weight 0; 10; 20; 50; 100; 150

Issue Type
bonds; CDs; linked notes; capital content securities; convertibles; 

linked notes; credit linked notes

Sector (NO)

banks; foreign banks; insurance; foreign non-financial corporations; 

private limited corporations; state-owned limited companies; foreign 

local government; etc.

Sector (SE)

EU member countries; EU institutions; other rest of the world; 

banks; housing credit institutions; other monetary credit market 

corporations; national debt office; primary local government; 

county councils; non-financial corporations; etc.

Trustee

no trustee; Nordic Trustee (NO); Nordic Trustee(SE), Nordic 

Trustee(DK); Law Debenture Trust Corp. PLC; Bankers Trust 

International PLC; Norges Bank; Fokus Bank ASA; 

Landwirtschaftliche Rentenbank; DnB NOR Bank ASA; Deutsche 

Trustee Company Limited; U.S. Bank Trustees Limited; DnB 

NOR Hypotek ASA; etc.

Trustee # a unique number assigned to every trustee

Country country where the company is domiciled

Status
non-payment; insolvency proceedings; default declared (only for 

distressed companies)

Put Closing Date date of put option expiry

Call Closing Date date of call option expiry

Coupon Fix Date date when the coupon was fixed

XRedemption Date date when the issue was redeemed

Latest News Date date of the latest news

Next Installment Date
consistent with the maturity date (only applicable to some 

securities)

Security Pledge; guarantee; none; neg. pledge
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APPENDIX 19: THE OLS MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

Several academics adopt the OLS models in order to determine the pricing factors for corporate bond yields. 

See Campbell and Taskler (2003), Bao et al. (2011), Dick-Nielsen et al.  (2012), Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein 

and Martin (2001) and Ericsson et al.  (2009). Therefore it is reasonable for us to also adopt the OLS model in 

order to determine what company-specific, issue-specific and market-specific dimensions are priced in bond 

yields. However, certain assumptions must be fulfilled in order to adopt this statistical model. (Stock and 

Watson 2011). Assuming k independent variables and n observations, the OLS model generates the following 

formula: 

 

where Y_i is the dependent variable (the yield spread), x is the independent variable (company specific, issue 

specific and market specific variables), B_0 is the intercept, B_1 is the slope and e the error term. 

 

The Conditional Probability Distributions and the Population Regression Line 

The first assumption states that there should be a zero conditional mean. This means that the conditional 

distribution of the error terms given values for the independent variables should have a mean of zero in order 

for the regression variables to be exogenous. Hence, the conditional mean assumption is E(ε|X)=0, which 

means that the independent variable X and the error term ε are uncorrelated, corr (X,ε)=0. This assumption can 

be detected by assessing the distribution of the residuals.  

 

Variables used must be independently and identically distributed 

Furthermore, the variables in our sample [(Xi, Yi). i =1, …, n] must all be independently and identically 

distributed (abbreviated i.i.d.). In order for this assumption to be filled, this assumes that the sample is 

randomly selected. In our case, the observations have been selected on a random basis. We cannot guarantee 

that there exists no bias at all in our selection but based on the fact that the sample includes bonds from all 

industries and years, it is rather representative for the overall Swedish and Norwegian high yield market, 

especially as our sample size represents 75% and 70% of all bonds.  

 

Assumption of Linearity and Finite Fourth Moments 

Since we are conducting a linear regression, the assumption of linear relationship between the variables must 

hold. This means that the dependent variable must be a linear function of a certain number of independent 

variables plus an error term. Despite the fact that this assumption cannot be precisely confirmed, multiple 

regression modelling is not greatly affected by minor deviations from the assumption of linearity. However, 

we will look at bivariate scatterplot of the variables of interest and if curvature relationships are evident, we 
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may consider either transforming the variables, allowing for nonlinear components or excluding them all 

together if the violation is severe.  

 

No strict violations of linearity was found among non-dummy variables, see scatter plots in appendix 21. 

However, one extreme outlier was detected within the Norwegian observations where MSCI volumes had the 

value of 24 above the mean (while the next-closest value is only 4 standard deviations from the mean). 

Including this large outlier could potentially affect and distort the coefficients and thus the research 

conclusions. The assumption for the ordinary least square estimation is that large outliers are unlikely and the 

regression could be sensitive to the presence of outliers. In order to mitigate this, the value has been removed 

from the subsequent analysis. 

 

No perfect multicollinearity 

Lastly, there should be no perfect multicollinearity between the variables in a multiple regression model. 

Perfect multicollinearity occurs when the correlation between two or more independent variables is equal to 1 

or -1. Collinearity refers to situation where there exists a linear association between two independent variables. 

One way to remove multicollinearity is to replace it with other variables that correspond to the economic 

substance. Another practise is to remove the unsatisfactory variables. (Stock and Watson 2011). The infected 

variables are removed in this study in order to provide accurate and credible predictor outcome.  
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APPENDIX 20: SCATTERPLOTS 

Norway 
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Source: Authors’ own contribution based on Stamdata. 

 

Sweden 
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APPENDIX 21: DATA QUALITY CHECKS – DETECTING MULTICOLLINEARITY 

In order to detect the severity of multicollinearity in the regression models, a variance inflation factor test 

(VIF) was performed. Curto and Pinto (2011), Robinson and Schumacher (2009) assert that ’’the variance of 

the corresponding coefficient can be inflated due to data collinearity’’. 

 

If multicollinearity issues exist within the independent variables, it implies that they have high intercorrelations 

which can give rise to disturbances in the data and thus limit our research conclusions. The correlation matrix 

conducted above only identified correlations between pairs of predictors but did not show more precise and 

complex interconnections among the variables. (Doane and Seward 2013) The VIF is for a given independent 

variable defined as: 

 

This implies that is the coefficient of determination when the independent variable is regressed against 

all variables excluding the dependent variable. (Doane and Seward 2013). The tolerance value is the numerator 

of the VIF. There is no formal limit on the presence of multicollinearity. When VIF equals 0, the variables are 

not related at all, whereas VIF of 1 signifies perfect situation with no variance inflation. However, some 

researchers state that the limit on the degree of strong multicollinearity can be found for values exceeding 10. 

(See O’Brien 2007, Jou et al.  2014) This implies that considerations have to be made concerning whether that 

variable belongs to the model.  

 

 

Source: Doane and Seward (2013) and authors’ own contribution. 

 

However, the precise VIF thresholds are subjective and vary among the literature. According to Allison (1999), 

VIF with value greater than 2.5 should get some consideration, while other authors argue that VIF of 5 is the 

tipping point. Nevertheless, a close evaluation of questionable variables using common sense and theory is 

recommended. 

 

 

 

R^2 VIF Interpretation

0 1 No variance inflatiom

0.5 2 Mild variance inflation

0.9 10 Strong variance inflation

0.99 100 Severe variance inflation
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APPENDIX 22: 

Figure 26: Correlation matrix for Norway. 

 

Source: Author’s own contribution. 
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APPENDIX 23: 

Figure 27: Visual inspection for residual plots, Norway.  

 

 
Source: Authors’ own contribution. 
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APPENDIX 24: 

Figure 28: Correlation matrix for Sweden 

 

Source: Author’s own contribution. 
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APPENDIX 25: 

Figure 29: Visual inspection for residual plots, Sweden.  

 
Source: Authors’ own contribution. 
 

 

APPENDIX 26: ISSUANCES 

In total there were 888 HY bonds in the sample size during 2006-2016 obtained from Stamdata, which is 

presented below: 
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ISIN Issuer ISIN Issuer

NO0010612203 AB Stena Metall Finans NO0010379365 Bergen Group ASA

NO0010682370 AB Stena Metall Finans NO0010395502 Bergen Group ASA

NO0010736895 AB Stena Metall Finans NO0010521891 Bergen Group ASA

NO0010752710 AB Stena Metall Finans NO0010521909 Bergen Group ASA

NO0010354061 Ability Drilling ASA NO0010582422 Bergen Group ASA

NO0010670730 AGR Holdings AS NO0010582430 Bergen Group ASA

NO0010705601 AINMT Scandinavia Holdings AS NO0010428352 Bergen Oilfield Services AS

NO0010341316 Akastor ASA NO0010538473 Blom ASA

NO0010341324 Akastor ASA NO0010605991 Blom ASA

NO0010341332 Akastor ASA NO0010642853 Blom ASA

NO0010342587 Akastor ASA NO0010699770 Blue Pioneer Pte. Ltd.

NO0010504608 Akastor ASA NO0010439110 Bluestone Offshore Pte Ltd

NO0010504616 Akastor ASA NO0010378482 Bluewater Holding B.V.

NO0010329543 Aker ASA NO0010697485 Bluewater Holding B.V.

NO0010591977 Aker ASA NO0010697493 Bluewater Holding B.V.

NO0010591985 Aker ASA NO0010607112 Boa OCV AS

NO0010635212 Aker ASA NO0010720790 Boa OCV AS

NO0010637952 Aker ASA NO0010664899 Boa Offshore AS

NO0010657398 Aker ASA NO0010699077 Boa Offshore AS

NO0010680309 Aker ASA NO0010724008 Boa Offshore AS

NO0010680317 Aker ASA NO0010741895 Boa Offshore AS

NO0010701105 Aker ASA NO0010675051 Boa SBL AS

NO0010737158 Aker ASA NO0010560683 Bonheur ASA

NO0010369689 Aker Biomarine ASA NO0010590342 Bonheur ASA

NO0010647431 Aker Solutions ASA NO0010635816 Bonheur ASA

NO0010661051 Aker Solutions ASA NO0010635824 Bonheur ASA

NO0010356512 American Shipping Company ASA NO0010714520 Bonheur ASA

NO0010699879 American Shipping Company ASA NO0010714538 Bonheur ASA

NO0010332943 APL ASA NO0010561459 Borgestad ASA

NO0010360324 APL PLC NO0010649924 Borgestad ASA

NO0010366503 Araca Energy ASA NO0010720766 Borgestad ASA

NO0010400328 Araca Energy ASA NO0010673346 Braathens Aviation AB (publ)

NO0010545676 Araca Energy ASA NO0010715246 Brødrene Greger AS

NO0010561434 Araca Energy ASA NO0010754534 Bulk Industrier AS

NO0010682255 AS Tallink Grupp NO0010322746 BW Gas AS

NO0010683626 Atea ASA NO0010638075 BW Offshore Limited

NO0010650112 Atlantic Offshore AS NO0010673841 BW Offshore Limited

NO0010667835 Atlantic Offshore AS NO0010705361 BW Offshore Limited

NO0010697956 Atlantic Offshore AS NO0010740111 BW Offshore Limited

NO0010309529 Atlantic Oilfield Services Ltd NO0010637325 BWG Homes AS

NO0010675580 Atlantica Tender Drilling Ltd NO0010665359 BWG Homes AS

NO0010753262 Aurora LPG Holding ASA NO0010695042 BWG Homes AS

NO0010360100 Austevoll Seafood ASA NO0010373921 Camo Software AS

NO0010502578 Austevoll Seafood ASA NO0010364250 Cecon 1 AS and Cecon 2 AS

NO0010502594 Austevoll Seafood ASA NO0010506728 Cecon 1 AS and Cecon 2 AS

NO0010502602 Austevoll Seafood ASA NO0010604705 Cecon 1 AS and Cecon 2 AS

NO0010589732 Austevoll Seafood ASA NO0010604697 Cecon ASA

NO0010636012 Austevoll Seafood ASA NO0010697873 Cecon Shipping 1 AS

NO0010661465 Austevoll Seafood ASA NO0010697881 Cecon Shipping 1 AS

NO0010734999 Austevoll Seafood ASA NO0010697899 Cecon Shipping 1 AS

NO0010709280 Awilco Drilling Plc NO0010744808 Cecon Shipping 1 AS

NO0010334097 Axel Springer Norway AS NO0010744816 Cecon Shipping 1 AS

NO0010699317 Axis Offshore Pte. Ltd. NO0010744832 Cecon Shipping 1 AS

NO0010345374 B+H Ocean Carrier Ltd. NO0010672298 Cecon Shipping 2 AS

NO0010754062 B121 Holding AS NO0010694599 Cecon Shipping 2 AS

NO0010355654 B2 Holding ASA NO0010726086 Cecon Shipping 3 AS

NO0010753072 B2Holding AS NO0010713217 Cegal Group AS

NO0010560204 Bassdrill Alpha Ltd NO0010657711 Cermaq Group AS

NO0010684327 Bassdrill Alpha Ltd NO0010711773 Cermaq Group AS

NO0010313893 Bayerngas Produksjon Norge AS NO0010628860 Chloe Marine Corporation Ltd

NO0010713738 Beerenberg Holdco II AS NO0010304686 Club Cruise Entertainment & Travelling Services Eu

NO0010322100 Belships ASA NO0010315310 Club Cruise Entertainment & Travelling Services Eu
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NO0010363831 Club Cruise Entertainment & Travelling Services Eu NO0010589716 Dof Subsea AS

NO0010507007 Color Group AS NO0010607377 Dof Subsea AS

NO0010572530 Color Group AS NO0010636301 Dof Subsea AS

NO0010591068 Color Group AS NO0010670144 Dof Subsea AS

NO0010630155 Color Group AS NO0010662901 Dolphin Group ASA

NO0010657919 Color Group AS NO0010697220 Dolphin Group ASA

NO0010699168 Color Group AS NO0010340425 DP Producer AS

NO0010737133 Color Group AS NO0010375892 DP Producer AS

NO0010310543 COSL Drilling Europe AS NO0010686561 E Forland AS

NO0010302797 COSL Holding AS NO0010367014 Eastern Echo Holding Plc

NO0010375363 COSL Holding AS NO0010679475 Eidesvik Offshore ASA

NO0010714595 Crayon Group Holding AS NO0010334337 Eitzen Chemical ASA

NO0010307309 Crew Gold Corp NO0010334345 Eitzen Chemical ASA

NO0010307317 Crew Gold Corp NO0010668601 Eitzen Chemical ASA

NO0010561418 Crew Gold Corp NO0010668619 Eitzen Chemical ASA

NO0010561426 Crew Gold Corp NO0010668627 Eitzen Chemical ASA

NO0010654841 Crudecorp AS NO0010668635 Eitzen Chemical ASA

NO0010694672 Curato Holding AS NO0010339013 Electromagnetic Geoservices ASA

NO0010664352 Dalane Breiband AS NO0010582919 Electromagnetic Geoservices ASA

NO0010699507 Dalane Breiband AS NO0010609837 Electromagnetic Geoservices ASA

NO0010731540 Dalane Breiband AS NO0010682537 Electromagnetic Geoservices ASA

NO0010372493 Dana Petroleum Norway AS NO0010571144 Eltek ASA

NO0010601198 Dannemora Mineral AB NO0010593353 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010336043 Davie Holding AS NO0010637457 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010751332 DBB Jack-Up Services A/S NO0010671589 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010752116 DBB Jack-Up Services A/S NO0010683600 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010299126 DDI Holding AS NO0010691017 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010305154 DDI Holding AS NO0010699846 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010305162 DDI Holding AS NO0010701352 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010310238 DDI Holding AS NO0010705676 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010633225 Deep Drilling 1 Pte. Ltd NO0010714777 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010637614 Deep Drilling 7 Pte. Ltd. and Deep Drilling 8 Pte. Ltd NO0010727654 Emerging Europe Land Development AS

NO0010345598 Deep Sea Bergen Invest AS NO0010397532 EMS Seven SEAS AS

NO0010297955 Deep Sea Supply AS NO0010538119 EMS Seven SEAS AS

NO0010334279 Deepocean AS NO0010538127 EMS Seven SEAS AS

NO0010356249 Delphin Kreuzfahrten NO0010593502 EMS Seven SEAS AS

NO0010598782 Det Norske Oljeselskap ASA NO0010593510 EMS Seven SEAS AS

NO0010684145 Det Norske Oljeselskap ASA NO0010627938 EMS Seven SEAS AS

NO0010736382 Det Norske Oljeselskap ASA NO0010622525 EOAL Cyprus Holdings Limited

NO0010643281 DFDS A/S NO0010650401 EOAL Cyprus Holdings Limited

NO0010673528 DFDS A/S NO0010655517 EOAL Cyprus Holdings Limited

NO0010357999 Didon Tunisia Ltd NO0010669245 EOAL Cyprus Holdings Limited

NO0010712870 DigiPlex Fet AS NO0010542509 Equinox Offshore Accomodation Limited

NO0010741747 Digiplex Norway AS NO0010417017 Estatia Resort Property AS

NO0010302649 DNO ASA NO0010607302 Etrion Corporation

NO0010478001 DNO ASA NO0010709264 Etrion Corporation

NO0010478019 DNO ASA NO0010709272 Etrion Corporation

NO0010478027 DNO ASA NO0010692585 EWOS Group AS

NO0010606189 DNO ASA NO0010692155 EWOS Holdning AS

NO0010606197 DNO ASA NO0010714512 Exmar Netherlands BV

NO0010740392 DNO ASA NO0010425523 Fairstar Heavy Transport NV

NO0010351638 Dockwise Ltd. NO0010591332 Fairstar Heavy Transport NV

NO0010321128 DOF ASA NO0010587983 Farstad Shipping ASA

NO0010404940 DOF ASA NO0010635964 Farstad Shipping ASA

NO0010518400 DOF ASA NO0010679871 Farstad Shipping ASA

NO0010582794 DOF ASA NO0010671233 Felleskjøpet Agri SA

NO0010592785 DOF ASA NO0010671480 Felleskjøpet Agri SA

NO0010635865 DOF ASA NO0010705999 Felleskjøpet Agri SA

NO0010657802 DOF ASA NO0010706005 Felleskjøpet Agri SA

NO0010703192 DOF ASA NO0010671084 Fjord Line AS

NO0010358955 Dof Subsea AS NO0010661382 Floatel International Ltd

NO0010526627 Dof Subsea AS NO0010584246 Floatel Superior Ltd.
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NO0010624505 Fram Exploration ASA NO0010698053 IGas Energy Plc

NO0010609829 Fred Olsen Energy ASA NO0010299910 Ignis AS

NO0010704125 Fred Olsen Energy ASA NO0010362791 Ignis AS

NO0010354368 Frigstad Discoverer Invest Ltd (BVI) NO0010711153 Infratek Group AS

NO0010446503 Front Exploration AS NO0010612559 Insula AS

NO0010683840 GasLog Ltd NO0010325350 Interoil Exploration and Production ASA

NO0010733827 Genel Energy Finance 3 plc NO0010362809 Interoil Exploration and Production ASA

NO0010710882 Genel Energy Finance Limited NO0010363567 Interoil Exploration and Production ASA

NO0010692882 General Exploration Partners Inc. NO0010584683 Interoil Exploration and Production ASA

NO0010657299 Global Investments Group Finance Ltd. NO0010729908 Interoil Exploration and Production ASA

NO0010378102 Global Rig Company AS NO0010689763 Iona Energy Company (UK) Ltd.

NO0010614217 Global Rig Company AS NO0010355803 Island Drilling Company ASA

NO0010711930 Global Rig Company AS NO0010674187 Island Drilling Company ASA

NO0010711948 Global Rig Company AS NO0010673866 Island Offshore Shipholding LP

NO0010678782 GlobalConnect A/S NO0010572381 J. Lauritzen A/S

NO0010661358 Golar LNG Partners LP NO0010661846 J. Lauritzen A/S

NO0010736481 Golar LNG Partners LP NO0010714561 Jacktel AS

NO0010592074 Golden Close Maritime Corp Ltd NO0010699887 Jack-Up InvestCo 3 Ltd

NO0010722028 Golden Close Maritime Corp Ltd NO0010708332 Jacob Holm & Sønner Holding A/S

NO0010711732 Golden Energy Offshore Services AS NO0010611031 Jasper Explorer PLC

NO0010740459 Goliath Offshore Holdings Pte. Ltd. NO0010692999 Kemijoki Oy

NO0010740467 Goliath Offshore Holdings Pte. Ltd. NO0010650757 Kistefos AS

NO0010724370 Green Dragon Gas Ltd. NO0010699200 Kistefos AS

NO0010729627 Green Star Drilling Limited NO0010727902 Kistefos AS

NO0010668122 Grieg Seafood ASA NO0010675986 Klaveness Ship Holding AS

NO0010741689 GripShip AS NO0010705874 Klaveness Ship Holding AS

NO0010708209 Harkand Finance Inc. NO0010404015 Krillsea Group AS

NO0010625775 Havila Holding AS NO0010518087 Krillsea Group AS

NO0010714009 Havila Holding AS NO0010518103 Krillsea Group AS

NO0010345119 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010560824 Krillsea Group AS

NO0010534563 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010365455 Kverneland AS

NO0010582505 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010365463 Kverneland AS

NO0010590441 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010521263 Kverneland AS

NO0010592207 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010521271 Kverneland AS

NO0010605025 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010705189 Långflon Köpcentrum AB

NO0010605033 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010715212 Latina Offshore Holding Limited

NO0010624737 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010683832 Latina Offshore Limited

NO0010657174 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010362965 LK Holding I AS

NO0010664808 Havila Shipping ASA NO0010746852 LM Group Holding A/S

NO0010713274 Havyard Group ASA NO0010715808 Lock AS

NO0010683717 Hexagon Composites ASA NO0010365745 London Mining Plc

NO0010672702 Highclere Holdings Limited NO0010551609 Lotos Exploration and Production Norge AS

NO0010660954 Höegh LNG Holdings Ltd. NO0010672827 Marine Harvest ASA

NO0010739683 Höegh LNG Holdings Ltd. NO0010353592 Marine Subsea AS

NO0010703655 Hospitality Invest AS NO0010375132 Marine Subsea AS

NO0010598923 Host Hoteleiendom AS NO0010561608 Marine Subsea Cyprus Holding Ltd

NO0010699721 Host Hoteleiendom AS NO0010561616 Marine Subsea Cyprus Holding Ltd

NO0010699739 Host Hoteleiendom AS NO0010431315 Master Marine AS

NO0010497761 Hurtigruten ASA NO0010659857 Merkantilbygg Holding AS

NO0010638133 Hurtigruten ASA NO0010747280 Merkantilbygg Holding AS

NO0010319452 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010703374 Metro Exploration Holding Corp.

NO0010367899 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010588841 Middle East Jackup I Company

NO0010457856 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010360043 Monitor Oil PLC

NO0010499189 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010599020 Morpol ASA

NO0010499197 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010375819 Mosvold Supply Plc

NO0010534613 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010331580 MPF Corp Ltd

NO0010587991 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010344815 MPU Offshore Lift ASA

NO0010604689 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010377302 Nattopharma ASA

NO0010625924 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010523871 Nattopharma ASA

NO0010636632 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010665508 Navigator Holdings Ltd

NO0010641673 I. M. Skaugen SE NO0010598022 NBT AS

NO0010673791 IGas Energy Plc NO0010741358 NBT AS
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NO0010741598 NBT AS NO0010373244 Oceanteam ASA

NO0010737174 Nelja Energia AS NO0010662018 Oceanteam ASA

NO0010331895 Neptune Marine Invest AS NO0010302557 Odfjell SE

NO0010722523 Neptuno Finance Ltd NO0010356215 Odfjell SE

NO0010302680 Nextgentel Holding ASA NO0010555378 Odfjell SE

NO0010357387 Nexus Floating Production Ltd NO0010641715 Odfjell SE

NO0010607690 Njord Gas Infrastructure AS NO0010664741 Odfjell SE

NO0010611114 Njord Gas Infrastructure AS NO0010664758 Odfjell SE

NO0010611122 Njord Gas Infrastructure AS NO0010376213 Olaf Helsets Vei 5 AS

NO0010369556 Nordic Heavy Lift ASA NO0010598907 Olympic Ship AS

NO0010346612 Nordic Mining ASA NO0010659931 Olympic Ship AS

NO0010321029 Noreco Denmark A/S NO0010712839 Olympic Ship AS

NO0010301278 Noreco Norway AS NO0010715188 Opus Offshore Ventures Pte Ltd

NO0010606320 Noreco Norway AS NO0010322233 Oren Oil ASA

NO0010682131 Norlandia Care Group AS NO0010662315 Oro Negro Drilling Pte. Ltd.

NO0010317506 Norse Energy Corp. ASA NO0010662323 Oro Negro Drilling Pte. Ltd.

NO0010378417 Norse Energy Corp. ASA NO0010679467 Oro Negro Drilling Pte. Ltd.

NO0010460355 Norse Energy Corp. ASA NO0010700982 Oro Negro Drilling Pte. Ltd.

NO0010479074 Norse Energy Corp. ASA NO0010701071 Oro Negro Drilling Pte. Ltd.

NO0010481542 Norse Energy Corp. ASA NO0010701097 Oro Negro Drilling Pte. Ltd.

NO0010641681 Norse Energy Corp. ASA NO0010692205 Oro Negro Fortius Pte. Ltd.

NO0010704182 Norshore Atlantic B.V. NO0010724818 Oro Negro Impetus Pte. Ltd

NO0010355423 Norske Skogindustrier ASA NO0010691116 OSA Goliath Pte. Ltd.

NO0010521610 Norske Skogindustrier ASA NO0010710700 OSA Goliath Pte. Ltd.

NO0010524366 Norske Skogindustrier ASA NO0010640824 OSX 3 Leasing B.V

NO0010606171 North Atlantic Drilling Ltd NO0010665367 Otium AS

NO0010692411 North Atlantic Drilling Ltd NO0010671605 P/F Bakkafrost

NO0010332000 Northern Logistic Property ASA NO0010313885 PA Resources AB

NO0010373673 Northern Offshore LTD NO0010405939 PA Resources AB

NO0010667991 Northland Resources AB (publ) NO0010405947 PA Resources AB

NO0010682321 Northland Resources AB (publ) NO0010560725 PA Resources AB

NO0010682339 Northland Resources AB (publ) NO0010605728 PA Resources AB

NO0010709199 Northland Resources AB (publ) NO0010637077 Pacific Drilling S.A.

NO0010363476 Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA NO0010590961 Panoro Energy ASA

NO0010560915 Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA NO0010590979 Panoro Energy ASA

NO0010642200 Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA NO0010591936 Panoro Energy ASA

NO0010713860 Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA NO0010719503 Personalhuset AS

NO0010724313 Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA NO0010324379 Peterson AS

NO0010736549 Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA NO0010318314 Petrojack ASA

NO0010753437 Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA NO0010318322 Petrojack ASA

NO0010300288 Norwegian Car Carriers AS NO0010362916 Petrojack ASA

NO0010369200 Norwegian Car Carriers AS NO0010301997 Petrolia NUF

NO0010588262 Norwegian Car Carriers AS NO0010440258 Petrolia SE

NO0010379068 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010683592 Petrolia SE

NO0010379076 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010316086 PetroMena ASA

NO0010548431 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010395783 PetroMena ASA

NO0010548449 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010543143 PetroMena ASA

NO0010592306 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010347735 PetroProd Ltd

NO0010606338 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010368996 PetroProd Ltd

NO0010661390 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010352644 PetroRig III

NO0010672314 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010724180 Pexip AS

NO0010697030 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010708167 Pharmaq Holding AS

NO0010697048 Norwegian Energy Company ASA NO0010674377 Pioneer Public Properties II AS

NO0010744246 NSA Bondco Limited NO0010714124 Pioneer Public Properties III AS

NO0010309149 Ocean Rig ASA NO0010590300 Polarcus Alima AS

NO0010607625 Ocean Rig UDW Inc. NO0010445935 Polarcus Ltd (Cayman Islands)

NO0010654379 Ocean Yield ASA NO0010628217 Polarcus Ltd (Cayman Islands)

NO0010708316 Ocean Yield ASA NO0010680150 Polarcus Ltd (Cayman Islands)

NO0010734965 Ocean Yield ASA NO0010714389 Polarcus Ltd (Cayman Islands)

NO0010674047 Oceanic Champion AS NO0010660004 Precise Prediction AS

NO0010374937 Oceanlink Ltd NO0010354186 Primorsk International Shipping Ltd

NO0010333206 Oceanteam ASA NO0010354202 Primorsk International Shipping Ltd
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NO0010542475 Prosafe SE NO0010582968 Sevan Marine ASA

NO0010600299 Prosafe SE NO0010593627 Sevan Marine ASA

NO0010635725 Prosafe SE NO0010622582 Sevan Marine ASA

NO0010669633 Prosafe SE NO0010588833 Ship Finance International Limited

NO0010691892 Prosafe SE NO0010661655 Ship Finance International Limited

NO0010717473 Prosafe SE NO0010705742 Ship Finance International Limited

NO0010373400 Proserv Group AS NO0010670441 Siem Offshore Inc.

NO0010710932 Prospector Finance II SARL NO0010708670 Siem Offshore Inc.

NO0010705296 PSOS Finance Limited NO0010636616 SinOceanic II AS

NO0010689342 Real People Investment Holdings Ltd NO0010754690 Sjølivet Holding AS

NO0010614241 Realkapital European Opportunity AS NO0010574833 Skdp 1 Ltd Cyprus

NO0010536501 REC silicon ASA NO0010322761 Software Innovation AS

NO0010607476 REC silicon ASA NO0010662356 Solör Bioenergi Holding AB

NO0010607484 REC silicon ASA NO0010614910 Solør Bioenergi Infrastruktur AS

NO0010563489 Rem Offshore ASA NO0010314248 Solstad Offshore ASA

NO0010664816 Rem Offshore ASA NO0010559180 Solstad Offshore ASA

NO0010672835 Rem Offshore ASA NO0010600364 Solstad Offshore ASA

NO0010720238 Rem Offshore ASA NO0010713548 Solstad Offshore ASA

NO0010360340 Remedial (Cyprus) Public Company Limited NO0010362080 Solstad Rederi II AS

NO0010580921 Remedial Cayman Limited NO0010378250 Sølvtrans Rederi AS

NO0010368285 Reservoir Exploration Technology ASA NO0010306889 Songa Offshore SE

NO0010403546 Reservoir Exploration Technology ASA NO0010372410 Songa Offshore SE

NO0010477763 Reservoir Exploration Technology ASA NO0010628753 Songa Offshore SE

NO0010672306 Rever Offshore AS NO0010649403 Songa Offshore SE

NO0010705833 Ridgebury Crude Tankers LLC NO0010492689 Sonitor Technologies AS

NO0010365471 Rocksource ASA NO0010346810 Standard Drilling ASA

NO0010633860 Romania Invest AS NO0010682180 Start Up 271 AS

NO0010353683 Rowan Drilling Norway AS NO0010580541 Stavanger Eiendom Holding AS

NO0010356009 Rowan Drilling Norway AS NO0010675671 Sterling Resources (UK) Ltd.

NO0010378045 Rowan Drilling Norway AS NO0010614407 Stolt-Nielsen Limited

NO0010429475 Roxar AS NO0010640766 Stolt-Nielsen Limited

NO0010361728 Rubicon Offshore Holdings Limited NO0010640774 Stolt-Nielsen Limited

NO0010697279 Salamander Energy Plc NO0010657406 Stolt-Nielsen Limited

NO0010713522 Sanjel Corporation NO0010705551 Stolt-Nielsen Limited

NO0010752298 Scatec Solar ASA NO0010733819 Stolt-Nielsen Limited

NO0010354632 Sea Production Ltd NO0010701287 StormGeo Holding AS

NO0010673734 Sea Trucks Group Limited NO0010306699 STX Europe AS

NO0010732043 Seabird Exploration Finance Limited NO0010566904 STX Europe AS

NO0010732076 Seabird Exploration Finance Limited NO0010342538 Svithoid Tankers AB

NO0010326044 Seabird Exploration PLC NO0010320955 Tandberg Data ASA

NO0010353915 Seabird Exploration PLC NO0010321177 Tandberg Data ASA

NO0010633118 Seabird Exploration PLC NO0010425879 Tandberg Data ASA

NO0010350903 Seadrill Ltd NO0010661150 Teekay Corporation

NO0010350911 Seadrill Ltd NO0010643257 Teekay LNG Partners L.P.

NO0010550411 Seadrill Ltd NO0010686835 Teekay LNG Partners L.P.

NO0010589492 Seadrill Ltd NO0010735731 Teekay LNG Partners L.P.

NO0010636111 Seadrill Ltd NO0010591423 Teekay Offshore Partners LP

NO0010673148 Seadrill Ltd NO0010635329 Teekay Offshore Partners LP

NO0010705791 Seadrill Ltd NO0010670110 Teekay Offshore Partners LP

NO0010367634 Seametric International AS NO0010670128 Teekay Offshore Partners LP

NO0010665292 Sektor Portefølje III AS NO0010700909 Teekay Offshore Partners LP

NO0010397912 Selvaag Bolig ASA NO0010344153 Telio Holding ASA

NO0010683725 Selvaag Bolig ASA NO0010674542 Telio Holding ASA

NO0010637945 Selvaag Gruppen AS NO0010659899 Teodin Acquico AS

NO0010725179 Sentrumshagen Hamar AS NO0010699861 The North Alliance AS

NO0010342983 Sevan Drilling Invest AS NO0010333560 Thule Drilling AS

NO0010299241 Sevan Marine ASA NO0010360241 Thule Drilling AS

NO0010346000 Sevan Marine ASA NO0010660400 TiZir Ltd

NO0010366966 Sevan Marine ASA NO0010396211 Transeuro Energy Corp

NO0010391642 Sevan Marine ASA NO0010622707 Transeuro Energy Corp

NO0010572126 Sevan Marine ASA NO0010571714 Transocean Norway Drilling AS

NO0010582950 Sevan Marine ASA NO0010599384 Transocean Norway Drilling AS
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NO0010599400 Transocean Norway Drilling AS

NO0010623101 TrollDrilling & Services Ltd

NO0010674328 Troms Offshore Supply AS

NO0010684244 Trønderenergi AS

NO0010368509 TTS Group ASA

NO0010369697 UBE Gruppen AS

NO0010308638 Vann AS

NO0010303126 Vardar AS

NO0010303134 Vardar AS

NO0010572282 Vardar AS

NO0010601248 Vardar AS

NO0010727662 Vardar AS

NO0010708506 Veritas Petroleum Services B.V.

NO0010669971 Vestland Offshore Invest AS

NO0010334253 Viking Drilling ASA

NO0010334261 Viking Drilling ASA

NO0010403488 Viking Drilling ASA

NO0010403496 Viking Drilling ASA

NO0010638158 Viking Supply Ships A/S

NO0010683873 Viking Supply Ships A/S

NO0010654544 Villa Organic AS

NO0010732811 VIZRT GROUP AS

NO0010317829 Vmetro ASA

NO0010322043 Volstad Maritime AS

NO0010680069 Volstad Shipping AS

NO0010684574 Volstad Subsea AS

NO0010714033 VV Holding AS

NO0010741176 WaterCircles Skandinavia AS

NO0010378227 Wega Mining AS

NO0010714470 Weifa ASA

NO0010710551 Wema Group Holding AS

NO0010324460 Wentworth Resources Limited

NO0010675572 Western Bulk ASA

NO0010301070 Wilh. Wilhelmsen ASA

NO0010301344 Wilh. Wilhelmsen ASA

NO0010351281 Wilh. Wilhelmsen ASA

NO0010549603 Wilh. Wilhelmsen ASA

NO0010682404 Wilh. Wilhelmsen ASA

NO0010709215 Wilh. Wilhelmsen ASA

NO0010301799 Wintershall Norge AS

NO0010694565 World Wide Supply AS

NO0010737208 WPC Smalvollveien Purchaser AS

NO0010754765 WWS Recovery AS

NO0010713779 Xcite Energy Resources PLC
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SE0006594412 4finance S.A. SE0004869816 Consilium AB (publ)

SE0003331552 AB Sagax (publ) SE0006800397 Consilium AB (publ)

SE0004491637 AB Sagax (publ) SE0003395656 Corem Property Group AB

SE0005249760 AB Sagax (publ) SE0003963586 Corem Property Group AB

SE0005796398 AB Sagax (publ) SE0005162856 Corem Property Group AB

SE0006027041 AB Sagax (publ) SE0005878352 Corem Property Group AB

SE0007186234 AB Sagax (publ) SE0006887923 Corem Property Group AB

SE0007490883 AB Sagax (publ) SE0003488097 Cortus Energy AB

SE0001933839 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0005937158 C-Walk Invest AB

SE0001934175 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0006964557 D.Carnegie & Co AB (publ)

SE0003395920 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0005280831 DDM Treasury Sweden AB

SE0003395938 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0005424272 DDM Treasury Sweden AB

SE0003395946 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0005498094 Delarka Fastighet AB (publ)

SE0003918119 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0004636512 Diamorph AB (publ)

SE0003918127 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0006028221 Diamorph AB (publ)

SE0003950443 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0005962214 DistIT AB

SE0003950450 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0004324960 Egidaco Investments Plc

SE0005249323 AB Stena Metall Finans SE0006593992 Estancia Logistik AB (publ)

SE0006245460 Addvise Lab Solutions AB (publ) SE0005569662 Estea Logistic Properties 5 AB

SE0004649739 Akelius Residential AB (publ) SE0005569670 Estea Logistic Properties 5 AB

SE0006028338 Akelius Residential AB (publ) SE0004867331 Estea Sverigefastigheter 2 AB

SE0006886974 Akelius Residential AB (publ) SE0007131883 Estea Sverigefastigheter 3 AB (publ)

SE0005933231 Aligera Holding AB (publ) SE0005393220 eTRAVELi AB (publ)

SE0003989599 Amarant Mining Ltd SE0005505831 European Directories BondCo S.C.A.

SE0003989607 Amarant Mining Ltd SE0005677796 European Energy A/S

SE0004545879 AMEDA Fastighetsfond NR 1 AB (publ) SE0005003837 Europeiska Skogsfonden 2 AB (publ)

SE0005498219 Amer Sports Oyj SE0005036084 Fabege AB (publ)

SE0005465952 American Residential Fastigheter AB (Publ) SE0005036092 Fabege AB (publ)

SE0005393899 Apikal Fastighetspartner AB (publ) SE0004807402 Fastighets AB Balder (publ)

SE0007100557 Apikal Fastighetspartner AB (publ) SE0005190253 Fastighets AB Balder (publ)

SE0005224029 ÅR Packaging Group AB (publ) SE0007278015 Fastighetsaktiebolaget Grönlandet Södra 13

SE0004518769 Arise AB (publ) SE0003552819 FastPartner AB (publ)

SE0005906849 Arise AB (publ) SE0004810158 FastPartner AB (publ)

SE0005933231 Arise AB (publ) SE0005798725 FastPartner AB (publ)

SE0006504379 AS Pro Kapital Grupp SE0006510210 FastPartner AB (publ)

SE0004296671 Bactiquard Holding AB SE0007576947 FastPartner AB (publ)

SE0003617216 Bayport Management Ltd SE0004020766 Ferronordic Machines AB

SE0004649713 Bayport Management Ltd SE0007186150 Func Food Group Oy

SE0005393477 Bayport Management Ltd SE0003616093 Fundior AB (publ)

SE0006451712 Bayport Management Ltd SE0003616101 Fundior AB (publ)

SE0007577358 Bayport Management Ltd SE0007783949 Global Scanning A/S

SE0006886883 Bergteamet AB (publ) SE0006027181 Golden Heights AB (publ)

SE0005364411 Bergteamet Holding AB (publ) SE0004270312 Hälsorutan Norden AB

SE0004545192 Björn Borg AB SE0005455607 Hancap AB (publ)

SE0001967316 Black Earth Farming Ltd SE0006259669 Heimstaden AB (publ)

SE0003366624 Black Earth Farming Ltd SE0005933207 Hemfosa Fastigheter AB

SE0005472024 Black Earth Farming Ltd SE0005933215 Hemfosa Fastigheter AB

SE0005878287 Boliden AB SE0006965091 Host Realty i Stockholm AB

SE0007820444 Bong AB (publ) SE0004670248 Hyresfastighetsfonden 2010 nr 2 AB (publ)

SE0003396241 Bonnier AB SE0005096112 Hyresfastighetsfonden International SEK AB (publ)

SE0007191721 Bonnier Finans AB (publ) SE0005849452 Ikano Bostad Stockholm Holding AB

SE0005504719 Byggmästare Anders J Ahlström Fastighets AB (publ) SE0003171644 Impact Europe Group Aktiebolag

SE0006117289 Campus Björksätra AB publ SE0005250529 Index International AB (publ)

SE0007278205 Campus Björksätra AB publ SE0005797537 Index International AB (publ)

SE0005650918 Candyking Holding AB (publ) SE0004949667 Investment AB Kinnevik (publ)

SE0005363637 Capillum Holding AB SE0004949675 Investment AB Kinnevik (publ)

SE0005992898 Ceratiidae II AB (publ) SE0007186085 Jefast Holding AB (publ)

SE0003725324 Clarinova Ltd SE0005505807 JSM Financial Group AB (publ)

SE0004870624 Clarinova Ltd SE0007576715 JSM Financial Group AB (publ)

SE0005364437 Cloetta AB (publ) SE0004926756 Kährs Holding AB (publ)

SE0003918093 CLS Holdings Plc SE0004549988 KGH Customs AB (publ)

SE0006887782 Concent Hyresfastigheter AB (publ) SE0004453108 Klövern AB (publ)
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ISIN Issuer ISIN Issuer

SE0004491512 Klövern AB (publ) SE0003086347 SSAB AB (publ)

SE0004868453 Klövern AB (publ) SE0003086354 SSAB AB (publ)

SE0004951648 Klövern AB (publ) SE0004950517 SSAB AB (publ)

SE0005127578 Klövern AB (publ) SE0004950525 SSAB AB (publ)

SE0005757358 Klövern AB (publ) SE0005757515 SSAB AB (publ)

SE0006799987 Klövern AB (publ) SE0005757523 SSAB AB (publ)

SE0005363645 Kopparberg Invest AB (publ) SE0005567955 SSM Holding AB (publ)

SE0005100112 Kotipizza Group Oyj SE0006600268 Stendörren Fastigheter AB

SE0003845296 Kungsleden AB (publ) SE0004900132 Stresscompany AB

SE0004868727 Kvalitena AB SE0005562907 Stronghold Invest AB (publ)

SE0007666102 Kvalitena AB SE0005036522 Studsvik AB (publ)

SE0005999521 Lauritz.com A/S SE0004389732 Svensk FastighetsFinansiering AB (publ)

SE0005799186 Lavare Holding AB (publ) SE0004389914 Svensk FastighetsFinansiering AB (publ)

SE0007603451 LSTH Handelsfastigheter 2 AB SE0004803278 Svensk FastighetsFinansiering AB (publ)

SE0005566825 Magnolia Bostad AB SE0004803286 Svensk FastighetsFinansiering AB (publ)

SE0005932290 Magnolia Bostad AB SE0004951457 Svensk FastighetsFinansiering II AB (publ)

SE0007576657 Matsoretum AB SE0004545044 Svenska Bostadsfonden 11 AB

SE0005100567 MCB Finance Group Plc SE0004722288 Svenska Bostadsfonden 11 AB

SE0005100575 MCB Finance Group Plc SE0005333911 Svenska Bostadsfonden 12 AB (publ)

SE0004489672 MCB Treasury AB (publ) SE0007074265 Svenska Investeringsgruppen Invest AB (SIG Invest)

SE0003961655 Medstop AB SE0005035193 Swede Resources AB (publ)

SE0006168258 Melitho AB (publ) SE0004649747 Swedish Orphan Biovitrum AB (publ)

SE0004809655 Millicom International Cellular S.A. SE0007500020 Tectona Capital AB

SE0004809663 Millicom International Cellular S.A. SE0005933025 Telefonplan Stockholm Property AB (publ)

SE0007953989 Moberg Pharma AB (publ) SE0004808129 Tethys Oil AB (publ)

SE0005936382 Mobylife Holding A/S SE0005218195 Texas Onshore AB

SE0004296291 NMX Metal Exchange AB SE0005567096 TradeDoubler AB (publ)

SE0004725000 Nobina Europe AB (publ) SE0004019008 Trigon Agri A/S

SE0004725018 Nobina Europe AB (publ) SE0005799194 Troax Group AB (publ)

SE0005797578 Nobina Europe AB (publ) SE0007278262 Uppfinnaren 1 AB (publ)

SE0006371381 Norcell Sweden Holding 3 AB SE0003654748 Värmlands Finans Sverige AB (publ)

SE0005994217 Nordic Service Partners Holding AB SE0007279724 Velcora Holding AB

SE0006027843 Nordlys AB (publ) SE0006452918 Victoria Park AB (publ)

SE0003176395 Nordnet AB (publ) SE0004899516 WA Wallvision AB (publ)

SE0007491253 NP3 Fastigheter AB (publ) SE0005133360 West Atlantic AB (publ)

SE0005994167 Nynas AB (publ) SE0007783840 West Atlantic AB (publ)

SE0005466034 Opus Group AB (publ) SE0007045422 Wihlborgs Fastigheter AB (publ)

SE0005556834 Opus Group AB (publ) SE0005990835 YA Holding AB (publ)

SE0004872851 Orc Group Holding AB (publ)

SE0005932159 Orexo AB (publ)

SE0005936390 Oscar Properties Holding AB (publ)

SE0003652577 PA Resources AB

SE0005392834 PA Resources AB

SE0005365152 PDL Mikrofinans AB

SE0005365160 PDL Mikrofinans AB

SE0005365178 PDL Mikrofinans AB

SE0005878535 Polygon AB (publ)

SE0005392974 Prime Living AB (publ)

SE0007789334 QV Invest AB

SE0007280383 Real Holding i Sverige AB (publ)

SE0005392560 Real People Investment Holdings Ltd

SE0003945385 RusForest AB (publ)

SE0003045848 Russian Real Estate Investment Company AB

SE0005423597 SAS AB (publ)

SE0005249679 Scandinavian Air Ambulance Holding AB (Publ)

SE0003330331 Scandinavian Airlines System Denmark - Norway - Sw

SE0003883552 Scandinavian Airlines System Denmark - Norway - Sw

SE0003883727 Scandinavian Airlines System Denmark - Norway - Sw

SE0004452902 Sefyr Värme AB (publ)

SE0006732921 Sickla Strand Holding AB

SE0006027124 Smart Energy Sweden AB (publ)

SE0002987143 Solör Bioenergi Holding AB


